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THE Idi.br having omitted to dittinguith the Esiays

of his Corretpondents by anyparticular signature, thinks

it necessary to inform his Readers, that from the ninth,

the fifteenth, thirtythird, forty-second, fifty-fourth,

sixty-seventh, seventy-sixth, seventyninth, eightyse^

eond, ninety-third, ninety-sixth, and ninety-eighth Pa*

pers, he claims no other praise than that of having given

them to the Public.





THE

IDLER.

N* I. SATURDAY, APRIL 15, 1758.

Vacui snA ifrntra

Lutimua,
HOR.

HOSE who attempt periodical essays seem in be

often stopped in the beginning, by the difficulty of

finding a proper title. Two writers, since the time

of the Spectator, have assumed his name, without

any pretensions to lawful inheritance; an effort was

once made to revive the Tatler ; and the strange ap*

pellations, by which other papers have been called,

show that the authors were distressed, lik'^ the na*

tives of America, who come to the Europeans to beg
a n^une.

It will be easily believed of the Idler, that if his

title had required any search, he never would have
found it. Every mode of life has its convenience.
Tlie Idler, who habituates himself to be satisfied

with what he can most easily obtain, not only escapes

labours which are often fruitless, but sometimes sue*

ceeds better than those who despise all that is withiii

their readi, and think every thing more valuable as

it is harder to be acquired.

VOL.1. 9



IDLER. 1.

If similitude of manners be a motive to kindness,

the Idler may flatter himself with universal patron-

age. There is no single character under which such
numbers are comprised. Every man is, or hopes to

be, an Idler. Even those who seem to diifer most
from us are hastening to increase our fraternity; as

peace is the end of war, so to be idle is the ultimate

purpose of the busy.

There is perhaps no appellation by which a writer

can better denote his kindred to the human species.

It has been found hard to describe man by an ade-

quate definition. Some phiU)sopiiers have called him
a reasonable animal ; but others have considered rea-

son as a quality of which many creatures partake.

He has been termed likewise a laughing animal

;

but it is said that some men have never laughed.

Perhaps man may be more properly distinguished

as an idle animal ; for there is no man who is not

sometimes idle. It is at least a definition from
which none that shall find it in tiiis paper can be ex-

cepted ; for who can be more idle than the reader of

the Idler?

That the definition may be completes idleness must

be not only the general, but the peculiar character-

istic of man ; and perhaps man is the only being

that can properly be called idle, that does by others

what he might do himself, or sacrifices duty or plea-

sure to the love of ease, r»..« .»*»t. f..,^;.,.«.» iAf^.i '14

Scarcely any name can be imagined from which

less envy or competition is to be dreaded. The Idler

has no rivals or enemies. The man of business for-

gets him ; the man of enterprise despises him ; and
though such as tread the same track of life fall com-
monly into jealousy and discord, Idlers are always

found to associate in peace; and he who is most



1. Idler.

famed for doing nothing, is glad to meet another as

idle as himself.

What is to be expected from this paper, whether

it will be uniform or various, learned or familiar,

serious or gay, political or moral, continued or in-

terrupted, it is hoped that no reader will inquire.

That the Idler has some scheme cannot be doubted ;

for to form schemes is the ldler*s privilege. But

though he has many projects in his head, he is now
grown sparing of communication, having observed,

that his hearers are apt to remember what he forgets

himself; that his tardiness of execution exposes him
to the encroachments of those who catch a hint and
fall to work ; and that very specious plans, after long

contrivance and pompous displays, have subsided in

weariness without a trial, and without miscarriage

have been blasted by derision,

' Something the Idler's character may be supposed

to promise. Those that are curious after diminutive

history, who watch the revolutions of families, and
the rise and fall of characters cither male or female,

will hope to be gratified by this paper ; for the Idler

is always inquisitive and seldom retentive. He that

delights in obloquy and satire, and wishes to see

clouds gathering over any reputation that dazzles

him with its brightness, will snatch up the Idler's

essays with a beating heart. The Idler is naturally

censorious ; those who attempt nothing themselves,

think every thing easily performed, and consider the

unsuccessful always as criminal. ' ms^-tiium^^

I think if necessary to give notice, that I make no
contract, nor incur any obligation. If those who
depend on the Idler for intelligence and entertain*

ment, should suffer the disappointment whicli com-
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monly follows Ul-placed expectations, they are to lay

the blame only on themselves.

Yet hope is not wholly to be cast away. The
I41er.« though sluggish, is yet alivci aad may some-

times be stimulated to vigour and activity. He may
descend into profoundness, or tower into sublimity ;

for the diligence of an Idler is rapid and impetuous,

as ponderous bodies forced into velocity move with

videace proportionate to their weight.

But these vehement exertions of intellect cannot

be frequent, and he will therefore gladly receive help

from any correspondent^ who shell enable him to

please without his own labour. He excludes no

ttyle> he prohibits no subject; only let him that

writes to the Idler remember, that his letters must

«ot be long ; no words are to be squandered in de-

clarations of esteem, or confessions of inability ; con-

scious duiness Ixas little right to be prolix, and praise

i^ not so welcome to the Idler as quiets , : . , , ,, , ,^ <,

f f(°2.
^ SATURBA^, APRIL 22, 1758^

*-f^Uhi ' i'tl i'.jr- f'''hh

Ml#-»?il» ^'^' Toto vix quater anno -^yn'^ho^^' .-'l^fK-j'

Many positions are often on the tongue, and set^

dom in the mind ; there are many truths which every

l^uman being acknowledges and forgets. It is gene-

rally known, that he who expects much will be often

disappointed ; yet disappointment seldom cures m of

expectation, or has any other effect than that of pro-

ducing a moral sentence, or peevish exclamation.
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He that embarks in the voyage of life, will always

?i8h to advance rather by the impulse of the wind,

than the strokes of the oar ; and many founder in the

>as8age, while they lie waiting for the ga!e that i$ to-

^aft them to their wish.

It will naturally be suspected that the Idler haa

lately suffered some di^appointmentj and that he does

lot talk thus gravely for nothing. No man is re^,

juired to betray his own secrets. I will, however,

Hifess, that I have now been a writer almost a week,

md have not yet heard a single word of praise, nor

received one hint from any correspondent.

Whence this negligence proceeds I am not able to

liscover. Many of my predecessors have thought

themselves obliged to return their acknowledgments

Hn the second paper, for the kind reception of the

first ; and in a short time, apologies liave become
lecessary to those ingenious gentlemen and ladies,

'hose performances, though in the highest degree

elegant and learned, have been unavoidably de-

layed.

What then will be thought of me, who, having
experienced no kindness, have no thanks to return ;

rhom no gentleman or lady has yet enabled to give

[any cause of discontent, and who have thereibre na
opportunity of showing how skilfully I can pacify re«

Bentment, extenuate negligence, or palliate rejection }

I have long known that splendour of reputation is

^not to be counted among the necessaries of life, and
itherefore shall not much repine if praise be withheld

[till it is better deserved. But surely I may be al-

lowed to complain, that, in a nation of authors, not

lone has thought me worthy of notice after so fair an
finvitation.

At the tinve when the rage of writing ha$ seijed

i'

\
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the old and young, when the cook warbles her

lyrics in the kitchen, and the thrasher vociferates

his heroics in the barn ; when our traders deal out

knowledge in bulky volumes, and our girls forsake

their samplers to teach kingdoms wisdom ; it may
seem very unnecessary to draw any more from their

proper occupations, by affording new opportunities

of literary fame. ^^'» »* *«*

V^'I should be indeed unwilling to find that, for the

sake of corresponding with the Idler, the smith's iron

had cooled on the anvil, or the spinster's distafT*

stood unemployed. 1 solicit only the contributions

of those who have already devoted themselves to

literature, or, without any determinate intention,

wander at large through the expanse of life, and
weiir out the day in hearing at one place what they

utter at another. «t;i r*-^

. Of these, a great part are already writers. One
has a friend in the country upon whom he exercises

his powers; whose passions he raises and depresses;

whose understanding he perplexes with paradoxesj

or strengthens by argument; whose admiration he
courts, whose praises he enjoys; and who serves

him instead of a senate or a theatre ; as the young
soldiers in the Roman camp learned the use of their

weapons by fencing against a post in the place of an

enemy.
Another has his pockets filled with essays and epi-

grams, which he reads from house to house, to select

parties ; and which his acquaintances are daily en-

treating him to withhold no longer from the impa-

tience of the publ ic. «^ «* »??-'' ^ xnmmjmim m Wfit^.'-

^ If among these any one is persuaded, that, by such

preludes of composition, he has qualified himself to

appear in the open world, and is yet afraid of thoee
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censures wliich they who have already written, and
they who cannot write, are equally ready to fulmi

natc against public pretenders to fame, he may, by
transmitting his performances to the Idler, make a

cheap experiment of his abilities, and enjoy the plea-

sure of success, without the hazard of miscarriage.

Many advantages not generally known arise from

this method of stealing on the public. The stand-

ing author of tlie paper is always the object of criti-

cal malignity. Whatever is mean will be imputed

to liim, and whatever is excellent be ascribed to his

assistants. It does not much alter the event, that

the author and his correspondents are equally un-

known ; for the author, whoever he be, is an indi-

vidual, of whom every reader has some fixed idea,

and whom he is therefore unwilling to gratify with

applause ; but the praises given to his correspondents

are scattered in the air, none can tell on whom they

will light, and therefore none arc unwilling to bestow

them. *4v.il!-^i^ivi \ . m«

He that is known to contribute to a periodical

work, nerds no other caution than not to tell M'hat

particular iMeccs arc his own ; :»uch secrcsy is indeed

very difiiciilt; but if i^t can be maintained, it is

scarcely to be imagined at how small an expense he

may grow considerable.

A person of quality, by a single paper, may en-

gross the honour of a volume. Fame is indeed

dealt with a hand less and less bounteous through,

the subordinate ranks, till it descends to the professed

ji ''lor, who will find it very difficult to get more
than he deserves ; but every man who does not want
it, or who needs not value it, may have liberal al-

lowances ; and, for tive letters in the year sent to the

Idler, of which perhaps only two are printed, will b^e
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promoted to the first rank of writers by those who
are weary of the present race of wits, and wish to sink

tKeno into obscurity before the lustre of a name not

yet known enough to be detested. 'S^^it

i..

N»3.. SATURDAY, APRIL 29, n^^.^^sli

Otia vitte

Solamur caniu.

% i^'i^'i

It has lortg been the complaint of those who fre**

quent the theatres, that all the dramatic art has been

long exhausted, and that the vicissitudes of fortune,

and accidents of life, have been shown in every pos-

sible combination, till the first scene informs us of

the last, and the play no sooner opens, than every

auditor knows how it will conclude. When a con-

spiracy is formed in a tragedy, we guess by whom
It will be detected ; when a letter is dropt in a co-

medy, we can tell by whom it will be found. No-
thirtg is now left for the poet but character and sen-

timent, which are to make their way as they can,,

without the soft anxiety of suspense, or the enliven-

ing agitation of surprise.

A new p^per lies under the same disadvantages a»

1 new play. There is danger lest it be new without

'ftovelty. My earlier predecessors had their choice

of vices and follies, and selected such as were most

likely to raise merriment or attract attention ; they

had the whole field of life before them, untrodden

lind unsufveyed ; characters of every kind shot up in

their way, and those of the most luxuriant growth,

• ,V •
''

. V. .
-

H
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or most cotJS|rt*CU60^ colours, w«re naturally cropt by

the first sickle. They that follow are forced to peep

into neglected corners, to note the casual varieties

of the same species, and to recommend themselves

by minute industry, and distinctions too subtle for

common ejes.

Sometimes it may happen, that the haste or negli-

gence of the first inquirers has left enough behind to

reward another search ; sometimes new objects start

up under the eye, and he that is looking for one kind

of matter, is amply gratified by the discovery of an-

other. But still it must be allowed, that as more is

taken, less can remain ; and every truth brought

newly to li^ht impoverishes the mine, from which

succeeding intellects are to dig their treasures.

Many philosophers imagine, that the elements

themselves may be in time exhausted ; that the sun,

by shining long, will effuse all its light; and that, by
the continual waste of aqueous particles, the whole

earth will at last become a sandy desert.
^^*

I Would not advise my readers to disturb them-

selves by contriving how they shall live without light

and water. B'or the days of universal thirst and per-

petual darkness are at a great distance. The ocean

and the sun will last our time, and we may leave

posterity to shift for themselves. .^
'

But if the stores of nature are limited, much more
narrow bounds must be set to the modes of life ; and
mankind may want ft moral or amusing paper, many
years before they shall be deprived of drink or day-

light. This want, which to the busy and the inven-

tive may seem easily remediable by some substitute

Or other, the whole race of Idlers will feel with all the,

sensibility that such torpid animals can suffer.

When I consider the innumerable multitudes that.
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having no motive of desire, or fletcrmination of will*

lie freezing in perpetual inactivity, till some external

impulse puts them in motion; who awake in the

morning, vacant of thought, with minds gaping for

the intellectual food, which some kind essayist has

been accustomed to supply ; I am moved by the

commiseration with which all human beings ought

to behold the distresses of each other, to try some ex-

pedients for their relief, and to inquire by what me-
thods the listless may he actuated, and the empty be
replenished.

There are said to be pleasures in madness known
only to 'madmen. There are certainly miseries in

idleness, which the Idler only can conceive. These
miseries I have often felt and often bewailed. I

know by experience, how welcome is every avoca-

tion that summons the thoughts to a new image ; and
Jiow much languor and lassitude are relieved by that

officiousness which offers a momentary amusement to

him who is unable to find it for himself.

It is naturally indifferent to this race of men what
entertainment they receive, so they are but enter-

tained. They catch, with equal ea.f»erness, at a mo-
ral lecture, or the memoire of a robber; a prediction

of the appearance of a comet, or the calculation of

the chances of a lotterv.

They might therefore easily be pleased, if they

consulted only their own minds; but those who will

not take the trouble to think for themselves, have al-

ways somebody that thinks for them ; and the diffi-

culty in writing is to please those from whom others

learn to be pleased. *
,^^jj

Much mischief is done in the world with very little

interest or design. He that assumes the character of

a critic, and justifies his claim by perpetual censure,

V .
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imagines that he is hurting none but the author, and

him he considers as a pestilent animal, whom every

other being has a right to persecute; little does he

thinic how many harmless men he involves in his own
guilt, by teaching them to be noxious without ma<
lignity, and to repeat objections which they do not

understand ; or how many honest minds he debars

from pleasure, by exciting an artificial fastidiousness,

and making them too wise to concur with their own
sensations. He who is taught by a critic to dislike

that which pleased him in his natural state, has the

same reason to complain of his instructor, as the mad«
man to rail at his doctor, who, when he thought him-

self master of Peru, physicked him to poverty.

If men will struggle against their own advantage,

they are not to expect that the Idler will take much
pains upon them ; he has himself to please as well as

them, and has long learned, or endeavoured to learn,

not to make the pleasure of others too necessary to

his own. r

N*» 4. SATURDAY, MAY 6, 1758.

Uwlas yap ^tXtio-xi.

HOM.

Charity, or tenderness for the poor, which is now.

justly considered, by a great part of mankind, as in-

separable from piety, and in which almost all the

goodness of the present age consists, is, I thinks

known only to those who enjoy, either immediately
or by transmission, the light of revelation.

Those ancient nations who have given us the wisest t^

models of government, and the brightest examples of
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patriotism » ^hose institutions have httn transcribed

by all succeeding legislators, and M'hose history if

Mudied by every candidate for political or military

reputation, have yet left behind them no mention of

alms-houses or hospitals, of places where age might

repose, or sickness be relieved.

The Roman emperors, indeed, gave large donative*

to the citizens and soldiers, but these distributions

were always reckoned rather popular than virtuous:

nothing more was intended than an ostentation of

liberality, nor was any recompense expected^ but

suffrages and acclamations.

•
. Their beneficence was merely occasional ; he that

ceased to need the favour of the people, ceased like-?

vrise to court it; and, therefore, no man thought it

either necessary or wise to make any standing pro-

vision for the needy, to look forwards to the wants of

posterity, or to secure successions of charity, for suc-

cessions of distress.

Compassion is by some reasoners, on whom the

name of philosophers has been too easily conferred,

resolved into an affection merely selfish, an involun-

tary perception of pain at the involuntary sight of a

being like ourselves languishing in misery. But this

sensation, if ever it be felt at all from the brute in-

stinct of uninstructed nature, will only produce ef-

fects desultory and transient ; it will never settle into

d principle of action, or extend relief to calamities

unseen^ in generations not yet in being.

The devotion of life or fortune to the succour of

Ihcpoor, is a height of virtue, to which' humanity

Jjas never risen by its own power. The charity qf

the Mahometans is a precept whidi their teacher evi-

dently transplanted from the doctrines of Christi-

anity ; and tbe care \>4th whkh some ef the Oriental
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leets attend, a« is said, to the necessities of the di»-

cased and indigent, may be added to the other argu>

inents, which prove Zovoaster to have borrowed bis

institutions from the law of Moses.

The present age, though not likely to shine herer

after among the most splendid periods of history, hag

yet given examples of charity, which may be vrry

properly recommended to imitation. The equal

distribution of wealth, which long commerce has pror

d'aced, does not enable any single hand to raiye edi*

^ce$ of piety like fortified citiei^, to appropriate ma^
nors to religious uses, or deal out such large and
lasting beneficence as was scattered over the land ir

ancient times, by those who possessed counties or
provinces. But no sooner is a new species of misery

brought to view, and a design of relieviag it pro-

fessed, than every hand is open to contribute some-
thing, every tongue is busied in solicitation, and
«very art of pleasure is employed for a time in the
interest of virtue.

The naost apparent and pressing miseries incident

to man,' have no^ their pecutiar houses of reception

and relief ; and there are few among uf raised how-
ever little above the danger of poverty, who may not
jxifitly claim, what is implored by the Mahometans ia
their most ardent benedictionf> the prayers of ih&
poor. .

Among those actions which the mind can most se-

curely review with unabated pleasure, is that of
having contributed to an hospital for the sick. Of
some kinds of charity the consequences are dnbious ;;

some evils which beneficence has been busy to. re-
medy, are not certainly known to be very grievous
to the sufferer, or detrimental to the community ; but
AO man can question whether wounds and sicklier;
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are hot reaTly painful ; whether it be not worthy of a

good man's care to restore those to ease and uieful"

ness, from whose labour infants and women expect

their bread, and who, by a casual hurt, or lingering dis-

ease, lie pining in want and anguish, burthensome to

others, and weary of themselves.

Yet as the hospitals of the present time subsist only

by gifts bestowed at pleasure, withont any v»\\d fund
of support, there is danger lest the blaze :'f charity,

which now burns with so much heat and splendour,

should die away for want of lasting fuel ; lest fashion

should suddenly withdraw her smile, and inconstancy

transfer the public attention to something which may
appear more eligible, because it will be new.

Whatever is left in the hands of chance must be

subject to vicissitude ; and when any establishment is

found to be useful, it ought to be the next care to

make it permanent.

But man is a transitory being, and his designs must
dartake of the imperfections of their author. To
confer duration is not always in our power. We
must snatch the present moment^ and employ it well,

without too much solicitude for the future, and con-

tent ourselves with reflecting that our part is per*

formed. He that waits for an opportunity to do
much at once, may breathe out his life in idle wishes,

and regrei^, in the last hour, his useless intentions,

and barren zeal.

The most active promoters of the present schemes

of charity cannot be cleared from some instances of

misconduct, which may awaken contempt or censure,

and hasten that neglect which is likely to come too

soon of itself. The open competitions between dif-

ferent hospitals, and the animosity with which their

patrons oppose one another, may prejudice weak
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minds against Ihem ail. For it will not be easily

believed, tU?»t aoy man can, for good reasons, wish

to exclude another from doing good. The spirit of

charity can only be continued by a reconciliation of

these ridiculous feuds ; and therefore, instead of con-

tentions who sliall be the only benefactors to the

needy, let there be no other struggle than who shall

be the first.

N** 5. SATURDAY, MAY 15, 1758.

KaXXof

AvT lyxtwy unnylutt

Av7* aentiiiuv aTtaaiuf*

ANAC.

Our military operations are at last begun ; our troops

are marching in all the pomp of war, and a camp is

marked out on the Isle of Wight ; the heart of every

Englishman now swells with confidence, though

somewhat softened by generous compassion for the

consternation and distresses of our enemies.

This formidable armament and splendid march
produce different effects upon different minds, ac-

cording to the boundless diversities of temper, occu'

pation, and habits of thought.

Many a tender maiden considers her lover as al'

ready lost, because he cannot reach the camp but by
crossing the sea ; men of a more political under-

standing are persuaded that we shall now see, in a
few days, the ambassadors of France supplicating for

pity. Some are hoping for a bloody battle, because
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a bloniiy batlto ninlteR a vendible narrative ; lomt
lire toiitpuNiuft Kongti of victory \ nome planning

nrcltei of <Humph } mid some Am mixing (ireworki

lor the CfIchtatloh of a peace*

Of all exlen«lve and complicated objects di/ferent

parti are nelected by dilTVrent vm\ and ttiinds art

variously rtrt'eclcd, an they vary their attention. The
care of the public Im now fixed upon our Holdlen,

who arc leaving their native country to wander,

none can tell how long, In tlie patlde^s deserts of the

Isle of Wight. The tender sigii for tlielr sulterings,

and Jte gay drink to their succeni. I, wito iook^ or

believe myself to look, with more phllo«(ophlo eyes

on human aUTairK, mttst confessi that t fiaw the troopH

march with little emotion ; my thoughts were fixed

upon other scenes, an<l the tear stole Into my eyes, not

for those who were going away, but for those who
were let\ behind,

We have iky reason to doubt but our troops will

proceed with proper caution ; there aie men among
them who can take care of themselves. Dot how shall

the ladles endure without them? Hy what arts can

ihey, who have long had no Joy but from the clvi-

lltlcH of a soldier, now (imuse their hours, and solace

their srparatlon^

Of fifty thousand men, now destl.Med to different

stations, i^ we allow each to have been occasionally

accessary only to ftjur women, a short computation

will Inltmn us, that two hundred thousand ladies arc

tefl to languish in distress ; two hundred titousand

ladies, who must run to sales and auctions without

ail attendant; sit at the play, witiiout a critic to

diixH't their opinion ; buy their fans by their own jiidg»

ment \ disjHise shells by thc*ir own invention ', walk m
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lite mall witltoui a gallant ;
^ro U) tlin gardrns wilhout

a (jrolnctor } and fllmfllf cards with vuIji Impalh^ncei

foi* waul; of a fodHli to cuinplflc tlic fifiHy,

Of tliPBO ladh's^ noiiip, I liojip, have la|)'tlo^3, and

Nontf* inonkii?!!) ; JMif tlii'V arc utisathfactory conipa*

nioiis. Many uirdd omcjrs arn pci'fornmd by m»»n

of scarloJ, to whlcli noithcr dog nor inonki^y lias

adcqttatt? ahilitlt'B.* A parrot, lnde(*d, Im as flni? a» a

folontil, »uhI, If he has born innch umi to good com-
pany , is not wholly without con vernation ; but a par*

rot| alitor all, is a poor little crcaturci and han neither

Nword nor shoulder-knot, can neither danco nor play

at cards.

Since the sdldlers imtst obey th^ call of their duty,

and go to that side of the kingdom which faces

I'Vance, I know not why (he ladles, who cannot live

without them, should not follow them. The pre-

judices and pride of ntan have long presmtied tho

Rword and spindle made for dilferent hands, and de«

nied the other sex to partake the grandeur of mili-

tary gkiry. This notion may be consistently enough
recelvcfl In TVance, where the sallc law excludes fe-

males fmm the throne ; but we, who allow them to

be sovereigns^, ntay surely suppose them capable to be
joldiers.

It Were to be wldiinl that some ntan, whose ex-

perience and i^tithorily ittlght enforce regard, would
propose that our encampments tor the present year,

should coittpriHc an e^ual number of men and women,
who sit tuld march and fight in mingled bodies, if

proper colonels were oitce appointed, and tlie driiitis

ordered to beat for female voluittecrs, our regiments
would soon be filled without the ri'pronch or crm^lty

of an Iniprew,

VOL. I. c
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Of these lieroincs, some might serve on foot, under

the denomination of the Female Buffs, and some on
horseback, vrith the title of Ladi^ Hussars,

What objections can be made to this scheme I

have endeavoured maturely to consider ; and cannot

find that a mddem soldier has any duties, except that

of obedience, which a lady cannot perform. If the

hair has lost its powder, a lady has a puif ; if a coat

be spotted, a lady has a brush. Strength is of less

importance since fire-arms have been used ; blows

of the hand are now seldom exchanged ; and what is

there to be done in the charge or the retreat beyond
the powers of a sprightly maiden ?

Our masculine squadrons will not suppose th^n-

selves disgraced by their auxiliaries, till they have

done something which women could not have dpne.

The troops of Braddock never saw their enemies, and
perhaps were defeated by women. If our American
general had headed an army of girls, he might still

have built a fort and taken it. Had Minorca been

defended by a female garrison, it might have been

surrendered, as it was, without a breach ; and I can"

not but think, that seven thousand women might
have ventured to look at Rocbfort, sack a village,

rdb a vineyard, and return in safety.

'I
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N« 6. SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1758.

19

Tei/bKioy agt7r}; ytveiia yuvi.
OR. PRO.

The lady who had undertaken to ride on one horse

a thousand miles in a thousand hours, has completed

her journey in little more than two-thirds of the time

stipulated, and was conducted through the last mile

with triumphal honours. Acclamation shouted be-

fore her, and all the flowers of the spriog were scat*

tered in her way.

Every heart ought to rejoice when true merit is

distinguished with public notice. I am far fronii

wishing either to the amazon or her horse any dimi-

nution of happiness or fame, and cannot but lament

that they were hot'nipre amply and suitably re*

warded.

There was once a time when wreaths of bays or

oak were considered as recompenses equal to the

most wearisome labours and terrific dangers, and when
the miseries of long marches and stormy seas were at

once driven from the remembrance by the fragrance

of a garland.

If this heroine had been bom in ancient times, she

might perhaps have been delighted with the simpji-

city of ancient gratitude ; or if any thing was want-

ing to full satisfaction, she might have supplied the

deficiency with the hope of deificat^actafi^aQtici-

pate 1 (he altars that would bejj^ii^Ta^dythe vo^s
that would be made, by futulCd^maates "or eques-

trian glory, to the patroq^iCi^i^e race^^nd the god-

dess of the stable.
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But fate reserved her fqr a more enlightened age,

nrhich has discovered leaves and flowers to be tran-

sitory tlili^s '^^h^Qhi; Con?irtR?P pr<>fit. 4s tjbe aid of

honour ; and rates the ev<^ot of every undertaking

only by the mon^ that is g^ned or lost. In these

days, -to strew the iroail wftli (daisies and lilies, is to

mock merit, and delt^de hope. The toynian ^y^ll i^o^

give tis jewels^ nor th^'niiBrer,measure o^
ftir vej^t^fe coin.; A 0W«^ ^h^^h W^%^ M^
under, the f5?et of the m^t renowned icpu^^^ wil)^

neither be received as( a sitake at caj^ds^^ norprpcL^re,

a seat at an opera, iiot, buy candles for. a rbiit. riot

lace for a livery; And though there are. i^^y vi^r-

tuosos. whose sole ambition 's, to, possess somethine

which call be fo|und^in no otjier ha^d| yetso^e arc^

more accustomed tq^tore their cab^ijipi^.by i})e^,%|^n

purchase, ariS none of them wpuld either steal or' tiiiv

oftedf the flowers of gratulatjoh^till he knows, thai

all the rest are totally destroyed.
' Litt!e,therej(9re did i^ avail fh|s wmd^rWM^y^ to

be re^elyea^ %we^^^^^^^ jo^fujl^, wit|i, ^

and baiTcn cerempnies of^^^^ H^^j the way,bejBp

covereil' with guineas, thoucH but for the tenth part',

of the la4 liiile,' she would have considered her skill

aiid diligence as not wholly lost ; and miglit have
rejoiced^ 14) the speed and perseverance which had
le|i|her suc^h sii^erflpity of time, tha^ she= coujd at

Iqsure gather hfer reward with^^^ thed^ijnger of Ata-

la:p^5 miscarriage.

Sp^mUch ground could not, ind^edi; haye been
waved Nvith gold but at a large expense, and we. are,

at present en^a^ed in a war, which demands and en-
' fqrcb^s 'fi^yg^ajlly/ 6^^ common rules are. made, only
' for comjnoh life, and some deviation froni g.ejB^ra| i^'^.

\
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mm m im bt mmy j6 m^ti %Mi
aAioi#t lis, t!ia i^vld%m Irbat occ^sipn wel^v^e

^V^nlbvK^ \mM Of iW6%. ieV iis;4^ Mni cbm-
Ue'c^HA^KMid^ ofM idmL Wi^ WfaVp^^^^^^

iM ail ^aoesa-lah k44 bf tKIl Bei^T^^ ^1 ^ex^el
near iH^ ^ta^$|-#\ 6A \iie MsHi of Newinai-^'^ (o

Miii^eM ms Mm miAmn, m teii ^^4:4^4-
daughters, of our grandrflaughters what an £iigr»Ii

ib^M^ Hp dncfe j^i-foWii^. . ,_^ .. ,

As ^^ntSI. Hd^^vei* illu^tridiis, are soon oD^ciired if

ffi^ ^r^ M^^kl ^ Mditibii^ i ihirik It nece^anr,

that th^ ^Mhi stfduta &'6 Jh^ibed vfitti a cohci^^

laeotim bf Ms iMl Pfd^mdhce. Tlfe >'ompo$aT

fidii if^ His n&Mttf^ bliilit noi id be cpmmitt^
rd^fily ia iMtxijilir }iin% if the fheVn^iics.or
Kkhfa^k^, ^HBh^dy^ shpj^^d MelHocoapeiye
in its full strength the dignity of the subject, sHortiia

undertake to express it, there is danger lest they ad-

mit some phrases which, though well understood at

present, may be ambiguous in another century. If

posterity should read on a public monument, that the

lath/ carried her horse a thousand miles in a thousand

hours, they may think that the statue and inscription

are at variance, because one will represent the horse

as carrying his lady, and the other tell that the lady

carried her horse.

Some doubts likewise may be raised by speculatists,

and some controversies be agitated among historians,

concerning the motive as well as the manner of the

action. As it will be known, that this wonder was
performed in a time of war, some will suppose that
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the lady was ftighted by invader, and Jed to pre-

serve her life or her chastity : others will conjecture,

that she was thus honoured for some intelligence

carried of the enemy^s designs : some will think that

she brought news of a victory ; others, that she was
commissioned to tell of a conspiracy ; and some will

congratulate themselves on their acuter penetration,

and 6nd, that all these notions of patriotism and pubr

lie spirit are improbable and chimerical ; they will

confidently tell, that she only ran away from her

guardians, and that the true causes of her speed were

fear and love.

Let it therefore be carefully mentioned, that by
this performance she won her wager; and, lest this

should, by any change of mani^ers, seem an inade-

quate or incredible incitement, let it be added, that

at this time the original motives of human actions

had lost their influence ; that the love of praise was
extinct ; the fear of infamy was become ridiculous;

and the only wish of an Englishman was, to win hU
wager.

il

\
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N» 7. SATURDAY, MAY 27, 1758.

One of the principal amusements of the Idler is to

read the works of those minute historians the writers

of news, who, though contemptuously overlooked

by the composers of bulky volumes, are yet neces-

sary in a nation where much wealth produces much
leisure^ and one part of the people has nothing to

do but to observe the lives and fortunes of the other.

To us, who are regaled every morning and even-

ing with intelligence, and are supplied from day to

day with materials for conversation, it is difficult to

conceive how man can subsist without a newspaper,

or to what entertainment companies can assemble,

in those wide regions of the earth that have neither

Chronicles nor Magazines, neither Gazettes nor Ad-
vertisers, neither Journals nor tlvening Posts.

There arc nicker great numbers in any nation,

whose reason or mvention can find employment for

their tongues, who can raise a pleasing discourse

from their own stock of sentiments and images ; and
those few who have qualified themselves by specu-

lation for general disquisitions are soon led without

an audience. The common talk of men must relate

to facts in which the talkers have, or think they have,

an interest ; and where such facts cannot be known,
the pleasures of society will be merely sensual. Thus
the natives of the Mahometan empires, who approach
most nearly to European civility, have no higher plea-

sure at their convivial assemblies than to hear a piper,

or gaze upon a tumbler, and no company can keep
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together longer than they are diverted by sounds or

shows.

All foreigners remark, that the knowledge of the

common people of England is greater than Ihat of

any other vulgar. This superiority we undoubtedly

owe to the rivulets of intellige •':e which are con-

Jt^i^u^lly tj^ckling axnp^^j^ ys, y/^^i ,qr,ery pae jjjay

catch, Ji^<j pf ytkxch evjery f^ne p^^es.
*jr^is universal ,^^pqn 9f jusltrMction jis, piBrfeap?,

pot yfhqliy yjfithqi^t }P^ wouy^yjpijcj^ ', it (fertajnjy

|iJ/s the i^atjon yith ?iM|>jef:fi|ci§a di^pAit^t? ; ?f|i^Jfi|

fi^ose to tijk who we?;e bflfp to ^ofjc; mi a<roj;cJ^ i^^

^prinatipn sufB,ci,ent tp emtje vanity, jijm 0fkQ i^p^
hacy; biit tpp Ijjtfj^ tp p??j?ifg^ ijifi n^i^d in^ qpfi\p\ete

fk^l) for f^ll coroprphjeo^sjjon.
^

"Ayi)^f,ever is fojyi^^ Jp gf^f^fy ^^^ pwbjif» will Ibc

i}i\ilti|}Ii€d by tl)e eojuiafipn of ye^ide^ bieypi|u4 i)^

cpssjfy pr use. fI^is plenty ipd^ed pi:ndu(:e9 ct>^fa{^r

jie^s, but cheapfipss ^l\yi^ys en^f in negli^pcp^d ^p"

pravafi9ni

The compilatipn of newspapers is often jCon^rniH^4

tp ^larrow and mercenary mind^, not q^aIi^ec| ifpr

ihe task of dejigh^in^ o|: io^fructiog ; who are fQ^ijtjeiit

to fill their paper, with vfljateyer matter, wi^hpu^ ||It

^ustry to gatber, or discpfnmcr^t to selec|.

Tr<^iiajpuraalsaf.e daijy multipUed* withpu| if»cre^^

pf ({np^ljedge. ThjC tale of tlte iporning Pfp^ is

tpld again in the i-veni?^, and i^he i^arratiyes of il^^

eyenihgare bought. again in the mopliig. Thesfj

r^pi^titipris, indeed, >yas^e time, hut they d,P np^;

sWteri ij. The most eag^r peruser pf nei^s is ticed^

^pfpre he has completed his labour ; and many ^ raaii,,

Aj^hp enters the co^'ee-hqyse in his night-gown and!

slippers, is called away to his shop, or his dinner,

l^^idre be has well co.nsid|ered the state of Ewrop^

\
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It is ^iiQotsesed by leaumur, that spidera migixt

make $^, if Ihey could be perstraded to Jive in

Pf9»pe ,tQgfil^tl«r. The iKtkexs of news, if they cdMld
be confederaied, might p;ive mane pieasure to thi^

p^jbljc. Tlbe imcN-ning and evening authors might
dl^^ <MI exrent between them ; a single action, alid

tb|yt|ipt<af much importance, might be gradually ^-
fojir^red* tp/»s to y»ry a whole week with joy, an^jety^

and conjecture.

W<^ InP0W Ulfit a Friendi ship of war was idtiely

^^n by a isbi^ x»f England ; but thlis evient was suf-

fered to burst upon us all at once, and then what we
)^n^W l^lready W9» «&hoed from day to day, and from
week to week.

tfit m supply these spiders of literature to spin

iOlgejth^^, and inquire to what an extensive web such
aiiotber event might be regularly drawn, and how six

morning «od ^m evening writers might agree to retail

their articles.

Q(} Mimdti3f Morning the captain of a ship might
arrive, who )eft the Friseur of France, a<id the Bull-

dog, Captain Grim, in sight of one another^ so that

an engagement seemed unavoidable.

Mmday ^mh^. A sound of cannon was heard
od Cape Finisterre, supposed to be tho^e of the Bull-

dog and Friseur.

Tuefdap Morning, It was this morning reported^
that the Bull-dog engaged the Friseur, yard-arm and
yard-arm, three glasses and a half, but was obliged to
sh^er off for waat of powder. It is hoped that in-

qMJry will be madeinta this afiair in a proper placi*.

Tuesmy Evening. The account of the engage-
ment between the Bullvdog and Friseur was pi^ema-
ture.

Wednesday Morning, Another express is arrived,.
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whieh brings newi; Uiat the Fr^eur had loii all her
luastii andlbree hundred of her men, in tht late en-

gagement ; arid that Captain Grim is come into har-

bour much shattered.

Wednaday Evening. We hear that the brave Cap-
tain Qrim, having expended his powder, proposed to

enter the Friseur sword in hand ; but that his lieute-

nant, the nephew of a certain nobleman, remonstrated
against it.

7%ttrft% Morning. We wait impatiently for a full

account of the late engagement between the Bull-dog
and Friseur.

Thur$day Evening. It is said the order of\he Bath
will be sent to Captain Grim.

Friday Morning. A certain lord of the admiralty
has been heard to say of a certain captain, that if he
had done his duty, a certain French ship might have
been taken. It was not thus that merit was rewarded
in the days of Cromwell.

Friday Evening. There is certain information at

the admiralty, that the Friseur is taken, after a re-

sistance of two hours.

Saturday Mon.'ng. A letter from one of the gun-
ners of the Bull-dog mentions the taking of the Fri-

seur, and attributes their success wholly to the^bravery
and resolution of Captain Grim, who never owed
any of his advancement to borough-jobbers, or any
other corrupters of the people.

Saturday Evening. Captain Grim arrived at the
admiralty, with an account that he engaged the Fri-

seur, a ship of eqiia? ibrce with his own, off Cape Fi-

nisterre, and took her after an obstinate resistance,

having killed one hundred and fifty of the French^
with the loss of ninety-five of his own men.
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N° 8. SATURDAY, JUNE 3, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.
SIR,

*In the time of public di^nger, it is every inan'&

duty to withdraw his thoughts in some measure from

his private interest, and employ part of his time

for the general welfare. National conduct ought to

be the result of national wisdom, a plan formed by
mature consideration and diligent selection out of ail

the schemes which may be offered, and all the in-

formation which can be procured.
' In a battle, every man should fight as if he was

the single champion ; in preparations for war, every

man should think, as ..iC last eve> t depended oh
hi3 counsel. None can tell what discoveries are

within his reach, or how much he may contribute

to the public safety.

* Full of these considerations, I have carefully re-

viewed the process of the war, and find, what every

other man has found, that we have hitherto added
nothing to our military reputation : that at one time

we have been beaten by enemies whom we did not

see ; and, at another, have avoided the sight of ene-

mies lest we should be beaten. .

* Whether our troops are defective in discipline or

in courage, is not very useful to inquire ; they evi*

dently want something necessary to success ; and he
that shall supply that want will deserve well of his

country. ,

iv'dh/ CJmulrcit^
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' To ham of an enemy has always been accounted

politic and honourable'; and therefore I hope it will

raise no prejudices against my project, to confess that

I borrowed it froM a Frenchman.
* When the Isle of Rhodes y?as,- many centuries

ago, in the hands of that military order now called

the Knights of Malta, it was ravaged by a dragon,

who inhabited a den under a rdck, from ^hich he
issued forth when he was hungry or wanton^ and
Mrithout fear or mercy devoured men and beasts as

they came in his way. Many councils w«re hj^ld^

and many devices offered, for his desttuttidn ; but stk

his back was armed witii impenetrable scales, t6tk
D^oilld venture to attack him. At last Dudon, a

French knight, undertook the deliveratiee df Aht

island. From some place of security he took a v^^

of the dragon, or, as a modern soldief* would B^y>

reconnoitred him, and observed that his bdly ^as
naked and vulnerable. He then returned home io

tak^ his arrang&neriU i arid, by a very exact iiifltao

^ton of nature, made a di'agon of pastebcbrd, in tff^

belly of which he put beef aaiid mutton, and »cctis-

tomed two sturdy mastiffs to iced Iheiti^lv^ by
tearing their way to the concealed flesh. Wlien his

dogs were well practised m this method elf plundei^,

he marched out with theiifi at his heels, a«)d shoW^
them the dragon ; they rushed Ujton him ih qyekt t^

their dinner; Dudon battered his skull, while th<^

lace.Med his belly ; and neither his sting lior cla#fi

were able to defend him.
« Something like this might be practised in &xt [Jre-

sent state. Let a fortificstion be raised on Salisbury

Plain, resembling Brest, or Tonkin, or Paris itself,

with all the usual preparations for defence' : J«t the

inclosure be filled with beef and ale : let the Soldicus,

V
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(comwifip piop^ eniiiijence, see shirty wjiviog upon

lines« and here and there a plump l^dlady hurrying

a)K>ut with pots, in her hands. When they are suf-

ficiently animated; to advance, lead them in exact

prder> with fife and. drum, tp tha;t side whence the

wJAd l^Qws* til) they, come within the scent of roast

meat an^ tobacco. Contrive that they may approach

the: pl^ fasting' about an hour aAer dinner-time,

s^Sili« tHem that there is no danger, and command
anatl^k,

'If: n9bpdy within either moves or speaks, it is not

unlikely that they may carry the place by storm ; but

if.a pa^MC should seize them, it will be proper to

defer the enterprise to a. more hungry hour. When
they have entered, let tbeni fill their bellies and re^

ti^cn t9t|iecamp«
' On the next day let the ssune place be shown

them again, but with; some additions of strength or

te^rpr, I.cannpt pretend to inform our generals

throughiWhatrgradations of danger they should train

their men to fortitude, They best know what the

soldiers and what themselves can bear. It will be
proper t^at the war should every day vary its ap-

pearance, Sometimes, as they mount the rampart, a

cook may throw fat upon the fire, to accustom them
to a sudden, blaze; and sometimes, by the clatter of

-

r ii^ty pots, they may be inured to formidable noises.

H f let it never be forgotten, that victory must repose

• ifi a full belly.

' if. time it will be proper to bring our French pri-

8or>?rs from the coast, and place them upon the walls

m martial order. At their first appearance their

hands nmst be tied, but they may be allowed to gr!n.

In a month they may guard the place witii their
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hands loosed, provided that on pain of death they be
forbidden to strike.

* By this method our army will soon be brought to

look an enemy in uhe face. But it has been lately

observed, that fear is received by the ear as well as

the eyes ; and the Indian* war-cry is represented as

too dreadful to be endured ; as a sound that will

force the bravest veteran to drop his weapon, and
desert his rank ; that will deafen his ear, and chill his

breast; that will neither suffer him to hear orders or

to feel shame, or retain any sensibility but the dread

of death.

' That the savage clamours of naked barbarians

sjjould I '^ ^'^rrify troops disciplined to war, and
ranged in . /with arms in their hands, is sueely

strange. Bui this is no time to reason. I am^of
opinion, that by a proper mixture of asses, bulls,

turkeys, geese, and tragedians, a noise might be pro-

cured equally horrid with the war-cry. When our

men have been encouraged by frequent victories, no-

thing will remain but to qualify them for extreme

danger, by a sudden concert of terrific vociferatioQ.

When they have endured this last trial, let them be
led to action, as men who are no longer to be fright-

ened; as men whp can bear at once the grx.naces of
the Gauls, and the howl of the Americans.

\
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N** 9. SATURDAY, JUNE 10, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.

m,
I HAVE read you ; that is a favour few authors can

boast of having received from me besides yourself.

My intention in telling you of it is to inform you,

that yoh have both pleased*and angered me. Never
did writer appear so delightful to mc as you did

when you adopted the name of the Idler. But what
a falling-off was there when your first production was
brought to light ! A natural irresistible attachment

to that favourable passion, idlim^, had led me to

hope for indulgence from the Idler, but I find him a
stranger to the title.

' What rules has he prow)9ed totally to unbrace the

slackened nerve ; to shade the heavy eye of inatten-

tion ; to give the smooth feature and ^he uncon-
tractod muscle ; or procure insensibility to the whole
animal composition ?

' These were some of the placid blessings I promised

myself the enjoyment of, when I committed violence

upon myself by mustering up all my strength to set

about reading you ; but I am disappointed in them
all, and the stroke of eleven in the morning is still as

terrible to me as before, and I find putting on my
clothes still as painful and laborious. Oh, that our
climate v;ould pernjit that original nakedness which
the thrice happy Indians to this day enjoy ! How
many unsolicitous hours should I bask away, warmed
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in bed by the 8un*s glorious beams, could I, like

them, tumble from thence in a moment, vhen neces-

sity obliges me to endure the torment of getting upon
my legs.

' But wherefore do 1 talk to you upon subjects of

this delicate nature ? you who seem ignorant of the

inexpressible chairms of the elbow-chair, attended

with a soft stool for the elevatipn of the feet ! Thus,

vacant of thought, do I indulge the live-long day,
* You may define happiness ad yoo please.; (em-

brace that opinion which makes it consist in the

absence of pain. To reflect is pain ; to stir is paiii

;

therefore I never reflect or stir but when I cannot

help it. P(5rhaps you will call my scheme of life in-

dolence,i^ and therefore think the Idler' excused from

taking. any notice of me: but I have always looked

upon indolence and idleness as the sam<? ; and so de-

sire you will now and then, whHe you profess your-

self of our fraterrtity, tak^ some notice of me, and
others in my situation^ who think they have a right

to your assistance ; or relinquish the name.

You may publish, burn, or dest^y this, just as

yOu^re in the humour; it is ten to one btit I forget

that I wrote it, before it reaches you. I believe you
may find a. motto for it in Horace, but I cannot reach

Him witiiQut getting out of my chair ; that is a suffi-

cient reason for my not affixing any.—And being

obliged .to sit uuright to ring the bell'^r my servant

to convey this to l^e penny-post, if I slip the oppor-

tunity of his being now in tli^ room, makes me break

off abruptlyV

This correspondent, whoever he be, is not to be

dismissed without some tokens of regard. There is

DO mark more certain of a gv^nuiiic Idler^ than unea-
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siness without molestation, and complaint without a

grievance.

Yet my gratitude to the contributor of half a paper

shall not wholly overpower my sincerity. I must

inform you, that, with all his pretensions, he that

c'Uls for directions to be idle, is yet but in the rudi-

ments of idleness;, and has attained neither the prac-

tice nor theory of wasting life. The true nature of

idleness he will know in time, by continuing to be
idle. Virgil tells us of an impetuous and rapid being,

that acquires strength by motion. The Idler acquires

weight by lying still.

The vis inertia, the quality of resisting all external

impulse, is hourly increasing ; the restless and trou-

blesome faculties of attention and distinction, reflec-

tion on the past, and solicitude for the future, by
a long indulgence of idleness, will, like tapers in

unelastic air, be gradually extinguished; and the

officious lover, the vigilant soldier, the busy trader,

may, by a judicious composure of his mind, sink

into a state approaching to that of brute matter ; in

which lie shall retain the consciousness of his own
existence, only by an obtuse languor and drowsy dis-

content.

This is the lowest stage to which the favourites of

idleness can descend ; these regions of undelighted

quiet can be entered by few. Of those that are pre-

pared to sink down into their shade, some are roused

into action by avarice or ambition, some arc awakened
by the voice of fame, some allured by the smile of

beauty, and many withheld by the iniportunities of

want. Of all the enemies of idleness, want is the

most formidable. Fame is soon found to be a sound,

and love a dream ; avarice and ambition may be
justly suspected of privy confederacies with idleness;

VOL. 1. D
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for wh«h they have for a while protected their vota-

ries, they often deliver them up to end their lives

under her dominion. Want always struggles against

idleness, but want herself is often bvercome; and
every hour shows the careful observer those who had
rather live in ease than in plenty.

So wide is the region of idleness, and so powerful

her influence. But she does not immediately coiner

all her gifts. My correspondent, who seems, with all

his errors, worthy of advice, must be told, that he is

calling too hastily for the last elOfusion of total insen-

sibility. Whatever he may have been taught by
iTn<dcilful Idlers to beHeve, labour is necessary in his

iaitiation Uy rdleness. He t^t never labours may
knbw the pains of idleness, but not the pleasure. The
comfort is, that if he devotes himself to insensibility,

he wiU daily lengthen the intervals of idleness, and
shorten those of labour, trtl at last he will lie down to

rest, and no longer disturb the world or himself by
bustle or competition.

Thus I have endeavoured to give him that in-

formation which, perhaps, after all, he did not want;

for a true Idler often calls for that which he knows is

never to be had, and asks questions which he does

not desire ever to be answered.
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N« 10. SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1758.

Credulity, or confidence of opinion too great for

the evidence from which opinion is derived, we find

to be a general weakness imputed by every sect and
party to all others, and indeed by every man to every

other man.
Of all kinds of credulity, the most obstinate and

wonderful is that of political zealots ; of men, who
being numbered, they know not how or why, in any
of the parties that divide a state, r^ign the use of

their own eyes and ears, and resolve to believe no-

thing that does not favour those whom they profess

to follow.

The bigot of philosophy is seduced by autliorities

which he has not always opportunities to examine,

is entangled in systems by which truth and falsehood

are inextricably complicated, or undertakes to tal^

on subjects which nature did not fornii him able to

comprehend.

The Cartesian, who denies that his horse feels the

spur, or that the hare fs afraid when the hounds ap-

proach her ; the disciple of Malbranche, who main-

tains that the man was not hurt by the bullet, which,

according to vtilgar apprehension, swept away his

legs ; the follower of Berkeley, who, while he sits

writing at his table, declares that he has neither

table, paper, nor fingers; have all the honour at least

of being deceived by fallacies not easily detected,

^nd may plead that they did not forsake truth, but
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for appearances which they were not able to distin-

guish from it.

But the man who engages in a party has seldom to

do with any thing remote or abstruse. The present

state of things is before his eyes ; and, if he cannot

be satisfied without retrospection, yet he seldom ex-

tends his views beyond the historical events of the

last century. All the knowledge that he can wunt is

within his attainment, and most of the arguments
" which he can hear are within his capacity.

/ Yet so it is that an Idler meets every hour of his

life with men who have different opinions upon every

thing past, present, and future ; who deny the most

notorious facts, contradict the most cogent truths,

and persist in asserting to-day what they asserted

yesterday, in defiance of evidence, and contempt of

confutation.

Two of my companions, who are grown old in

idleness, are Tom Tempest and Jack Sneaker. Both

of them consider themselves as neglected by their

parties, and therefore entitled to credit; for why
should they favour ingratitude? They are both men
of integrity, where no factious interest is to be pro-

moted ; and both lovers of truth, when they are not

heated with political debate.

Tom Tempest is a steady friend to the house of

Stuart. He can recount the prodigies that have
' ' appeared in the sky, and the calamities that have

afflicted the nation every year from'the Revolution ;

and is of opinion, that, if the exited family had con-

tinued to reign, there would have neither been worms
in our ships nor caterpillars in our trees. Ii(p won-

ders that the nation was not awakened by the hard

frost to a revocation of the true king, and is hourly

\

t
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afraid that the whole island will be lost in the tea.

He believes that king William burned Whitehall that

he might steal the furniture, and that Tillotson died

an Atheist. Of queen Anne he speaks with more
tenderness, owns that she meant well, and can tell by
whom and why she was poisoned. In the succeeding

reigns all has been corruption, malice, and design.

He believes that nothing ill has ever happened for

these forty years by chance or error ; he holds that

the battle of Dettingen was won by mistake, and that

of Fontenoy lost by contract ; that the Victory was
sunk by a private order ; that Cornhiil was fired by
emissaries from the council ; and the arch of West-

minster*bridge was so contrived as to sink on purpose

that the nation might be put to charge. He con-

siders the new road to Islington as an encroachment

on liberty, and often asserts that broad wheels will be

the ruin of England.

Tom is generally vehement and noisy, but never-

theless has some secrets which he ahvays communi-
cates in a whisper. Many and many a time has Tom
told me, in a corner, that our miseries were almost

at an end, and that we should see, in a month, an-

other monarch on the throne ; the time elapses with-

out a revolution ; Tom meets me again with new in-

telligence, the whole scheme is now settled, and we
shall see great events in another month.
Jack Sneaker is a hearty adherent to the present

establishment ; he has known those who saw the bed
into which the Pretender was conveyed in a warm-
ing-pan. He often rejoices that the nation was not

enslaved by the Irish. He believes that king William
never lost a battle, and that if he had lived one year
longer he would have conquered France. He holds

that Charles the First was a Papist. He allows there
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were^me g6od m^n'in the reign of queen ^rine, but

the pelade of Utrecht brought a btast upon the natioti,

dnd has been the Gskuse of all the evil that we have

suffered to the present hour. He believes tb^t the

scht^me of the South Sea was well intended, but that

it miscarried by the influence of France. He consi-

ders a standing army as the bulwark of liberty, thinks

us secured from corruption by septennial parliaments,

relites how \Ve are enriched and strengthened by ihe

£lectbral dbminions, and declares that the public

debt is a blessing to the nation.

Yet, amidst all this prosperity, poor Jack is hourly

disturbed by the dr^ad of Popery. He wonders thdt

some stricter laws are not made against Papists, and

is sometimes afraid tlftit thej^ ai*e busy with Frehch

gold among the bishops and judg^.
He cannot believe that the Nonjurors are so quiet

for nothing, they must certainly be forming some plot

for the establishment of. Popery: he does not think

the present oath^ sufficiently binding, and wishes t'ha

some better security could be found for the successioh

of H^uover. He is zealous for the naturalization df

foreign Protestants, and rejoiced' at the admission of

the Jews to the English privileges, because he thought

a Jew would never be a Papist.

/
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N« 11. 'SATURDAY, JUNE 24, 1758.

It is commonly observed, that uihen two EngHsh-
men meet, their first talk is of the weather ; they are

in haste to tell each other, vhat each must already

know, that it is hot or cold, bright or cloudy, windy
or calm.

There are, among the numerous loveiss of siibtilties

and paradoxes, some who derive the civil institutions

of every country from its climate, who impute free-

dom and slavery to the temperature of the air, can
£x the meridian of vice and virtue, and tell at what
degree of latitude we are to expect courage or timi-

dity, knowledge or ignorance.

From ihnese dreams of idle speculat' m, a slight

^rvey of life, and a little knowledge of history, is

sufficient to awaken any inquirer, whose ambition of
distinction has not overpowered his love of truth.

Forms of government are seldom the result of much
deliberation; they are framed by chance in popular

assemblies, or in conquered countries by despotic

authority. Laws are often occa^onal, often capri-

cious, made always by a few, and sometimes by a

single voice. Nations have changed their charac-

ters ; slavery is now no where more patiently en-

dured, thaiv in countries once inhabited by the

zealots of liberty.

«vBiit nationkl customs can arise only from general

agreement; they are not imposed, but ehosen, ^nd
are continued only by the continuance of their cause.

An Englishman's notice of the wither, isthe natural
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consequence of changeable skies and uncertain sea«

sons. In many parts of the world, wet weather and
dry are regularly expected at certain periods ; but in

our island every man goes to sleep, unable to guess

whether he shall behold in the morning a bright or a
cloudy atmosphere^ whether his rest shall be lulled

by a shower, or broken by a tempest. We there-

fore rejoice mutually at good weather, as at an escape

fronTi something that we feared ; and mutually com-
rlaiii of bad, as of the loss oi something that we
hoped.

Such is the reason of our prac^'ce ; and who shall

treat it with contempt ? Surely : lot the attendant on
a court, whose business is to watch the looks of a

being weak and foolish as himself, and whose vanity

is to recount the names of men, who might drop into

nothing, and leave no vacuity ; nor the proprietor of

funds, who stops his acquaintance in the street to tell

him of the loss of half-a-crown ; nor the inquirer after

news, who fills his head with foreign event3, and

talks of skirmishes ard sieges, of which no conse-

quence will ever reach his hearers or himself. The
weather is » riobler and more interesting subject ; it

is the present state of the skies and of the earth, on
which plenty and famine are suspended, on which

millions depend for the necessaries of life.

The weather is frequently mentioned for another

reason, less honourable to my dear countrymen. Our
dispositions too frequently change with the colour of

the sky ; and when we find ourselves cheerful and

good-natured, we nati.rally pay our acknowledgments

to the powers of sunshine ; or, if we sink into duln^ss

and peevishness, look round the horizon for an ex-

cuse, and charge our discontent upon an easterly

wind or a cloudy day. ri V 'J- ') •-' >"?'.* T.''< .' 5

_ V\
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Surely nothing is more reproachful to & being en- ^^

dowed vrith reason, than to resign its powers to the

influence of the air, and live in dependence on the

weather and the wind, for the only blessings which

nature has put into c <r power, tranquility and bene-

volence. To look up to the sky for the nutriment o£ ,

our bodies, is the condition of nature ; to call upon

the sun for peace and gaiety, or deprecate the clouds

lest fM)rrow should overwhelm us, is the cowardice of .

idleness, and the idolatry of folly.

Yet even in this age of inquiry and knowledge,

when superstition is driven away, and omens and
prodigies have lost tlieir terrors, we find this folly

countenanced by frequent examples. Those that

laugh at the portentous glare of a comet, and hear

a crow with equal tranquillity from the right or left,

will yet talk of times and situations proper for intel-

lectual performances, will imagine the fancy exalted

by vernal breez2s, and the reason invigorated by a

bright calm.

If men who have given up themselves to fanciful

credulity would confine their conceits in their own
minds, they might regulate their lives by the baro-

meter, with inconvenience only to themselves ; but

to fill the world with accounts of intellects subject to

ebb and flow, of one genius that awakened in the

spring, and another that ripened in the autumn, of

one mind expanded in the summer, and of another

concentrated in the winter, is no less dangerous than

to tell children of bugbears and goblin". Fear will

find every house haunted ; and idieneos will wait for

ever for the moment of illumination.

This distinction of seasons is produced only by
imagination operating on luxury. To temperance
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every day is briJB^t, and every hour h (]!nropitiQos to

diligence. He that shall resolutely excite his .facul-

ties, or exert his virtues, will soon make ihimself «i-

perior to the seasons, and may set dt defiance the

morning mitt, apd the lovening damp, the blasts of

the east, and the clouds ofthe south. i:}^

It was the boast of the Stoic philosophy, to make
man unshaken by calamity, and unelated by success,

incorruptible by pleasure, and invuliierable bypain;
these are heights of wisdom which none evrr attained,

and to which few can aspire ; but ther areilower de-

grees' of constancy necessary to common virtue; aiid

every ;man, however he may distrast himself in -the

extremes of good or evil, might at least struggle

against the! tyranny of the climate, and refuse to en^

slave; his virtue or bb reason; to the most variable of

all variations, the changes df the weather.

•-.ff'-
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1^» 12. SATTJIiDAY, XULY i, 1758.

TilAT'Cflrery mail is iiiitJOrtarit in his o<rn eyes, fs^

pbsition of which \^e all either voluntarily or unwa-^

rlly at least once an hoUr confess the truth ; and it

^It unavoidably follow,' that every man believes him-

self important to the public.

The right which this importance gives us to gene*

ral notice and visible* distlfadtiOn, is one of those dis-

putable privileges whidh we fiatve not always courage

to assert; and which we therefore suffer to lie dor-

mant till some elation of mind, or vicissitude of fbp-

tun<^, incites us to declare our prtftensions and enforce

Otir demands. And hopeless as the claim of vulgar

Characters iiiiy seenV to the supercilious and severe,

there are few who do not'kt one time or other cndea*-

vOur to step forward beyond their rank, whodonot
make sOitie struggles for fame, and show that thty

think all other conveniences and dc yiU imperfectly

enjoyed without a name.

To get a name, can happen hut to few. name,
even in the mOst comrmercial nation, is one o'' the

few things which Cannot be bought. 'It is the free

^}ft' of mankind, which must be deserved before it

\\'ill be granted, and is at la^t unwillingly bestowed.

Btjt this ilnwillingness only increases desire in him
>Vho believes his merit stifficleht to overcome it. *'

There is a particular period of life, in whith this

fondness for a name seems principaHy to predominate

in both sl'xes. Scarce any couple come together

but the nuptials are declared in the newspapers with
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encomiums on efich party. Many an eye, ranging

over the page with eager curiosity in quest of states-

men and heroes, is stopped by a marriage celebrated

between Mr. Buckram, an eminent salesman in

Threadneedle-street, and MissDolly Juniper, the only

daughter of an en^.inent distiller, of the parish of Si.

Giles in the Fields, a young lady adorned with

every accomplishment that can give happinesr to the

married state. Or we are told, amidst our impa-

tience for the event of a battle, that on a certain day
Mr. Winker, a tide-waiter at Yarmouth, was married

to Mrs. Cackle, a widow lady of great accomplish-

ments, and that as soon as the ceremony was per-

formed they set out in a post-chaise for Yarmouth.

Many are the inquiries which such intelligence

must undoubtedly raise, but nothing in this world is

lasting. When the reader has contemplated with

envy, or with gladness, the felicity of Mr. Buckram
and Mr. Winker, and ransacked his memory for the

names of Juniper and Cackle, his attention is diverted

to other thoughts, by finding that Mirza will not

cover this season ; or that a spaniel has been lost or

stolen, that answers to the name of Ranger.

Whence it arises that on the day of marriage all

agree to call thus openly for honours, I am not able

to discover. Some, perhaps, think it kind, by a

public declaration, to put an end to the hopes of

rivalry and the fears of jealousy, to let parents know
that they may set their d^nighters at liberty whom
they have locked up tor fear of the bridegroom, or

to dismiss to their counters and their offices the amo-

rous youths that had been used to hover round the

dwelling of the bride.

.These connubial praises may have another cause.

It may be the intention of the husband and wife to

\
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life to

dignify themselves in the eyes of each other, and,

according to their different tempers or expectations,

to win affection, or enforce respect. ' ^
.

It was said of the family of Lucas, that it was no-

bUf for all the brothers were valiant, and all the fisters

were virtuous. What would a stranger say of the

English nation, in which on the day of marriage all

the men are eminent, and all the women beautiful,

accomplished, and rich f

How long the wife will be persuaded of the emi-

nence of her husband, or the husband continue to

believe that his wife has . the qualities required to

make marriage happy, may reaionably be questioned.

I am afraid that much time seldom passes before

each is convinced that praises are fallacious, and
particularly those praises which we confer upon our-

selves.

I should therefore think, that this custom might

be omitted without any loss to the community ; and
that the sons and daughters of lanes and alleys might

go hereafter to the next church, with no witnesses of

their worth or happiness but their parents and their

friends ; but if they cannot be happy on the bridal

day without some gratification of their vanity, I

hope tht^y will be willing to encourage a friend of

mine who proposes to devote his powers to their

service. ^ ^

Mr. Settle, a man whose eminence was once allowed

by the eminent, and whose accomplishments were con-

fessed by the accomplished, in the latter part of a long

life supported himself by an uncommon expedient.

He had a standing elegy and epithalamium, of which
only the first and last were leaves varied occasionally,

and the intermediate pages were, by general terms.
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left appUc^le alike to. every character. When any
marriage became known, Settle ran to the bridegroom

-with his epithalamium ; and v/hen he heardi of any
death, ran to the heir with his elegy.

Who can think himself disgraced by a trade that

mas practised so long by the rival of Dryden, by the

poet whose Elmpress of Morocco was played before

princes by ladies of the court ?

My friend proposes to open an ojffice in. the Fleet

for matrimonial panegyrics, and will accommodate
all with praise who think their owjn powers of ex-

pression inadequate to their merit. He will sell any
mm or woman the virtue or .qualification which is

most fashionable or most desired; but desires his

customers to remember, t^at he sets beauty at the

liighest price,.and riches at the next, and, if he be
well paid, throws in virtue for nothing. yk

^l.
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N* 13. SATURDAY, JULY 8, 1758.

' TO THE IDLER.

' DEAR MR. IDLER,

' Though few men of prudence are much incliiied

to interpose in disputes between man and wife, who
commonly make peace at the expence of the arbi-

trator ; yet I will venture to lay before you a contro,-

versy, by which the quiet of my house has been long

disturbed, and which, unless you can decide it, is

likely to produce lasting evils, and embitter those

hours which nature seems to have appropriated to

tenderness and reix)se.

* I married a wife with no great fortune, but of a
family remarkable for domestic prudence, and ele-

gant frugality. I lived with her at ease, if not with

happiness, and seldom had any reason of complaint.

The house was always clean, the servants were active

and regular, dinner was on the table every day at

the same minute, and the ladies of the neighbourhood

were frightened Avhen I invited their husbands, lest

their own economy should be less esteemed.
* During this gentle lapse of life, my dear brought

me three daughters. I wished for a son, to continue

the family ; but my .wife often tells me, that boys are

dirty things, and are always troublesome in a house

;

and declares that she has hated the sight of them ever

since she saw Lady Fondle's eldest sou ride ov^ir a
carpet with his hobby-horse all mire.

' I did not much attend to her opinion, but knew
that girls could not be made boys; and therefore
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composed myself (o bear what I could not remedy,

and resolved to bestow that care on my daughters,

to which only the sons are commonly thought en*

titled.

' But my wife's notions of education differ widely

from mine. She is an irreconcileable enemy to idle-

ness, and considers every state of life as idleness, in

which the hands are not employed, or some art ac-

quired, by which she thinks money may be got or

saved.

' In pursuance of this principle, she calls up her

daughters at a certain hour, and appoints them a task

of needle-work to be performed before breakfast.

They are confined in a garret which has its window
in the roof, both because work is best done at a sky-

light, and because children are apt to lose time by
looking about them.

' They bring down their work to breakfast, and as

they deserve are commended or reproved ; they are

then sent up with a new task till dinner ; if no com-
pany is expected, their mother sits with them the

whole afternoon, to direct their operations, and to

draw patterns, and is sometimes denied to her nearest

relations when she is engaged in teaching them a

new stitch.

* By this continual exercise of their diligence, she

has obtained a very considerable number of laboiious

performances. We have twice as many fire-skreens

as chimnies, and three flourished quilts for every bed.

* Half the rooms are adorned with a kind of sutile

pictures, which imitate tapestry. But all their work

is not set out to show : she has boxes filled with knit

garters and braided shoes. She has twenty covers

for side-saddles embroidered with silver flowers, and

has curtains wrought with gold in various figures,

•A ,
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vhich she resolves some time or other to hang up.

All these she displays to her company whenever she

is elate with merit, and eager for praise ; and amidst

the praises which her friends and herself bestow

upon her merit, she never fails to turn to me, and
ask what all these would cost« if I had been to buy
them.

' 1 sometimes venture to tell her, that many of the

ornaments are superfluous; that what is done with

so much labour might have been supplied by a very

easy purchase ; that the work is not always worth the

materials ; and that I know not why the children

should be persecuted with useless tasks, or obliged to

make shoes that are never worn. She answers with

a look of contempt, that men never care how money
goes, and proceeds to tell of a dozen nev< chairs

for which she is contriving covers, and of a couch
which she intends to stand as a monument of needle-

work.
' In the mean time, the girls grow up in total igno-

rance of every thing past, present, and future. Molly
asked me the other day, whether Ireland was in

France, and was ordered by her mother to mend her

hem. Kitty knows not, at sixteen, the difference be-

tween a Protestant and a Papist, because she has been

employed three years in filling the side of a closet

with a hanging that is to represent Cranmer in the

flames. And Dolly, my eldest girl, is now unable

to read a chapter in the Bible, having spent all the

time, which other children pass at school, in work-

ing the interview between S<^lomon and the Queen
of Sheba.

* About a month ago, Tent and Turkey-stitch

seemed at a stand ; my wife knew not what new work

VOL. I. J? ' i
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to introduce; I ventured to propose that the girls

should now learn to read and write, and mentioned

the necessity of a little arithmetic ; but, unhappily,

my wife has discovered that linen wears out, and

has bought the girls three little wheels, that they

may spin hukkaback for the servants' table. I remon-

strated, that with larger wheels they might dispatch

in an hour what must now cost them a day ; but she

told me, with irresistible authority, tliat any business

is better than idleness ; that when these wheels are

set upon a table, with mats under them, they will

turn without noise, and keep the girls upright ; that

great wheels are not fit for gentlewomen ; and that

with these, small as they are, she does not doubt but

that the three girls, if they are kept close, will spin

every year as much cloth as would cost five pounds

if one were to buy it.* ^

,^j,..-... ^« f*,,
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NO 14. SATURDAY, JULY 15, 1758.

When biogeries recieived a visit in his tuh from

Alexander the Great, and was asked, according to

the ancient forms of royal courtesy, what petition he

had to offer : I have nothing, said he, to ask, but

that you would rem&ve to the other side, that you may
not, by intercepting the sunshine, take from me what

you cannot give me.

Such was the demand of t)iogene8 from the great-

est monarch of the earth, which those, who have less

power than Alexander, may, with yet more pro-

priety, apply tc themselves. He that does much
good, may be allowed to do sometimes d little harm.

But if the opportunities of beneficence be denied by
fortune, innocence should at least be vigilantly pre-

served.

It is well known, that time once past never re-

turns ; and that the moment which is lost, is lost for

ever. Time therefote ought, above all other kinds

of property, to be free from invasion ; and yet there

is no man who does not claim the power of wasting

that time which is the right of others.

This usurpation is so general, that a very small

part of the year is spent by choice ; scarcely any
thing is done when it is intended, or obtained when
it is desired. Life is continually ravaged by invaders

;

one steals away .an hour, and another a day ; one

conceals the robbery by hurrying us into business,

another by lulling us with amusement ; the depreda-

tion is continued through a thousand vicissitudes of

"^""' ' ••
• "
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tumult and tranquillity, till, having lost all, we can

lose no more.

This waste of the lives of men has been very fre-

quently charged upon the Great, whose followers

linger from year to year in expectations, and die at

last with petitions in their hands. Tnose who raise

envy will easily incur censure. I know not whether

statesmen and patrons do not suffer more reproaches

than they deserve, and may not rather themselves

complain, that they are given up a prey to preten-

sions without merit, and to importunity without

shame.

The truth is, that the inconveniences of attend-

ance are more lamented than felt. To the greater

number solicitation is its own reward. To be seen

in good company, to talk of familiarities with men
of power, to be able to tell the freshest news, to gra-

tify an inferior circle with predictions of increase or

decline of favour, and to be regarded as a candidate

for high offices, are compensations more than equi-

valent to the delay of favours, which perhaps he that

begs them has hardly confidence to expect.

A man conspicuous in a high station, who mul-
tiplies hopes that he may multiply dependants, may
be considered as a beast of prey, justly dreaded, but

easily avoided; his den is known, and they who
would not be devoured, need not approach it. The
great danger of the waste of time is from caterpillars

and moths, who are not resisted, because they are not

feared, and who work on with unheeded mischiefs,

and invisible encroachments. \ f
- ^i

He, whose rank or merit procures him the notice

of mankind, must give up himself, in a great mea-
sure, to the convenience or huihour of those who
surround him. Every man, who is sick of himself

••\
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will fly to him for relief; he that wants to speak will

require him to hear; and he that wants to hear will

expect him to speak. Hour passes after hour, the

noon succeeds to morning, and the evening to noon,

while a thousand objects are forced upon his atten-

tion, which he rejects as fast as they are offered, but

which the custom of the world requires to be received

with appearance of regard.

If we will have the kindness of others, we must
endure their follies. He who cannot persuade him-

self to withdraw from society, must be content to pay
a tribute of his time to a multitude of tyrants ; to the

loiterer, who makes appointments which he never

keeps ; to the consulter, who asks advice which he

never takes ; to the boaster, who blusters only to be

praised ; to the com plainer, who whines only to be

pitied ; to the projector, whose happiness is to enter-

tain his friends with expectations which all but him-

self know to be vain ; to the economist, who tells of

bargains and settlements; to the politician, who pre-

dicts the fate of battles and breach of alliances ; to

the usurer, who compares the different funds; and
to the talker, who talks only because he loves to be
talking.

To put every man in possession of his own time,

and rescue the day from this succession of usurpers,

is beyond my power, and beyond my hope. Yet,

,
perhaps, some stop might be put to this unmerciful

persecution, if all would seriously reflect, that who-

ever pays a visit that is not desired, or talks longer

, than the hearer is willing to attend, is guilty of an

injury which he cannot repair, and takes away that

which he cannot give.
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N" 15. SATURDAY, JULY 22, 175^,

IV.-

• TQ THE IDLER. ^

' SIR,

VIhave the misfortune to be a man of business;

that, you will say, is a most gFievous on^ ; bu^ wljat

makes it the more so to me, is, that my wife has no-

thing to do: at least she had too good an edycatiop,

and the prospect of too good a fortune in reversion

when I married her, to, think of employing herself.^

cither in my shop-affairs, or the management of my
family.

* Her time, you know^ as well 9s my own, must be
filled up some way or other. For my part, I haye

enough to mind, in weighing my goods out, and
waiting on my customers: but my wife, though she

could be of as much use as a shopman to me, if she

would put her hand to it, is now only in my way.

She walks all the morning sauntering about the shop

with her arms through her pocket-holes, or stands,

gaping at the door-sill, and looking at every person

that passes by. She is continually asking me a thou-

sand frivolous questions about every customer that

comes in and goes out ; and all the while that I am
entering any thing in my day-book, she is lolling

over the counter, and staring at it, as if I was only

scribbling or drawing figures for her amusement.

Sometimei>« indeed, she will take a needle ; but as

she always works at f^he door, or in the middle of the

shop, she has so many interruptions, that she is longer

h«:mming a towel, or darning a stocking, than I ain

^:r
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in breaking forty loaves of sugar, and making it up
into pounds.

'In the afternoon I am sure likewise to have her

company, except she is called upon by some of her

acquaintance : and then, as we let out all tlie upper

part of our hoiisei and have only a little room back-

wards for ourselves, they either keep such a chatter-

ing, or else are calling out every moment to me^ that

I cannot mind my business for them. ^

* My wife, I am sure, might do all the little mat-

ters our family requires ; and i could wish that she

would employ herself in them ; but, instead of that,

we have a girl to do the work, and look after a little

boy about two years okl, which I may fairly say is

the mother's own child. The brat must be humoured
in every thing: he is therefore suffered constantly to

play in the shop, pull all the goods about, and clam-

ber up the shelves to get at the plums an4 sugar.

I dare not correct him ; because, if I did, I should

have wife and maid both upon me at once. As to

the latter, she is as lazy and sluttish as her mistress

;

and because she complains she has too much work,

we can scarcely get her to do any thing at all : nay,

what is worse than th3t, I am afraid she is hardly

honest ; and as she is entr'isted to buy in all our pro-

visions, the jade, I am sure, makes a market-penny

out of every article.

^ But to return to my deary.—The evenings are

tlie only time, when it is fine weather, that I am left

to myself; for then she generally takes the child out

to give it milk in the Park. When she comes home
again, she is so fatigued with walking, that she can-

not stir from her chijir : and it is an hour, after shop

is shut, before I can get a bit of supper, while the
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maid is taken up in undressing and putting the child

to bed.

* But you will pity me much more when I tell you

the manner in which we generally pass our Sundays.

In the morning she is commonly too ill to dress her-

self to go to church ; she therefore never gets up till

noon ; and what is still more vexatious, keeps me in

bed with her, when 1 ought to be busily engaged in

better employment. It is well if she can get her

things on by dinner-time : and when that is over, I

am sure to be dragged out by her, either to Georgia,

or Hornsey Wood, or the White Conduit House.

Yet even these near excursions are so very fatiguing

to her, that, besides what it costs me in tea and hot

rolls, and syllabubs, and cakes for the boy, 1 am
frequently forced to take a hackney-coach, or drive

them out in a one-horse chair. At other times, as

my wife is rather of the fattest, and a very poor

walker, besides bearing her whole weight upon my
arm, I am obliged to carry the child myself. '*'*^^^^

' Thus, Sir, does she constantly drawl out her

time, without either projfit or satisfaction ; and, while

I see my neighbours* wives helping in the shop, and

almost earning as much as their husbands, 1 have the

mortification to find, that miae is nothing but a dead

weight upon me. In short, I do not know any
greater misfortune can happen to a plain hard-work-

ing tradesman, as I am^ than to be joined to such a

woman, who is rather a clog than an helpmate to

him.
* I am, SIR,

-ii. it:

* Your humble servant,

* ZACHARY TREACUS.'
*&v. • '^vi^^'' ^^^

I
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1 PAID a visit yesterday fo' my old friend Ned Drug-
get, at his country-lodgings. Ned began trade with

a very small fortune : he took a small house in an
obscure street, and for some years dealt only in rem-

nants. Knowing that light gains make a hea%^ purse,

he was content with moderate profit ; having ob-

served or heard the effects of civility, he bowed
down to the counter-edge at the entrance and depar-

ture of every customer, listened without impatience

to the objections of the ignorant, and refused without

resentment the offers of the penurious. His only

recreation was to stand at his own door and look into

the street. His dinner was sent him from a neigh-

bouring alehouse, and he opened and shut the siiop

at a certain hour with his own hands.

His reputation soon extended from one end of the

street to the other ; and Mr. Drugget's exemplary
conduct was recommended by every master to his

apprentice, and by every father to his son. NecL
was not only considered as a thriving trader, but as

a man of elegance and politeness, for he was remark-

ably neat in his dress, and would wear his coal

threadbare withjut spotting it; his i^at was always

brushed, his shoes glossy, his wig nicely curled, and
his stockings without a wrinkle. With such qualifi-

cations it was not very difficult for him to gain the

heart of Miss Comfit, the only daughter of Mr. Comfil
the confectioner.
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Ned is one of those whose happiness marriage has

encreased. His wife had the same disposition with

himself; and his method of life was very little
"

changed, except that he dismissed the lodgers from

the first floor, and took the whole house into his own
hands.

He had already, by his parsimony, accumulated a

considerable sum, to which the fortune of his wife

was now added. From this time be began to grasp

at greater acquisitions ; and was always ready, with

money in his hand, to pick up the refuse of a sale,

or to buy the stock of a trader who retired from

business. He soon added his parlour to his shop,

and was obliged a few months afterwards to hire a,

warehouse.
\\

He iiad now a shop splendidly and copiously fur-

nished with every thing that time had injured, or

fashion had degraded, with fragments of tissues;, odd
yards of brocade, vast bales of faded silk, and innu-

merable boxes of antiquated ribbons. His shop was

soon celebrated, through all quarters of the town> and
frequented by every form of ostentatious poverty.

Every maid, whose misfortune it was to be taller

than her lady, matched her gown at Mr. Drugget's

;

and many a maiden, who had passed a winter with

fier aunt in London, dazzled the rustics, at her re-

turn, with cheap finery which Drugget had sup-

plied. His shop was often visited in a morning by

ladies who left their coaches in tl>e next street, and

crept through the ally in linen gowns. Drugget
knows the rank of iiis customers by their bashful-

ness ; and, when he finds them unwilling to be seen,

invites them up stairs, or retires with them to the

back window.

J
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I rejoiced at the increasing prosperity of tny friend,

and imagined, that, as he grew rich, he was grow-

ing happy. lijis mind has partaken the enl«irgement

of his fortune. When I stepped in for the first five

yearsj I was welcomed only with a shake of the

hand ; in the next period of his life, he beckoned
across the way for a pot of beer ; but for six years

piast, he invites me to dinner ; and if he bespeaks^

me the day before, never faib to regale me with ^
ilHet of ve^l.

^is riches neither made him luclvU nor negli'*

gent : he rose at the same hour, attended with the

s,anie assiduity, and bowed with the same gentleness.

BkUt for spipe years he has been much inclined to

talk of the fatigues of business, and the confine-

ment of a shop, and to wish that he had been so

happy as to have renewed his uncle's lease of a

larm, that he might have lived without noise and
hurry, in a pure air, in the artless society of honest

villagers, and the contemplation of the works of
nature.

I soon discovered the cause of my friend's philo-

sophy. He thought himself grown rich enough to

have a lodging in the country, like the mercers on
Ludgate-hill, and was resolved to enjoy himself in

the decline of life. This was a revolution not to be
made suddenly. He talked three years of the plea-

sures of the country, but passed every night over his

own shop. ' But at last he resolved to be happy, and
hired a lodging in the country, that he may steal

some hours in the weelk from business ; for, says he,

when a man advances in life, he loves to entertain him-^

self sometimes with his own thoughts.

I was invited to this seat of quiet and contempla-

tion^ among those whom Mr. Drugget considers as
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his most reputable friends, and desires to make the

first Tvitnesses of his elevation to the highest dignities

of a shopkeeper. I found him at Islington, in a

room which overlooked the high road, amusing him-

self with looking through the window, which the

clouds of dust would not suffer him to open. He
embraced me, told me I was welcome into the coun-

try, and asked me, if I did not feermyself refreshed.

He then desired that dinner might be hastened, for

fresh air always sharpened his appetite, and ordered

me a toast and a glass of wine after my walk. He
told me much of the pleasure he found in retire-

ment, and wondered what had kept him so long, out

of the country. After dinner, company came in,

and Mr. Drugget again repeated the praises of the

country, recommended the pleasures of meditation,

and told them, that he had been all the morning at

the window, counting the carriages as they passed

|>efore him.
pf
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NM7. SATURDAY, AUGUSTS, 1758-

The rainy weather, which has continued the last

month, is said to have given great disturbance to

the inspectors of barometers. The oraculous glasses

have deceived their votaries ; shower has succeeded

shower, though they predicted sunshine and dry

skies ; and by fatal confidence in these fallacious pro-

mises, many coats have lost their gloss, and many
curls been moistened to flaccidity.

This is one of the distresses to which mortals sub-

ject themselves by the pride of speculation. I had
no part in this learned disappointment, who am con-

tent to credit my senses, and to believe that rain will

fall when the air blackens, and that the weather will

be dry when the sun is bright. My caution, indeed,

does not always preserve me from a shower. To be

wet, may happen to the genuine Idler; but to be

wet in opposition to theory, can befal only the Idler

that pretends to be busy. Of those that spin out life

in trifles and die without a memorial, many flatter

themselves with high opinions of their own import*

ance, and imagine that they are every day adding

some improvement to human life. To be idle and

to be poor, have always been reproaches, and there-

fore every man endeavours, with his utmost care, to

hide his poverty from others, and his idleness from

himself.

Among those whom I never could persuade to rank

themselves with Idlers, and who speak with indigna-

tion of my morning sleeps and nocturnal rambles

;
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one passes the day in catching spiders, that he may
count their eyes with a microscope ; another erects

his head, and exhibits the dust of a marigold sepa-

rated from the flower with a dexterity worthy of

I^euwenhoeck himself. Some turn the wheel of

electricity ; some suspend rings to a load-stone, and
find that what they did yesterday they can do agairt

to-day. Some register the changes of the wind, and
die fully convinced that the wind is changeable.

There are men yet more profound, who have heard

that two colourless liquors may produce a Colour by
union, and that two cold bodies will grow hot if they

are mingled ; they mingle them, and produce the

effect expected, say it is strange, and mingle theii^

again. ^'

The Idlers that sport only with inanimate nature

may claim some indulgence; if they are Useless, they

are still innocent : but there are others, whom I know
not how to mention without more emotion than my
love of quiet willingly admits. Among the inferioir

professors ofmedical knowledge, is a race of wretches,

whose lives are only varied by varieties of cruelty

;

whose favourite amusement is to nail dogs to tables

Hud open them alive ; to try how long life may be

continued in various degrees of- mutilation, or with

the excision or laceration of the vital parts ; to exa-

mine whether burning irons are felt more acutely by
the bone or tendon ; and whether the more lasting

agonies are produced by poison forced iftto the mouth,

or injected into the veins.

It is not without reluctance that 1 offend the sen-

sibility of the tender mind with images like these.

If such crivelties were not practised, it were to be de-

sired that they should not be conceived ; but, sinc^

they are published every day with ostentation, let m(?

f '*.
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be allowed once to mention them, since I mention

them with abhorrence.

Mead has invidiously remarked ofWoodward, that

he gathered shells and stones, and would pass for a

philosopher. With pretensions much less reasonable,

the anatomical novice tears out the living bowels of

an animal, and styles himself physician, prepares

himself by familiar cruelty for that profession which

he is to exercise upon the tender and the helpless,

upon feeble bodies and broken minds, antl by which
he has opportunities to extend his arts of torture, and
continue those experiments upon infancy and age,

which he has hitherto tried upon cats and dogs.

What is alleged in defence of these hateful prac-

tices, every one knows; but the truth is, that by
knives, fire, and poison, knowledge is not always

sought, and is very seldom attained. The experi-

ments that have been tried, are tried again ; he that

burned an animal with irons yesterday, wili.be willing

to amuse hi-mself with burning another to-morrow.

I know not, that by living dissections any discovery

has been made by which a single malady is more
easily cured. And if the knowledge of physiology

has been somewhat increased, he surely buys know-
ledge dear, who learns the use of the lacteals at the

expense of his humanity. It is time that universal

resentment should arise against these horrid opera-

tions, which tend to harden the heart, extinguish

those sensations which give man confidence in man,
and make the physician more dreadful than the gout

or stone.

^k^wTk^v, J4.'rii

-I

to
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N° 18. SATURDAY, AUGUST 12, 1758.

* TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

* It commonly happens to him who endeavours to

obtain distinction by ridicule, or censure, that he
teaches others to practise his own arts against him-

self; and that, after a shoit enjoyment of the ap-

plause paid to his sagacity, or of the mirth excited

by his wit, he is doomed to suffer the same severities

of scrutiny, to hear inquiry detecting his faults, and
exaggeration sporting with his failings.

* The natural discontent of inferiority will seldom

fail to operate in some degree o nalice against him
"who professes to superintend the conduct of others;

especially if he seats himself uncalled in the chair

of judicature, and exercises authority by his own
commission.

' You cannot, therefore, wonder that your observa-

tions on human folly, if they produce laughter at one

time, awaken criticism at another ; and that among
the numbers whom you have taught to scoff at the

retireknent of Drugget, there *;; one who offers his

apology.
' The mistake of your old friend is by no means

peculiar. The public pleasures of far the greater

part of mankind are counterfeit. Very few carry

their philosophy to places of diversion, or are very

careful to analyse their enjoyments. The general

condition of life is so full of misery, that we are glad
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U^.catch clelig^^f vj^lioi^. enquiring ^^henfe i^ c^^n^es,

qi: by, MJl^o^ power it U l^^$.tpu;edt

* The mind is seldom (juickened (o very vigc|rous>^

Ql^pr^tiQD^ byt by. pain, or the dr;?ad ofj pain, We
dp i)p^ 9>?f ui.U- Q^jrsely^s with tlje detectioij qf fgl^

lapies vi;l}icb, <jtp, ua i^p ^s^pi, ijpr, wiilii)gjy decline a

pieasii^g effect tf^, ipy^stig^Jie, ils^ cause. IJe t^at^ i|^

happy, by \yhaj:eY,^r means, desires qothing l^ut^ tl^e

copl^infia^p^. of hpi^pi^ejiif^, 3n4, i^ rjp^ m,or^ solicitous

to, (Jistfil?ute hi^^^i^p^atjops i,nto t^it^ir proper species,

^ja^n t^e 99m^iipp grazer on th^. beau,ties of. Uie spring

^ separatl^ Ugii,i; iuto its Ojligii^ajj ra>;s

* ^Je^^Mr9 is t)^erefpf;9 ^eldom si/cb as it app^pr^ tQ

otjli.^r^, nof often, sucjh as \ye repijesent it to oi,irselves.

Of t^.9 ladies that sp^rjl^le a^t; a musicajl perforoiance,

^ very small i^,u;xibef. has^ any quick sensibility of har-

mppipjLi^ 5pwn^s^ ^^S ^^^'"y 0^^ t^;9t goes has ^er

pleasure. She ba^ ^be ple^i^ure of wearing i^ne clothes,

and o( showii^g ^hem, 9f out§hi^ni;?g those whom she

suspects to envy her : ^he.hasth^ pleas_ti;;e ojf syppe^rr

ing an^png other ladies ir^ a place w^i^her ^le rac^

9Jf meaner fl»,p,vt^^s ^^eldo^i^ ijptriides, a^d of reflecting

tha^, in th? c^Jijiveii^atiofls of t^^ pe^t moi^ning, her

^^me vfili b,9 mentipn94 amonjg tf^qse that sat iif ^he

^rst row ; sl^^ ^la? the ple?\§^^e pf ie^urmng courtesies,

or Refusing to, i^tu^n t^ei;n; o| receiving conipliments

ASji^h civility, pr ^ejecting them w^^b disdain. ${19

has the pleasure of meeting sppe of |ier accjuaint-

apce, of guessing why the rest are absent, and of

telljng t|^ei;n ^hat she saw ^he opera, on pretence of

inquiyipg why t|iey would miss it. She has ^he plea-

sure of being supposed to be pleased with a refined

amus^tpenj;, an() of hoping tp be numbered among
th^ vptr^gses pf j^armppy. Sl^e has thp pleasure of

(?s,caping for twp hours \\ie superiority of 9 sister,

VOL.1,
... . ^ ^ ^
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or the control of a husband ; and from all these

pleasures she concludes, that heavenly music is the

balm of life.

' Ail assemblies of gaiety are brought together by
motives of the same kind. The theatre is not filled

with those that know or regard the skill of the actor,

nor the hall-room by those who dance, or attend to

the dancers. To all places of general resort, where
the standard of pleasure is erected, we run with equal

eagerness, or appearance of eagerness, for very dif-

ferent reasons. One goes that he may say he has

been there, another because he never misses. This

iTian goes to try what he can find, and that to disco-

ver what others find. Whatever diversion is costIyi\

will be frequented by those who desire to be thought

rich ; and whatever has, by any accident, become
fashionable, easily continues its reputation, because

every one is ashamed of not partaking it.

* To every place of entertainment we go with ex-

pectation and desire of being pleased ; we meet
others who are brought by the same motives; no
one will be the first to own the disappointment ; one
face reflects the smile of another, till each believes

the rest delighted, and endeavours to catch and
transmit the circulating rapture. In time, all are de-

ceived by the cheat to which all contribute. The
fiction of happiness is propagated by every tongue,

and confirmed by every look, till at last all profess

the joy which they do not reel ; consent to yiekl to

the general delusion ; and when the voluntary dream
is at an end, lament that bliss is of so short a

duration.

* If Drugget pretended to pleasures of which he

had no perception, or boasted of one amusement

where he was indulging another^ what did he which
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is not done by all those who read his story ? of whom
some pretend delight in conversation, only because

they dare not be alone; some praise the quiet of soli-

tude, because tliey are envious of sense, and impatient

of folly ; and some gratify their pride, by writing

characters which expose the vanity of life.

' I am, SIR,

f Your humble servant.'

N" 19. SATURDAY, AUGUST 19, 1758.

Some of those ancient sages that have exercised their

abilities in the inquiry after the supreme good, have

been of opinion, that the highest degree of earthly

happiness is quiet ; a calm repose both of niin4 and

body, undisturbed by the sight of folly or the noise

of business, the tumults of public commotion, or the

agitations of private interest; a state in which the

mind has no other employment, but to observe and

regulate her own motions, to trace thought from

thought, combine one image with another, raise sys-

tems of science, and form theories of virtue.

To the scheme of these solitary speculatists, it has

been justly objected, that if they are happy, they

are happy only by being useless. That mankind is

one vast republic, where every individual receives

many benefits irom the labours of others, which, by

labouring in his turn for others, he is obliged to re-

pay ; and that where the united efforts of ail are not

able to exempt all from misery, none have a right to
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^j^ithdraw fr^in tlielr task of Vigilance, of to be iii-

uijlg^cl'in'idle wisdom or solitkry plediut^eK

It i^'common for cdht'rbVAtistfe, intlid'heatdf di^
jjiltaiiibn, to add onti po^itlbh to ariotlier till tliey

reith' the extremities of knbwlt^^e, y^he^e truli> arid

falsehood lose theli distlnctlbh. Their admirers fb!^

low them to the brinkf of absurdity, and then start

back lV6m ei^ch side towards the middle point. So

it has happened in this great disquisition. Many
perceive alike the force of the contrary arguments,

find quiet shameful, and business dangerous, and
therefore pass their lives between them, in bustle

witlibut business, and negligence withotit quiet.

' Among the principal names of this ;noderate set is

that great philosopher Sicft Wliirler, whose business

keeps him in perpetual motion, and whose motion

al'vvays eludes his biisi'ness ; who^ Is al^v^ays to do ytfhsli

he never does, vviio canribt stand «till becanse fc*e h
wanted in another place, and who is wanted in many
ptaces teause he stays in none.

jack has *riore business than hel tkh cointehieritly

transact in one hou^e ; he has ther^fftte one llabrta^

tioii near Bo\V-Chufch, and another about a mile dis-

tant. By thii ingenious distribution of hirhself be-»

tween t<'ro houses, Jack has coritHved lb be found 3t

neither. Jack's trade Js e.^tfertsive, and he has f-rtany

dealers ; hU conversation li sprightly, £lhd he h4S

many cbmija'tlohi ; his disposition is kind, and he has

many fri{ nd^. lack hcitlier forbears {Pleasure for bu-

siness, nor oiiiits business for pledstltfe, but i;? equally

invisible to Hia friends and his customet"s ; to him that

comes Svith an -iivitatibrt to a fclub, and to hirti that

waits to settle an account. ^^

Wjien you call al iiis house, hlS clferk lelU yW9, that

Mr. VVhirler was just slept oUt, but \\^ill be at hmrf*
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^exacUy at- tvfo ; you ,.wait jit a cpifee-house till two,

^cIi^lMin?fwicl t^^at<Jie h^Sjbefn-at I^o.ipe, ^a^ 's gone
.CHit,t9[g«itin> butnlQ(t,,wor£l,|l})^t .he ^hould be,at the

(Jl^f-x}\fif^ tav^^,i?t, sc^yen,
j vfli^e he hopes, to tiicet

vyp". At i?Qven ,y^u gp ^ tJie, tavern. v\t eij^ht ^n
comes Mr. Whirler to tell you, that he is glad to see

jttu, and -pftly |>^gsJea>:e,,to, junjfiipr a few nimutes
to a, ge^iHJft«]ftn,^that/4ives,^^ar. tl^e E^L^bauge^ fropi

.wji^n be ,w^l r^jtiu'n ,^efore , ijupper can fie ready.

.Away Ije runs to^heExcJiaqge,, to tell those who ace

^^aUiiug for.him, lijwVhe jinust b^p; them to defer t|je

business tiU,to-»ajw;i:ow,f,bp9^i^e hi tjpe ^ co^ie ^t

i4he H^lf-n^pqn.

:>JapVs. cheerfulness aqd cl vilify rank Mm amprig

jtho^e who^e pi^sence npyer giv^s pain, aqd.wlipm all

,receivti with tpnd/ie^5.?ind <Qare^s. jHle c^liQ^p/t^non

his friends, to, tell, thjem,jthat he.wjlt come again tp-

. jflorrow; pn theipprrDw he coipes again, to tell them
fe^w an unexpected s^n^n)pns hurries hjin away^—-
J^h^n he enters a i?f?U8e, ^hi^ first deqJarAtion is, that

k^ cannot, ^itdpwn ; and, so shprt^are his visits,, that

.he seldom appears tq havQ coijiefor any pth^er reason

,)l;Mjt to ?^y he must go.

T|;io dogs,pf Egypt, when thirst brings .them to

the Nils, are said to run as th'^y drink for fpar of tiie

crocodiles. Jack Whirler always dines at full speed.

He enters, finds the family at table, sits familiarly

dowp, and fills his plate ; but while the first morsel

is in his mouth, hears the clock strike, and rises; then

goes to another house, sits down 4igain, recollect*

another engagement; has only time to taste the soup,

makes a short excuse to the company, and continues

through anotiier street his desultory dinner.

But, overwhelmed a?, 1*<? is wiUi business, his chief

desire is to have still mo#>^ Kfery «^w proposal
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takes possession of his tlioughts ; he soon balances

probabilities, engages in the project, brings it al-

most to con>pletion, and then forsakes it for another,

which he catches with the same alacrity, urges with

the same vehemence, and abandons with the same
coldness.

Every man may be observed to have a certain

strain of lamentation, some peculiar theme of com-
plaint on which he dwells in his moments of dejec-

tion. Jack'^s topic of sorrow is the want of time.

Many an excell .*nt design languishes in empty theory

for want of time. For the omission of any civilities,

want of time is his plea to others ; for the neglect of

any affairs, want of time is his excuse to himself.

That he wants time, he sincerely believes ; for he
once pined away many months with a lingering dis-

temper, for want of time to attend to hi^s health.

Thus Jack \Vhirler lives in perpetual fatigue with-

out proportionate advantage, because he does not

consider that no man can see all with his own eyes,

or do all with his own hands ; that whoever is en-

gaged in multiplicity of business, must transact much
by substitution, and leave something to hazard ; and
that he who attempts to do all, will waste his life in

d:oing little.
^

.H

^'ri

•(!

>?,;...
I
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.ff.aAj-U-^-5^^..1

N^sa 3ATURDAY, AUGUST 26, n5S.

There ia no crime more infamous than the violation

of truth. It is apparent that men can be social be-

ings no longer than they believe each othef. When
speech is employed only as the vehicle of falsehood,

every man must disunite himself from others, inhabit

his own cave, and seek prey only for himself.

Yet the law of truth, thus sacred and necessary,

is broken wiiiiout punishment, without censure, in

compliance with inveterate prejudice and prevailing

passions. Men are willing to credit what they wish,

and encourage rather those who gratify them with

pleasure, than those that instruct them with fidelity.

For this reason every historian discovers his coun-

try; and it is impossible to read the different ac-

counts of any great event, without a wish that truth

had more power over partiality.

Amidst the joy of my countrymen for the acqui-

sition of Louisbourg, I could not forbear to consider

how differently this revolution of American power is

not only now mentioned by the contending nations,

but will be represented by the writers of another

century.

- The English historian will imagine h'^-^self barely

doing jutice to English virtue, when .. elates the

capture of Louisbourg in the following manner

:

* The English had hitherto seen, \vith great indig-

nation, their attempts balHed and their force defied
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by an enemy, whom they considered themselves as

entitled to conquer by the right of prescription, and
^vhom many ages of hereditary superiority had
taught* fhfeni td SeSpise. Thelriieets were m6re hiiine-

rous, and their seamen braver, than those of France

;

^
yet they only floated useless on the ocean, and the

French derided them from their ports. Misfortunes,

as is usual, produced discontent, the pebpte mur-
jijured at the ministers, and the nrtiriist^rs ceiisured

^ ' the commanders.

Mn the summer of this y^kr, tlie En^i^h ' bkig^ii

to find their success answerable to their' taiise. 'A

fleet arid an army were 'sent to America to 'dfslod^c

the enemies from the! settletnents which they had so

perfidiously made, and so insolently maintained, ahU
to repress that power which was growing more evfefy

j.aay by the association of the Indians, with whoht
these degenerate Europeans intermarried, aikrWhbhi

.they secured to their party by presients and prb-

mi^es.^
., , .. i,

^,^* in tlie beginning of Juhe'^e ships of^"^afaHd

Yy
vessels containing the land-forces appebi'^d bbfoVe

Xouisbourg, a place so secure by nature that sirt x^'as

, almost superfluous, and yet fortified by art as if na-

ture had left it open. The French boasted that -it

was impregnable, and spoke' with scorn of'all at-

^
tempts that could be made against it. The gairfison

was numerous, the stores equal to the longest sifcge,

and their engineers and commanders liigh in I'^bufa-

., tion. (The mouth of the harbour \i'aS so narrow, that

three ships from within might easily defend it'«^Airtst
'

all attacks from the sea. The French had, with that

^ caution which cowards borrow from fear, and attri-

bute to policy, eluded our fleets, and sent into that

port five great ships and six smaller, of which* 'they
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the French virtue. We had taken the English for-

tresses by force, and gained the Indian nations by-

humanity. The English, wherever they come, are

sure to have the natives for their enemies ; for the

only motive of their settlements is avarice, and the

only consequence of their success is oppression. In

this war they acted like other barbarians, and, with

a degree of outrageous cruelty, which the gentleness

of our manners scarcely suffers us to conceive, offered

rewards by open proclamation to those who should

bring in the scalps of Indian women and children.

A trader always makes war with the cruelty of a

pirate.

* They had long looked with envy and with terror

upon the influence which the French exerted over all

the northern regions of America by the possession of

Lx)uisbourg, a place naturally strongs and new forti-

fied with some slight outworks. They hoped to sur-

prise the garrison unprovided ; but that sluggishness

which always defeats their malice, gave us time to

send supplies, and to station ships for the defence of

the harbour. They came before Louisbourg in June,

and were for some time in doubt whether they should

land. But the commanders, who had lately seen

an admiral beheaded for not having done what he had
not power to do, durst not leave the place unassaulted.

An Englishman has no ardour for honour, nor zeal for

duty ; he neither values p;lory nor loves his king, but

balances one danger with another, and will fight ra-

ther than be hanged. They therefore landed, but

with great loss ; their en<;ineers had, in the last war

with the French, learned something of the military

scie^jLce, and made their approaches with sufficient

skill ; but all their efforts had been without effect,

had not a ball unfortunately fallen inte the powder of
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one of our ships, which communicated the fire to the
rest, and, by opening the passage of the iiarbour,

obliged the garrison to capitulate, 'i'lius >vas Louis-

bourg lost, and our troops marched out with the ad-
miration of their enemies, who durst hardly think
themselves masters of the place/
*l**f^:^

-X»>^^#T

':^rw

' N° 21. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 1758,

* TO THE IDLER,
i

* DEAR MR. IDLER,
'

* There is a species of misery, or of disease, for

which our language is commonly supposed to be
without a name, but which I think is emphatically

enough denominated listlessncss, and which is com-
monly termed a want of something to do.

* Of the unbappiness of this state I do not expect

all your readers to have an adequate idea. Many are

overburdened with business, and can imagine no
comfort but in rest ; many have minds so placid, as

willingly to indulge a voluntary lethargy ; or so nar-

row, as easily to be filled to their utmost capacity.

By these I shall not be understood, arid therefore

cannot be pitied. Those only will sympathise with

my complaint, whose imagination is active and re-

solution weak, whose desires are ardent, and whose

choice is delicate ; who cannot satisfy themselves-

with standing still, and yet cannot find a motive ta

direct their course, . *
..*>?

'^^^tf.^
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* I' was the second son df a gentkmari, iitbose estate

«in^as^ barely suiliciQat to support himself and his heir

in the dignity of killing 'game. He therefone ina4e

use of the interest which the >allianoes of his family

'afforded' him, to jMOcure me a post in the army. *I

passed some years in tbeniost ooRtemptibleof all

human stations, that of a soldier in time of peace.

I wandered with the regiment as the quarters were
changed, without opportunity for business, taste for

knowledge, or money for pleasure. Wherever 1

cam^, I was for some twne /ai* sttranger without curio-

sity, and afterwards an acquaintance without friend-

ship. Having nothing- to -hope in these places of

fortuitous residence, I resigned my conduct to chance;

I had no intention to offend, I had no ambition to

delight.

* 1 suppose every man Js shocked when he hears

bow frequently soldiers are wishing for war. The
^ wish is not always sincere ; the greater partWe eon-

tent with sleep and lace, and counterfeit an ardour

"which they do not feel ; but those who desire 'it

most are neither prompted by malevolence nor pa-

triotism ; they. neither pant for laurels, nor delight in

blood ; but long to be delivered from the tyranny of

^ idleness, and restored to the dignity of active beings.

'I never imagined myself to have more courage

than other men, yet was often involuntarily wishing

*^for a- war ; but of a war at that time I had no pro-

I spect ; and being enabled, by the death of an uncle,

'to live without my pay,' 1 quitted the army, and re-

' solved to regulate my own motions. '.^^

* I was pleased, for a while, with' the novelty of

111dependence, and imagined that I had now found

V hat every man desires. • My time was in my own
power, and my habitation was wherever my choice
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«>hdiiJd M it. I aiiiuscd myself for fcwo years in

passing fVxini place to pla«e, and'COinpai'ing one con*

v^nience widi another ; iiut being, ai layt ashamed- of

in()uiry^ and weary of unoertatnty., 1 piirchaBed. a
house, and established-my family*

* I now- expected to begin to- be happy, and M:as

happy for a 9liort$ time withr ihot expectatnon. But
I siiKMl' peiweived my- spirits to subsidt?, and ray ima*- '-

ginaiion« to- grow dark. The gloom tjikktned every

duy round me. t wondered by what; malignant

j^wer my peace v*a» blasted', till k discovered at last

that I had nothing to d«.

f * Trmd, wiuh ail kt^; cdei-iiy,. moves slowly to liin

whose whole employiiient is toi watch ifts flight. 1 am
forced ufon a thousand shifts to enabW me to emhcre

the tediousness tfi the day. } xise whew I caoi slecfp

ih longer, ahd take my morniDg wa41c ; 1 see what I

have seen before^ and return, i sit dowm and per^

suade myself that 1 sit da^n to think, hnd it impos-

sible to think without z subject; rise up to inquire

after ne^s> and endeavour to -kindle in myself an arti-

ficial impatience for intelligence of events, which
will never extend any consequence to me, but that a

few minutes they abstract me from myself.

' When I have heard any thing that may gratify

curiosity, I am busied for a while in running to re-

late it. 1 hasten from one place of concourse to ano-

ther, delighted with my own importance, and proud

to think that I am doing something, though I know
that another hour would spare my hibour.

' I had once a round of visits, which I paid very

regularly ; but I have now tired most of my friends,

"When 1 have sat down I forget to rise, and have

more than once overheard one asking another when
I would be gone. I perceive the company tired| I

--'^-' -.^_u^-^ -'*^
- f't>''i»-t't
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observe the mistress of the family whispering to her

servants, I find orders given to put off business till

to-morrow, ( see the watches frequently inspected,

and yet cannot withdraw to the vacuity of solitude,

or venture myself in my own company.
* Thus burdensome to myself and others, I form

many schemes of employment which may make my
life useful or agreeable, and exempt me from the ig-

nominy of living by sufferance. This new course I

have long designed, but have not yet begun. The
present moment is never proper for the change, but

there is always a time in view when all obstacles will

be removed, and I shall surprise all that know me
with a new distribution of my time. Twenty years

have passed since I have resolved a complete amend-
ment, and twenty years have been lost in delays. Age
is coming upon me ; and I should look back with

rage and despair upon the waste of life, but that I am
now beginning in earnest to begin a reformation.

»

r

« I'am, SIR,

*i' - ' Your humble servant.

$

' DICK LINGER.*^^

/tl' .'*^ r^h-^tm-'-

^ftS*!|il?^ t-
it- '#^**;w<

%- «.V ^.*t>i--,s~ •^-
r^-'it^v ^Wt^

?*«>. *:^'i^' J ! >,:,• r»- .iume,-

•Jfc:"^*3«r!«-^^
' iir-''''^-'.^^^' /Hi r--i^,.''!,:} >•

... ,.,, , . ;., V -.l-
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N*»22. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1 a, 1758.

•TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

* As I was passino; lately under one of the gates of

this city, I was struck with horror by a rueful cry,

which summoned me to remember the poor debtitrs.

' * The wisdom and justice of the English laws are,

by Englishmen at least, loudly celebrated ; but

scarcely the most zealous admirers of our institutions

can think that law wise, which, when men are ca-

pable of work, obliges them to beg ; or just, which
exposes the liberty of one to the passions of ano-

ther.

* The prosperity of a people is proportionate to the

number of hands and minds usefully employed. To
the community, sedition is a fever, corruption is a

gangrene, and idleness an atrophy. Whatever body,

and whatever society, wa 'i% more than it acquires,

must gradually decay ; ani every being that conti-

nues to be fed, and ceases to labour, takes away
something from the public stock.

' The confinement, therefore, of any man in the

sloth and darkness of a prison, is a loss to the jiation,

and no gain to the creditor. For of the multitudes

who are pining in those cells of misery, a very small

part is suspected of any fraudulent act by which they

retain what belongs to' others. The rest are impri-

soned by the wr 12 i, mess of pride, the malignity of
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reveng€*> or the acrimony of disappointed expecta-

tion.

' If those, who thus rigorously exercise the power
which the jaw has^put into, theii: hands, be asked;

why they continue to imprison those whom ihey

know to be unable to pay them? one will answer,

that his debtor otjtpe li^c^ l)^tt(^ tjian himself; an-

other, that his wife looked above her neighbours, and
Jiis children went in silk clothes to the dancing-

«ohool' ; and another, thaib I^e preteod#d to be a joker
9ti(h a witu SkMne wiU reply, that if, the'- \vere in

debb, tliey should meet with the same ato)ei)t;

soine, that they owe na luore than tihey ca«;t pa/,

»nd needl therefore give no. account QjT their a^tioijisi.

Som« will confess their resokiiiion^ that t^eir dieb^tors

ihsMt rot in jail; and soiaae,wUlr cHscoiY^r^ (thaA tliey

ftope, by QTuelty, to wring the payment from thj^r

iviends.

• The end of all civil regulations is to secure pjtt-

v^ate happiness ftioin private niaUgntty y to keep indi-

viduals front) the power of one another ; but this end
ik: apparently neglected, when a man, iorritated ^^th

lqs&, is allowed to be the judge oi kis own ^ause^ ao.d

to assign the punishment of hi$ own pain ; when the

distinction between guilt and happiness, between ca*

fualty and design, is entrusted to eyes blind With iu-

terest, to understandings depraved by resentment.
* Since poverty is punished ^mong us as a crime,

it ought at least to be treated with the same lenity as

other crimes ; the olfender ought not to Ui^guish at

<tbe tvill of hrin whom he has ofjfnnde^, but to be al-

lowed pome r.ppeal to the justice of his country.

There can lio no reason why any debtor should be

wnpri^ied, Uut that \iq may be compelled to pay-
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ment ; and a term should therefore be fixed, in which

the creditor should exhibit his accusation of concealed

property. If such property can be discovered, let it

be given to the creditor ; if the charge is not offered,

or cannot be proved, let the prisoner be dismissed.

* Those who made the laws have apparently sup-

posed, that every deficiency of payment is the crime

of the debtor. But the truth is, that the creditor al-

ways shares the act, and often more than shares the i/

guilt, of improper trust. It seldom happens that any
man imprisons another but for debts which he suf-

fered to be contracted in hope of advantage to him-

self, and for bargains in which he proportioned his

profit to his own opitiion of the hazard ; and there is

no reason, why one should punish the other for a con-

tract in which both concurred.
* Many of the inhabitants of prisons may justly

complain of harder treatment. He that once owes
more than he can pay, is often obliged to bribe his

creditor to patience, by encreasing his debt. Worse
and worse commodities, at a higher and higher

price, are forced upon him ; he is impoverished by
compulsive traffic, and at last overwhelmed, in the

common receptacles of misery, by debts, which,

without his own consent, were accumulated on his

head. To the relief of this distress, no other objec-

tion can be made, but that by an easy dissolution of

debts fraud will be left without punishment, and im-

prudence without awe; and that when insolvency

should be no longer punishable, credit will cease.

* The motive to credit, is the hope of advantage.

Commerce can never be at a stop, while one man
wants what another can supply ; and credit will never

be denied, while it is likely to be repaid with profit.

He that trusts one whom he designs to sue, is crimi-

VOL, I. G
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nal by the act of trust ; the cessation of such insidious

traffic is to be desired, and no reason can be given

why a change of the law should impair any other.

' We see nation trade with nation; where no pay-
ment can be compelled* Mutual convenience pro-

duces ihutual confldence ; and the merchants conti-

nue to satisfy the demands of each other, though they

have nothing to dread but the loss of trade.

' It is vain to continue an institution, which expe-

rience shows to be ineffectual. We have now Im-
prisoned one generation of debtors after another, but
we do not find that their numbers lessen. We have
now learned, that rashness and imprudence will not

be deterred from taking credit ; let us try whether
fraud and avarice may be more easily restrained from
giving it.

^
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N« 23. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1758.

LiPE has lio pleasure higher or nobler than that of
friendship. It is painful to consider, that this sublime

enjoyment may be impaired or destroyed by innu-

merable causes, and that there is no human posses-

sion of which the duration is less certain.

Many have talked, in very exalted language, of

the perpetuity of friendship, of invincible constancy,

and unalienable kindness ; and some examples have
been seen of men who have continued faithful to

their earliest choice, and whose affection has predo-

minated over changes of fortune, and contrariety of

opinidn.

But these instances are memorable, because they

are rare. The friendship which is to be practised op

expected by common moHaU, must take its rise from

mutual pleasure, and must end when the power ceases

of delighting each othen

Many accidents therefore may happen, by which

the ardour of kindness will be abated, without cri?

midal baseness or contemptible inconstancy on either

part. To give pleasure is not always in our power

:

and little does he know himself, who believes that he
can be always able to receive it.

Those who would gladly pass their days together

may be separated by the different course of their

affairs; and friendship, like love, is destroyed by
Idng absence, though it may be increased by short

intermissions. What we have missed long enough
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It

to want it, we value more when it is regained ; but

that which has been lost till it is forgotten, will be
found at last with little gladness, and with still less

if a substitute has supplied the place. A man de-\

prived of the companion to whom he used to open

his bosom, and with whom he shared the hours of

leisure and merriment, feels the day at first hanging

heavy on him ; his difficulties oppress, and his doubts

distract him; he sees time come and go without his

wonted gratification, and all is sadness within, and >

solitude about him. But this uneasiness never lasts

long ; necessity produces expedients, new amusements

are discovered, and new conversation is admitted.

No expectation is more frequently <lisappointed,

than that which naturally arises in the mind from

the prospect of meeting an old friend after long sepa-

ration. We expect the attraction to be revived, and
the coalition to be renewed ; no man considers how
much alteration time has made in himself, and very

few inquire what effect it has had upon others. The
first hour convinces them, that the pleasure, which

they have formerly enjoyed, is for ever at an end

;

different scenes have made different impressions

;

the opinions of both are changed ; and that simili^

tude of manners and selitiment is lost, which con-

£rmed them both in the approbation of themselves.

Friendship is often destroyed by opposition of inte-

rest, not only by the ponderous and visible interest

which the desire of wealth and greatness forms and
maintains, but by a thousand secret and slight com-
petitions, scarcely known to the mind upon which

they operate. There is scarcely any man without

some favourite trifle which he values above greater

attainments, some desire of petty praise which he

cannot patiently suffer to be firustrated. This minute
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ambition is sometimes crossed before it is known, and
sometimes defeated by wanton petulance; but such

attacks are seldom made without the loss of frrend-

, ship ; for whoever has once found the vulnerable part

.. will always be feared, and the resentment will burn

on in secret, of which shame hinders the discovery.

This, however, is a slow malignity, which a wise

man will obviatie as inconsistent with quiet, and a

good man will repress as contrary to virtue; but

human happiness is sometimes violated by some more
Sudden strokes.

A dispute begun in jest upon a subject which a

moment before was on both parts regarded with

careless indifference, is continued by the desire of

conquest, till vanity kindles into rage, and opposi-

tion rankles into enmity. Against this hasty mis-

chief, I know not what security can be obtained

:

men will be somelimes surprised into quarrels ; and
though they might both hasten to reconciliation, as

soon as their tumult had subsided, yet two minds
will seldom be found together^ which can at once

subdue their discontent, or immediately enjoy the

sweets of peace, without remembering the wounds
of the conflict.

Friendship has other enemies. Suspicion is always

hardening the cautious, and disgust repelling the de-

licate. Very slender differences will sometimes part

those whom long reciprocation of civility or benefi-

cence has united. Lonelove and Ranger retired into

the country to enjoy the company of each other, and
returned in six weeks cold and petulant ; Ranger's

pleasure was to walk in the fields, and Lonelove's

to sit in a bower; each had complied with the other

in his turn, and each was angry that compliance had
been exacted. *
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The ipost fat^il disease of friendship is gradual de<r

cay> or dislike hourly encreased by causes too slender

for complaint, 9nd too numerous for removal.—-

Those who are angry may be reconciled; those who
have been injured may receive a recompence : but

when the desire of pleasing and willingness to be
pleased is silently diminished* the renovation of

friendship is hopeless; as, when the vital powers

sink into languor, there is no longer any use of the

physician. -_

.Lip-

N* 24. SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30, 175av
•4>

When man sees one of the inferior creatures perched

upon a tree, or basking in the sunshine, without any

apparent endeavour or pursuit, he often asks himself,

or his companion. On what that animal can ke mppo$ed

to be thinking f

Of this question, since neither bird nor beast caa
answer it, we must be content to live without the

resolution. We know not how much the brutes re-

collect of the past, or anticipate of the future; what
power they have of comparing and preferring ; op

whether their faculties may not rest in motionless

indifference, till they are moved by the presence of

their proper object, or stimulated to act by corporal

sensations.

^ I am the less inclined to these superfluous inquiries,,

because I have always been able to iind sufficient

matter for curiosity in my own species. It Is use^

less to go far in quest of that which may be found
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at home ; a very narrow circle of observation will

supply a sufficient number of men and women, who
might be asked, with equal propriety. On what they

can be thinking 9

it is reasonable to believe, that thought, like every

thing else, has its causes and effects ; that it must
proceed from something known, done, or suffered

;

and must produce some action or event. Yet how
great is the number of those in whose minds no
source of thought has ever been opened, in whose
life no consequence of thought is ever discovered;

who have learned nothing upon which they can re-

flect ; who have neithei* seen nor felt any thing which
could leave its traces on the memory ; who neither

foresee nor desire any change of their condition, and
have therefore neither fear, hope, nor design, and yet

are supposed to be thinking beings.

To every act a subject is required. He that thinks

must think upon something. But tell Tie, ye that

pierce deepest into nature, ye that take the widest

surveys of life, inform me, kind shades of Malbranche
and of Locke, what that something can be, which
excites and continues thought in maiden aunts with

small fortunes ; in younger brothers that live upon
annuities; in traders retired from business; In soldiers

absent from their regiments ; or in widows that have
no children? ^, , ,,v-„-;,^..^ ,---,. ;

Life is commonly considered as either active or

conte{m»lative; but surely this division, how long

soever it has been received, is inadequate and falla-

cious. There are. mortals whose life is certainly not

active, for they do neither good nor evil ; and whose

life cannot be properly called contemplative, for they

never attend either to the conduct of men, or the

work& of nature, but rise in the morning, look round
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them till night in careless stupidity, go to bed and
sleep, and rise again in the morning. li*

It has been lately a celebrated question in the

schools of philosophy. Whether the tout alway* think* f

Some have defined the soul to be the poioer of think-

ing; concluded that its essence consists in act; that,

if it should cease to act, it would cease to be ; and
that cessation of thought is but another name for

extinction of mind. This argument is subtle, but

not conclusive ; because it supposes what cannot be
proved, that the nature of mind is properly defined.

Others affect to disdain subtilty, when subtilty will

not serve their purpose, and appeal to daily experi-

ence. We spend many hours, they say, in sleep,

without the least remembrance of any thoughts which
then passed in our minds; and since we can only by
our own consciousness be sure that we think, why
should we imagine that we have had thought of

whicli no consciousness remains ?

Thi? argument, which appeals to experience, may
/rom experience be confuted. We every day do
something which we forget when it is done, and
know to have been done only by consequence. The
waking hours are not denied to have been passed in

thought ; yet he that shall endeavour to recollect on
one day the ideas of the former, will only turn the

eye of reflection upon vacancy ; he will find, that

.the greater part is irrevocably vanished, and wonder
how the moments could come and go, and leave so

little behind them.

. To discover only that the arguments on both sides

are defective, and to throw back the tenet ^nto its

former uncertainty, is the sport of wanton or male-

volent scepticism, delighting to see the sons of phi-

losophy at work upon a task which never can be

/'., -^
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decided. I shall suggest an argument hitherto over-

looked, which may perhaps determine the contro-

versy.

If it be impossible to think without materials, there

must necessarily be minds that do not always think ;

and whence shall we furnish materials for the medita-

tion of the glutton between his meals, of the sports-

man in a rainy month, of the annuitant between the

days of quarterly payment, of the politician when
the mails are detained by contrary winds ?

But how frequent soever may be the examples of

existence without thought, it is certainly a state not

much to he desired. He that lives in torpid insensi-

bility, wants nothing of a carcase but putrefaction.

It is the part of every inhabitant of the earth to par-

take the pains and pleasures of his fellow-beings

;

and, as in a road through a country desart and
uniform, the traveller languishes for want of amuse-

ment, so the passage of life will be tedious and irk-

some to him who does not beguile it by diversified

ideas.

>if.

;^^<
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N'»25. SATURDAY. OCTOBER?, 1758.

TQ THE IDLER.

SIR,

' I AM a very constant frequenter of the playhouse,
'

a place to which I suppose the Idler not much a
stranger, since he can have no where else so much

,

entertainment with so Httle concurrence of his own
endeavour. At all other assemblies, he that comes
to receive delight, will be expected to give it ; but

in the theatre nothing is necessary to the amusement
of two hours, but to sit down and be willing to be
pleased.

^
* The last week has oflfered two new actors to the

town. The appearance and retirement of actors are

the great events of the theatrical world; and theif

"

first performances fill the pit with conjecture and
prognostication, as the first actions of a new monarch
agitate nations with hope or fear.

* What opinion I have formed of the future excel-

lence of these candidates for dramatic glory, it is not

necessary to declare. Their entrance gave me a

higher and nobler pleasure than any borrowed cha-

racter can alford. I saw the ranks of the theatre

emulating each other in candour and humanity, and
contending who should most effectually assist the

struggles of endeavour, dissipate the blush of diffi-

dence, and still the flutter of timidity.

* This behaviour is such as becomes a people too

tender to repress those who wish to please, too gene-

rous to insult those wlio can make no resistance. A

•ji..
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public performer is so much in the power of specta-

tors, that all unnecessary severity is restrained by that

general law of humanity which forbids us to be cruel

where there is nothing to be feared.

' In every new performer something must be par-

doned. No man can, by any force of resolution, se-

cure to himself the full possession of his own powen
under the eye of a large assembly. Variation of
gesture, and flexion of voice, are to be obtained only

by experience.

' There is nothing for which such numb?rs think

themselves qualified as for theatrical exhibition,

Every human being has an action graces n I to his

own eye, l voice musical to his own ear^ and a
sensibility which nature forbids him to know that

any other bosom can excel. An art in which such

numbers fancy themselves excellent, and which the

public liberally rewards, will excite many compe-
titors, and in many attempts there must be many
miscarriages.

" *•

' The care of the critic should be, to distinguish

error from inability, faults of iRexpene*^ce from de-

fects of nature. Action irregular and turbulent may
be reclaimed ; vociferation vehement and conftised

may be restrained and modulated ; the stalk of the

tyrant may become the gait of the man ; the yell ol

inarticulate distress may be reduced to human lainen-

tation. All these faults should be for a time over*

looked, and afterwards censured with gentleness and
candour. But if in an actor there appears an utter

vacancy of meanipg, a frigid equality, a stupid lan-

guor, a torpid apathy,, the greatest kindness that can
be shown hint, i» a speedy sentence of expulsion.

#^ ' *^ ifi^' *^lam, SIB, &c.*

\i y
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The plea which my correspondent has offered for

young actors, I am very far from wishing to invali-

date. I always considered those combinations which

are sometimes formed in the playhouse, as acts of

fraud or of cruelty ; he that applauds him who does

not deserve praise, is endeavouring to deceive the

public ; he that hisses in malice or sport, is an op-

pressor and a robber.

' But surely this laudable forbearance might be justly

extended to young poets. The art of the writer, like

that of the player, is attained by slow degrees. The
power of distinguishing and discriminating comic
characters, or of filling tragedy with poetical images,

must be the gift of nature, which no instruction nor

labour can supply ; but the art of dramatic disposi-

tion, the contexture of the scenes, the opposition of

characters, the involution of the plot, the expedients

of suspension, and the stratagems of surprise, are to

be learned by practice ; and it is cruel to discourage

a poet for ever, because he has not from genius what
only experience can bestow.

Life is a stage. Let me likewise solicit candour

for the young actor on the stage of life. They that

enter into the world are too often treated with unrea-

sonable rigour by those that were once as ignorant

and heady as themselves ; and distinction is not al-

ways made between the faults which require speedy

and violent eradication, and those that will gradually

drop away in the progresc^ion of life. Vicious solici-

tations of appetite, if not checked, will grow more
importunate; and mean arts of profit or ambition

will gather strength in the mind, if they are not early

suppressed. But mistaken notions of superiority, de-

sires of useless show, pride of little accomplishments^
, «.: ' .-- -
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and alt the train of vanity, will be brushed away by
the wing of Time.

I Keproof should not exhaust its power upon petty

failings ; let it watch diligently against the incursion

of vice, and leave foppery and futility to die 6f

themselves.

N*»26. SATURDAY, OCTOBER H, 1758.

,
' MR. IDLES,

' I NEVER thought that I should write any thing to

be printed ; but having lately seen your first essay,

which was sent down into the kitchen, with a great

bundle of gazettes and useless papers, 1 find that you
are willing to admit any correspondent, and there-

fore hope you will not reject me. If you publish my
letter, it may encourage others, in the same condition

with myself, to tell their stories, which may be, per-

haps, as useful as those of great ladies.

' 1 am a poor girl. I was bred in the country at a
charity-school, maintained by the contributions of
wealthy neighbours. The ladies, or patronesses, vi-

sited us from time to time, examined how we were
taught, and saw that our clothes were clean. We
lived happily enough, and were instructed to be
thankful to those at whose cost we were educated.

I was always the favourite of my mistress ; she used

i*^ call jne to read and show my copy-book to all

strangerr, who never dismissed me without comment
dation, and very seldom without a shilling.

I At last the chief of our subscribers^ having passed

'

' <#-
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a ivinter^in Londdn, came down full of &n opinion

new and strange to tiie whole country. She held it

little less than criminal to teach podr girls to read

and write. They who are born to poverty, she said,

ate born to ignorance, and will work the harder the

less they know. She told her friends, that London
was in confusion by the insolence of servants ; that

scarcely a wench was to be got for all work, since

education had made such numbers of fine ladies ; that

nobody would now accept a lower title than that of

a waiting-maid, or something that might qualify her

to wear laced shoes and long ruffles, and to sit at

work in the parlour-window. But she was resolved,

for her part, to spoil no more girls ; those, Who were

to live by their hands, should ndther read n^r write

out of her pocket; the world was bad enough al«

rt?ady, and she would have no part in making it

worse.

' She was for a short time wannly opp09ed ; but

she persevered in her notions, and Withdrew her sub-

scription. Few listen without a desire of conviction

to those who advise them to spare their money. Her
example and her arguments gained ground daily;

and in less than a year the Wbolle parish was con-

vinced^ that the nation would be ruined, if the chil*

dren of the poor were taught to read and write.

' Our school was now dissolved : my mistress ki^ed

me when we parted, and told me, that, being old

and helfjless, she could not assist me, advised me to

«eek a service^ and charged me not to forget what I

had learned.

' My reputaticm for scholarship, which had hitherto

recommended me to favour^ was, by the adherents

to the new opinion, considered as a crime; and, when
I oilbited myklf to any mistress, I had ii6 mher an-
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swer ihan> Sure child, you would not work / hard work

i$ not Jit for a pen-woman; a scrubbing'brush would

spoil y9ur hand, child!

* I could not live at home ; and while I was consi-

dering to what I should betake me, one of the girls>

who had gone from our schobi to London, came
down in a silk gown> etnd told her acquaintance how
w^ll she lived, what fine things she saw, and what
great wages she received. I resolved to try my for-

tune, and took my passage in the next week's waggon
to London. I had no snares laid for me at my ar^

fival, but came safe to a sister of my mistress, whd
undertook to get me a place. She knew only the

families of mean tradesmen ; and I, having no high

opinion of my own qualifications, was willing to ac*-

cept the first offer.

* My first mistress was wife of a working Watch*

maker, who earned more than was sufficient to keejS

his family in decency and plenty ; but it was their

constant practice to hire a chaice on Sunday, ^nd
spend half the wages of the week on Richmond Hill^

on Monday he commonly lay half in bed, and spent

the other half in merriment ; Tuesday and Wednes*-

day consumed the rest of his money ; and three day^

every week were passed in extremity of want by ub

who were left at home, while my master lived on
trust at an alehouse. You may be sure, that df thi*

sufferers the maid suffered most; and I left them,

after three months, rather than be starved.

' I was then maid to a hatter's wife. There was
no want to be dreaded, for they lived in perpetual

luxury. My mistress was a diligent woman, and
rose early in the morning to set the journeymen to

work ; my master was a man much beloved by his

neighbours, and sat at one club or other every nij^ht.
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I was obliged to wait on my master at night, and on
my mistress in the morning. He seldom came home
before two, and she rose at five. 1 could no more .

live without sleep than without Tood, and therefore

entreated them to look out for another servant.

* My next removal was to a linen-draper's, who had
six children. My mistress, when I first entered the

house, informed me, that I must never contradict the

children, nor suffer them to cry. 1 had no desire to

offend, and readily promised to do my best. But

when I gave them their breakfast, I could not help

all first ; when I was playing with one in my lap, I

was forced to keep the rest in expectation. That
which was not gratified always resented the injury

with a loud outcry, which put my mistress in^^ fury

at me, and procured sugar-plums to the child. I

could not keep six children quiet, who were bribed

to be clamorous ; and was therefore dismissed, as a

girl honest, but not good-natured.
* I then lived with a couple that kept a petty shop

of remnants and cheap linen. I was qualified to make
a bill, or keep a book; and being therefore often

called, at a busy time, to serve the customers, ex-

pected that I should now be happy, in proportion as

I was useful. But my mistress appropriated every

day part of the profit to some private use, and, as

she grew bolder in her theft, at last deducted such

sums, that my master began to wonder how he sold

so much, and gained so little. She pretended to

assist his inquiries, and began, very gravely, to hope

that Betty was honest, and yet thmc sharp girls were apt

to be light-Jingered, You will believe that I did not

stay there mucli longer.

* The rest of my story I will tell you in another

letter ; and only beg to be iuformedj, in some paper.

k^

V. >:
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for which of my places, except perhaps the last,

was disqualified by my skill in reading and writing.

* I am, SIR,

' Your very humble servant,

' BETTY BROOM.'

N*'27. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1758.

It has been the endeavour of all those whom the

world has reverenced for superior wisdom, to per-

suade man to be acquainted with himself, to learn

his own powers and his own weakness, to observe by
what evils he is most dangerously beset, and by what
temptations most easily overcome.

This counsel has been often given with serious

dignity, and often received with appearance of con-

viction ; but, as very few can search deep into their

own minds without meeting what they wish to hide

from themselves, scarcely any man persists in culti-

vating such disagreeable acquaintance, but draws the

veil again between his eyes and his heart, leaves his

passions and appetites as he found them, and advises

others to look into themselves.

.^This is the common result of inquiry even among
\* se that endeavour to grow wiser or better ; but

this endeavour is far enough from frequency; the

greater part of the multitudes that swarm upon tt e
earth have never been disturbed by such uneasy cu-

riosity, but deliver themselves up to business or to

pleasure, plunge into the current of life, whether

VOL. I. H
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placid 6t tirrbu1<^TVt» and pasfit on from one point of

ppospect to another, attentive rather to any thing

than the state of their minds ; satisfied, at an easy

rate, v^ith an opinion, that they are no worse than

othti^, that every man must mind his own interest^

or that their pleasures hurt only themselves, and are

therefore no proper subjects of eensure.

Some, however, there are, whom the Intrusion of

scruples, the recollection of better notions, or the

latdnt ^epi^ehen^ion of good e^tampfes, will not suffer

to live entirely contented with their own conduct;

these are forced to pacify the mutiny of reason with

fair promises, and quiet their thoughts with designs

of calling all their actions to review, and planning a
new scheme for the time (o come.

there is nothing which we estimate so fallaciously

as the force of our own resolutions, hO'r any fallacy

wliich we so unwillingly and tardily detect. He that

has resolved a thousand times, and a thousand time!

dds^rted his own purpose, yet suffers no abatement
of his confidence, but still believes himself his own
master, and able, by innate vigour of soul, to press

forward to hid. end, through all the Obstructions that

inconveniences or ddights can put in his way.

That this mistake should prevail for a time, is very

natural. When conviction is present, and temptation

out of sight, we do not easily conteive how any
reasonable being can deviate frOiii his true interest.

What ought to be done while it yet hangs only in

fepecUlation, is so plain and certain, that there Is no
place for doubt ; the whole soul yields itself to the

predominance of truth, and readily determines to do
what, when the tiiiie of action comes, vvill be at last

omitted. .
*

I believe hiost men liiay review all the lives that
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have passed within their observation, without remem-
bering one efficacious resolution, or being able to tell

a single instance of a course of practice suddenly

changed in consequence of a change of opinion, or

an establishment of determination. Many indeed

alter their conduct, and. are not at fifty what they

were at thirty; but they commonly varied imper-

ceptibly from themselves, followed the train of ex-

ternal causes, and rather suffered reformation than

made it.

It is not uncommon to charge the difference be-

tween promise and performance, between profession

and reality, upon deep design and studied deceit;

but the truth is, that there is very little hypocrisy in

the world ; we do not so often endeavour or wish to

impose on others as on ourselves; we resolve to do
right, we hope to keep our resolutions, we declare

them to confirm our own hope, and fix our own in-

constancy by calling witnesses of our actions ; but at

last habit prevails, .and those whom we invited to

our triumph, laugh at our defeat.

Custom is commonly too strong for the most reso-

lute resolver, though furnished for the assault with

all the weapons of philosophy. * He that endea-

vours to free himself from an ill habit,' says Bacon,
' must not change too much at a time, lest he should

be discouraged by difficulty; nor too little, for

then he will make but slow advances.' This is a
precept which may be applauded in a book, but will

fail in the trial, in which every change will be found

too great or too little. Those who have been able to

conquer habit, are like those that are fabled to have
returned from the realms of Pluto

:

Paudf quos tf^us amavit

JupUeVt atque ardens evexit ad athera virtus.
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They are sufficient to give ho|)e, but not security; to

animate the contest, but not tc promise victory.

Those who are in the power of evil habits must

conquer them as they can ; and conquered they must

he, or neither wisdom nor happiness can be attained ;

but those who are not yet subject to their influence

may, by timely caution, preserve their freedom

;

they may effectually resolve to escape the tyrant,

whom they will very vainly resolve to conquer.

K'SS. SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.

* SIR,

' I r is very easy for a man who sits idle at home,
and has nobody to please but himself, to ridicule or

to censure the common practices of mankind ; and
those who have no present temptation to break the

rules of propriety, may applaud his judgment, and
join in his merriment ; but let the author or his readers

mingle with common life, they will find themselves

irresistibly borne away by the stream of custom, and
must submit, after they have laughed at others, to

give Qthei-s the same opportunity of laughing at

them.
* There is no paper published by the Idler which

I have read with more approbation than that which

censures the practice of recording vulgar marriages

in the newspapers. I carried it about in my poeketj

and read it to 11 hose whom I suspected of having
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published their nuptials, or of being inclined to pub-

lish them, and sent transcripts of it to all the couples

that transgressed your precepts for the next fortnight.

I hoped that they were all vexed, and pleased my-
self with imagining their misery.

' But short is the triumph of malignity. 1 was

married last week to Miss Mohair, the daughter of

a salesman; and, at my first appearance after the

wedding-night, was asked by my wife's mother whe-

ther I had sent our marriage to the Advertiser! I

endeavoured to show how unfit it was to demand the

attention of the public to our domestic affairs; but

she told me, with great vehemence, " That she

would not have it thought to be a stolen match

;

that the blood of the Mohairs should never be dis-

graced ; that her husband had served all the parish

offices but one; that she had lived five-and-thirty

years at the same house, had paid every body twenty

shillings in the pound, and would have me know,
though she was not as fine and as flaunting as Mrs.

Ginghum, the deputy's wife, she was not ashamed to

tell her name, and would show her face with the best

of them, and since I had married her daughter ''

At this instant entered my father-in-law, a grave

man, from whom I expected succour; but upon
hearing the case, he told me, ** That it would be

very imprudent to miss such an opportunity of adver-

tising my shop ; and that when notice was given of

my marriage, many of my wife's friends would think

themselves obliged to be my customers." I was sub-

dued by clamour on one side, and gravity on the

other, and shall be obliged to tell the town, that

three days ago Timothy Mushroom, an eminent oilman

in Sea-Coal'-Lane, wot married to Miss Polly Mohair
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ef LothbHty, a beauiifiU young lady, with a large

fortune,
* I am, SIR, &c.'

sir,
* I AM the unfortunate wife of the grocer whose letter

you published about ten weeks ago, in which he
complains,. like a sorry felbw, that I loiter in the

flhop with my needle«work in my hand, and that I

oblige him to take me out on Sundays, and keep a

girl to look after the child. Sweet Mr. Idler, if you
did but know all, you would give no encouragement

to such an unreasonable grumbler, L brought him
three hundred pounds, which set him up in a shop,

imd lx}ught'in a stock, on which, with good manage*
ment, we might live comfortably ; but now I have

given him a shop, I am forced to watch him and the

shop too. Twill tell you, Mr, Idler, how it is. There
Is an alehouse over the way with a ninepin-alley, to

which he is sure to run when I turn my hack, and
there loses his money, for he plays at ninepins as he

Jdoes every thing else. While he is at this favourite

sport, he sets a dirty boy to watch his door, and call

him to his customers ; but he is long in coming, and
so rude when he comes, that our custom falls oif

everyday.
* Tho§e who capnot govern themselves must be

governed. I have resolved to keep him for the fu-

ture behind his counter, and let him bounce at his

-customers if he dares. I cannot be above stairs and

-below at the same time, and have therefore taken a

l^rl to look after the child and dress the dinner ; and,

^ After all, pray who is to blame ?

.

' Op a Sunday, it is true, I make him walk abroad,
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and sometimes carry the child ; I wonder who should

carry it I But I never take him out till after church-

time, nor would do it t^en^ bi^t that, if he is left

alone, he will be upon the bed. On a Sunday, if

he stays at home, he h<ts six meals, and, when he

can eat no longer, has twenty stratagems to escape

from me to the alehouse; but I commonly keep the

door locked, till Monday produces something for

him to do.

' This i$ the trua state of -the case, end these are

the provocations for which he has written his letter to

you. I hope you will write a paper to show, that,

if a wife must spend her whole time in watching her

husb^d, she cannot conveniently tend her child, or

«it at her needle.
' I am, SIR, &c.'

*SIR,
* Thbre is in this town a species of oppression which

the law has not hitherto prevented or redressed.

' I am a chairman. You know. Sir, we come when
we are called, and ^re expected to carry all who re-

quire our assistance. It is common for men of the

most unweildy corpulence to crowd themselves into

a chair, and demand to be carried for a shilling as faf

as an airy young lady whom we scarcely feel upon
our poles. Surely we ought, to be paid like all other

mortals in proportion to our labour. Engines should

be fixed in proper places to weigh chairs as they

weigh waggojps ; and those whom ease and plenty

have niade unable to carry themselves, should give

part of their superfluities to those who carry thenu
< I am, SIR, &c.'
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N« 29. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1758.

TO THE IDLER.
SIK,

' I HAVE often observed, that friends are lost by dis-

continuance of intercourse Avithout any offence on
either part, and have long known, that it is more
dangerous to be forgotten than to be blamed ; I

therefore make haste to send you the rest ofmy story,

lest, by the delay of another fortnight, the name of

Betty Broom might be no longer remembered by you
or your readers.

< Having left the last place in haste, to ayoid the

charge or the suspicion of theft, I had not secured

another service, and was forced to take a lodging in

a back street. I had now got good clothes. The
woman who lived in the garret opposite to mine was
very officious, and offered to take care of my room
and clean it, while I went round to my acquaintance

to inquire for a mistress. I knew not why she was
so kind, nor how I could recompense her; but in a

few days I missed some of my linen, went to another

lodging, and resolved not to have another friend in

the next garret.

* In six weeks I became under-maid at the house

of a mercer in Cornhill, whose son was his appren-

tice. The young gentleman used to sit late at the

tavern, without the knowledge of his father ; and I

was ordered by my mistress to let him in silently to

liis bed under the counter, and to be very careful

to take away his candle. The hours which I was
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obliged to watch, whilst the rest of tlie family was in

bed, I considered as supernumerary, and, having no

business assigned for them, thouc;ht myself at liberty

to spend them my own way : 1 kept myself awake
with a book, and for some time liked my state the

better for this opportunity of reading. At last, the

upper-maid found my book, and showed it to my
mistress, who told me, that wenches like me might

spend their time better ; that she never knew any of

the readers that had good designs in their heads

;

that she could always find something else to do with

her time, than to puzzle over books ; and did not

like that such a fine lady should sit up for her young
master.

* This was the first time that I found it thought

criminal or dangerous to know how to read. I was
dismissed decently, lest I should tell talcs, and had
a small gratuity above my wages.

* I then lived with a gentlewoman of a small for-

tune. This was the only happy part of my life.

My mistress, for whom public diversions were too

expensive, spent her time with books, and was pleased

to find a maid who could partake her amusements.

I rose early in the morning, that I might have time

in the afternoon to read or listen, and was suffered to

lell my opinion, or express my delight. Thus fifteen

months stole away, in which I did not repint that I

was born to servitude. But a burning fever seized

my mistress, of whom I shall say no more, than that

her servant wept upon her grave.

* I had lived in a kind of luxury, which made me
very unfit for another place'; and was rather too de^

licate for the conversation of a kitchen ; so that when
I was hired in the family of an East-India Director,

ttiy behaviour was so different, as they said, from

-.< i-
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that cf a common servant, that they^coiicluded me a
gentlewoman in disguise, and turned me out in three

weeks, on suspicion of\some design which they could

not comprehend.
* i then fled for refuge to the other end of the

town, where ! hoped to find no obstruction from my
new accomplishments, aiijj^ wa& liired under the

hous^eeper in a splendid family. Here [ was too

yri^ for ,^e maids, and too nice for the footmen

;

^ret I might have lived on without much uneasiness,

had not my mistress, the housekeeper, who used to

«mplay nie in buying necessaries for the family,

found a bill which I had made of one day's expensfS.

I suppose it did not quite agree with her own book

;

Ibr she fiercely declared her resolution, that there

should be no pen and ink in that kitchen but her

fwn.
* She had the justice, or the prudence, not to in-

jure my reputation ; and I was easily admitted into

another house in the neighbourhood, where my busi^-

ficss was to sweep the rooms and make the beds.

Here I was for some time the favourite of Mrs. Sim-

per, my lady's woman, who could not bear the vulgar

girls, and was happy in the attendance of a young
woman of some education. Mrs. Simper loved a

^ovel, though she could not read hard words, and
therefore, when her lady was abroad, we always laid

hold on her books. At last, my abilities became so

much celebrated, that the house-steward used to em-
ploy me in keeping his accounts. Mrs. Simper then

found out, that my sauclness was grown to such a

height thut nobody could endure it, and told my
Jady, that there never had been a room well swept

jince Betty Broom came into the house. »^. >

'

f I was then hired by a consumptive lady, who

Mil
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wanted a maid that could reav'i and write. I attended

her four years, and though she was never pleased,

yet when I declared my resolution to leave her, she

bui*st into tears, and told me that I must bear the

peevishness of a sick-bed, and I should find myself

remembered in her will. I complied, and a codicil

was added in my favour ; but in less than a week^

when I set her gruel before her, I laid the spoon on
the left side, and she threw her will into the fire.

In two days she made another, which she burnt in

the same manner, because she could not eat her

chicken. A third was made, and destroyed because

she heard a mouse within the wainscot, and was sure

that 1 should suffer her to be carried away alive.

After this I was for some time out of favour, but as

her illness grew upon her, resentment and suUenness

gave way to kinder sentiments. She died, and left

me five hundred pounds ; with this fortune I am
going to settle in my native parish, where I resolve

to spend some hours every day in teaching poor girU

to read and write.

' I am, SIR,

IP" * Your humble servant,

U':vf\ * BETTY BROOM,*

j?'''':-.'
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N** 30. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1758.

Xhe desires of man increase with his acquisitions

;

every step which he advances brings something with-

in his view, which he did not see before, and which,

as soon as he sees it, he begins to want. Where ne-

cessity ends, curiosity begins ; and no sooner are we
supplied with every thing that nature can demand,
than we sit down to contrive artificial appetites. '

' By this restlessness of mind, every populous and
wealthy city is filled with innumerable employments,

for which the greater part of mankind is without a

name ; with artificers, whose labour is exerted in

producing such petty conveniencies, that many shops

are furnished with instruments, of which the use can

hardly be found witiiout inquiry, but which he that

once knows them, quickly learns to number among
necessary things.

Such is the diligence with which, in countries

completely civilized, one part of mankind labours

for another, that wants are supplied faster than they

can be formed, and the idle and luxurious find life

stagnate for want of some desire to keep it in motion.

This species <
" distress furnishes a new set of occu-

pations ; and multitudes are busied, from day to

day, in finding the rich and the fortunate something

to do

.

It is very common to reproach those artists as use-

less, who produce only such superfluities as neither

accommodate the body, nor improve the mind; and

of which no other ertect can be imagined, than that
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they are thei occasions of spending money, and con-

suming time.

But this censure will be mitigated, when it is

seriously considered, that money and time are the

heaviest burdens of life, and that the unhappiest of

all mortals are those who have more of either than

they know how to use. To set himself free from these

incumbrances, one hurries to Newmarket ; another

travels over Europe ; one pulls down his house, and
calls architects about him ; another buys a seat in

the country, and follows his hounds over hedges and
through rivers; one makes collections of shells; and
another searches the world for tulips and carnations.

xt He is surely a public benefactor who finds em-
ployment for those to whom it is thus difficult to

find it for themselves. It is true, that this is seldom

done merely from generosity or compassion; almost

every man seeks his own advantage in helping others,

and therefore it is too common for mercenary offici'-

ousness to consider rather what is grateful, than what

is right. 'r'"v'-?-'-:4'>s':-* -•-4«
^

We all know that it is more profitable to be loved

than esteemed; and ministers of pleasure will always

be found, who study to make themselves necessary,

and to supplant those who are practising the same
arts. j-r ;i- : ^ -

:

; - .- :|j
-

' i
•

One of the amusements of idleness is reading with-

out the fatigue of close attention, and the world

therefore swarms with writers whose wish is not to be
studied, but to be read.

No species of literary men has lately been so much
multiplied as the writers of news. Not many years

ago the nation was content with one gazette ; but

now we hav6 not only in the metropolis papers for
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fevery morning and every evening, but almost every

large town has its weekly historian, who regularly

circulates his periodical intelligence, and fills the

villages of his district with conjectures on the events

of war, and with debates on t^e true interest of

Europe.

To write news in its perfection requires such a

combination of qualities, that a man completely fitted

for the task is not always to be found. In Sir Henry
Wotton*8 jocular definition, An ambassador is said to

be a man of virtue sent abroad to tell liesfor the advan'

tage of his country ; a news-writer is a man without

virtue, who writes lies at home for his own profit. To
1 these compositions is required neither genius nor

-^knowledge, neither industry nor sprightliness ; but

contempt of shame and indifference to truth are ab-

I tolutely necessary. He who by a long familiarity

/ with infamy has obtained these qualities, may con-

fidently tell to-day what he intends to contradict to-

morrow; he may affirm fearlessly what he knows that

he shall be obliged to recant, and may write letters

from Amsterdam or Dresde^Ljte himself. *-;i: fi^

In a time of war the natioii is always of one mind,

eager to hear something good of themselves and
, ill of the enemy. At this time the task of news-

writers is easy : they have nothing to do but to tell

that a battle is expected, and afterwards that a battle

has been fought, in which we and our friends, whe-
ther conquering or conquered, did all, and our ene-

*_ mies did nothing'

Scarcely any thing awakens attention like a tale of

cruelty. The writer rf news never fails, in the in-

termission of action, to tell how the enemies murdered

/ .chttdien and ravished virgins ; and, if the scene of
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ftciion be sometvfiSat distant, scalps half the inhabi-

tants of a province.

Among the calamities of war maybe justly num-
bered the diminution of the love of truth, by the

falsehoods which interest dictates, and credulity en«

courages. A peace will equally leave the warrior

and retator of wars destitute of employment ; and I

know not whether more is to be dreaded from streets

filled with soldiers accustomed to plunder, or from

garrets filled with scribblers accustomed to lie<

NM 1 . SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 1 8, 175S.

mind,

and
news-

to tell

battle

whe-

ir ene-

Many moralists have remarked, that pride has of

all human vices the widest dominion, appears in the

greatest multiplicity of forms, and lies hid under the

greatest variety of disguises ; of disguises, which^

like the moon's veil of' brightness, are both its lustre

and its shade, and betray it to others, though they

hide it from ourselves. J

.

It is not my intention to degrade pride from this

pre-eminence of mischief ; yet I know not whether

idleness may not maintain a very doubtful and obsti-

nate competition.

There are some that profess idlenesj in its ftill

dignity, who call themselves the Idle, as Busiris in

the play calls himself the Proud; who boast that they

do nothing, and thank their stars that they have no-

thing to do ; who sleep every night till they can sleep

no longer, and rise only that exercise may enable

.-..• H
'.'
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tbein to sleep again ; who prolong the reign of dark^
ness by double curtains, and never see the sun but to

tell him how they hate his beams ; whose whole labour

is to vary the posture of indulgence, and whose day
diifers from their night but as a couch or cbair differs

from a bed.

Tliese are the true and open votaries of idleness,

for whom she weaves the garlands of poppies, and
Into whose cup she pours the waters of oblivion i who
exist in a state of unruffled stupidity, forgetting and
forgotten ; who have long ceased to live, and at

whose death the survivors can only say, that they

have ceased to breathe.

But idleness predominates in many lives wl^ere it

h not suspected ; /or, being a vice which terminates

in itsiclf, it may be enjoyed without injury to others;

and it is therefore not watched like fraud, which en-

dangers property ; or like pride, which naturally

seeks its gratifications in another's inferiority. Idle-

ness is a silent and peaceful quality, that neither

raises envy by ostentation, nor hatred by opposition ;

and therefore nobody is busy to censure or detect it.

As pride sometimes is hid under humility, idle-

ness is often covered by turbulence and hurry. He
that neglects his known duty and real employment;
naturally endeavours to crowd his mind with some-

thing that may bar out the resemblance of his own
foUy^ and does any thing but what he ought to do
with eager diligence, that he may keep himself in

his own favour.

. Some are always in a state of preparation, occu-

pied in previous measures, forming plans, accumu-
lating materials, and providing for the main affair.

These are certainly under tlie secret power of idle-

Bess. Nolhing is to be expected from the workman
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whose tools are for ever to be sought. I was ooce

told by a great master, that no man ever excelled in,

painting, who was eminently curious about pencils

and colours.

There are others to whom idleness dictates another

expedient, by which life may be passed unprofitably

away without the tediousness of many vacant hours.

The art is, to fill the day with petty business, to have

always something in hand which may raise curiosity,

but not solicitude, and keep the mind in a state of
action, but not of labour.

This art has for many years been practised by my
old friend Sober with wonderful success. Sober is a
man of strong desires and quick imagination, so ex-

actly balanced by the love of ease, that they can sel-

dom stimulate him to any difficult undertaking ; they

have, however, so much power, that they will not

suffer him to lie quite at rest; and though they do
hot make him sufficiently useful to others, they make
him at least weary of himself.

Mr. Sober's chief pleasure is conversation : there

Is no end of his talk or his attention ; to speak or to

hear is equally pleasing^; for be still fancies that he is

teaching or learning something, and is free for the

time from his own reproaches.

But there is one time at night when he must go
home, that his friends may sleep ; and another time

in the morning, when all the world agrees to shut

out interruption. These are the moments of which
poor Sober trembles at the thought. But the misery

of these tiresome intervals he has many means of

alleviating. He has persuaded himself that the

manual arts are undeservedly overlooked; he has

observed in many trades the elfects of close thought,

and just ratiocins^tion. From speculation be pro-

VOL. 1, I
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ceeded toi practice, and supplied himself with the

tools of a ^rpeiiter* with which he mended his coal-

box very successfully, and which he still continues to

employ as he finds occasion.

He has attempted at other times the crafts of shoe-

maker, tinman, plumber, and potter; in all these,

arts he has failed, and resolves to qualify himself for

them by better information. But his daily amuse-

ment is chemistry. He has a small furnace, which

he employs in distillation, and which has long been

the solace of his life. He draws oils and waters, and
essences and spirits, which he knows to be of no use

;

sits and counts the drops as they come from his re>

toii, and forgets that, whilst a drop is fallinj^, a mo-
ment flies away. t

Poor Sober ! I have often teased him with re^h)of,

and he has often promised reformation ; for no man
IS so much open to conviction as the Idler, but there

1^ none on whom it operates so little. What will be
the effect of this paper I know hot ; perhaps he will

read it and laugh, and light the fire in his furnace

;

but my hope is, that he will quit his trifles, and be;

lake himself to rational and useful diligence.
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Among the itinumeraUle moritficattons.that wajHay
human arrogance on every side, may well be reck^

on^d our ignorance of the mos<: common objects and
•flfects, a defect of iirhich we become more sensiUey

by every attempt to supply it. Yulgar and inactive

minds confound fiimiliarlty with knowledge, and
conceive themselves informed of the whole nature of

things when they are shown their form or told their

use ; but the speculatist, who is not content with su*

perficial views, harasses himselfwith fruitless curiosity,

and still as he inquires more, perceives, only that he
knows less.

Sleep is a state in which a great part of every life

is passed. No animal has been yet discovered, whos^
existence is not varied with intervals of insensibility

;

and some late philosophers have extended the em--'

pire of sleep over the vegetable world.

Yet of this change, so frequent, so great, so gene*

ral, and so necessary, no searcher has yet found either

the efficient or final cause ; or can, tdl by what power
the mind and body are thus cliained down in irre^

sistible stupefaction ; or what benefits the animal re-

ceives from this alternate suspension of its active

powers.

Whatever may be the multiplicity or contrariety

of opinions upon this subject, nature has taken suf*

ficient care that theory shall have little influence on
practice. The most diligent inquirer is not able long
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to keep his eyes open ; the most eager disputant will

begin about midnight to desert his argument ; and,

once in four-and-twenty hours, the gay and the

gloomy, the witty and the dull, the clamorous and
the silent, the busy and the idle, are all overpowered

by the gentle tyrant, and all lie down in the equality

of sleep.

Philosophy^ has often attempted to repress inso-

lence, by asserting, that all conditions are levelled

by death ; a position which, howev4(r it may deject

the happy, will seldom aiTord much comfort.t6 the

wretched. It is far more pleasing to consider, thai

sleep is equally a leveller with death ; that the time

is never at a great distance, when the balm of rest

shall be disused alike upon every liead, when Cibe di-

versities of life shall stop their operation, and the

high and the low shall lie down together.

It is somewhere recorded of Alexander, that in the

pride of conquests, and intoxication of flattery, he
declared that he only perceived himself to be a men
by the necessity of sleep. Whether he considered

sleep as necessary to his mind or body, it was indeed

« sufficient evidence of human infirmity ; the body
ivhich required such frequency of renovation, gave
but faint promises of immortality ; and the mind
which, from time to time, sunk gladly into insensi-

bility, had made no very near approaches to, the fe-

licity of the supreme and self-sufficient nature.

I know not what can tend more to repress all the

passions that disturb the peace of the world, than the

consideration that there is no height of happiness or

honour from which man does not eagerly descend to

a state of unconscious riepose ; that the best condition

iOf life is such, that we contentedly!quit its good, to be
^disentangled from its evils ^. that in a few hours splen-
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doUr lades before the eye, and praise itself deadens

in the ear ; the senses withdraw from their objects;

and reason favours the retreat.

What then are the hopes and prospects of jcovet-

ousnesS, ambition, and rapacity? Let him that de-

sires most have all his desires gratified, he' never shall

attain a state which he can, for a day and a night,

contemplate with satisfaction, or from which, if he
had the power of perpetual vigilance, he would not

long for periodical separations.

All envy M'ould be extinguished, if it were uni-

versally known that there are none to be envied, and
surely none can be much envied who are not pleased

with themselves. There is reason to suspect, that'

the distinctions of mankind have more show than,

value, when it is found that all agree to be weary

alike of pleasures and of cares ; that the powerful

and the weak, the celebrated and obscure, join in

one common wish, and implore from nature's hand
the nectar of oblivion.

Such is our desire of abstraction from ourselves,

that very few are satisfied with the quantity of stupe-

faction which the needs of the body force upon the

mind. Alexander himself added intemperance to

sleeo, and solaced with the fumes of wine the so-

vereignty of the world ; and almost every man has

some art by which he steals his thoughts away from

his present state.

It is not much of life that is spent in close attention

tc any important duty. Many hours of every day

are suffered to fly away without any traces left upon

the intellects. We suffer phantoms to rise up before

us, and amuse ourselves with the dance of airy

images, which, after a time, we dismiss for ever, and

know not how we have been busied.
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Many heave nof happier momefits than tlmii tlia^

they pass in soUtiide, abandoned to their own inrngU

nation, which sometimes puts sceptres in then* hai^a
or mitres on their heads, shifts the scene of pleasare

with eiidless variety, bids all the forms of beauty
sparkle before them, and gluts tbem with every

change of visionary luxury.

It is easy in these semi-slumbers to collect all thtf

possibilities of happiness, to alter the course, of the^

sun, to bring back the past, and anticipate the future,

to unite alt the beauties of all seasons, and all the

blessings of all climates, to receive and besto# felU

city, and forget that misery is the lot of man. All

this is a voluntary dream, a temporary recession lironi

the realities of life to airy fictions ; and faabitiiariob-'

jectfon of reason to fancy.

Others are afraid to be alone, and amuse them-
selves by a perpetual sticcesnon of companrons : bat

the difference is not fl;reat ; in solitude we iiave our

dreams to ourselves, and in company we agree to

dream in concert. 1 ue e^ sought in both is forget-

fulness of ourselves.
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N» 33. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1758,

[I hope the author of the following letter will excuse

the omission of some parts, and allow me to

remark, that the Journal of the Citizen in the

Spectator has almost precluded the attempt of any
future writer.]

• NcnUa HomMU
Pr^seriptumn e< intotm Catonii

jiuapidiSf vetdtrumque normti.

*SfB,

HOR.

* You have often solicited correspondence. I have

sent you the Journal of a Senior Fellow, or Genuine

Idler, just transmitted from Cambridge by a face*

tious correspondent, and warranted to have been
transcribed from the common-plpce book of the jour-

nalist.

* Monday, Nine o^Clock, Turned off my bed-

maker for waking me at eight. Weather rainy.

Consulted my weather-glass. No hopes of a ride be-

fore dinner.

' Ditto, Ten. After breakfast, transcribed half a

sermon from Dr. Hickman. N. B, Never to trans-

cribe any more from Calamy ; Mrs. Pilcocks, at my
curacy, having one volume of that author lying in

her parlour-window.
* Vitto, Eleven. Went down into my cellar. Mem,

My Mountain will be fit to drink in a month's time.

N. J&. . To remove the five-year-old port into the

new bin on the left hand.
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' Ditto, Tkpelje, Mended a pen. Looked at mj
weather-glass again. Quicksilver very low. Shaved.

Barber's hand shakes.

' Ditto, One. Dined alone in my room on a soal.

JV. B. The shrimp-sauce not so good as Mr. H. of

Peterhouse and I used to eat in London last winter

at the Mitre in Fleet-street. Sat down to a pint of

Madeira. Mr. H. surprised me over.it. We finish-

ed two bottles of port together, and were very cheer-

ful. Mem. To dine with Mr. H. at Peterhouse next

Wednesday. One of the dishes a leg of pork « and
pease, by my desire.

* Ditto, Six. Newspaper in the common-room.
' Ditto, Seven. Returned to my room. Mi^de a

ViiT of warm punch, and to bed before nine; did not

fall asleep till ten, a young fellow-commoner bem^
very, noisy over my head. >

* Ikiesdayt Nine. Rose squeamish. A nne morn-
ing. Weather-glass very high.

' Ditto, Ten, Ordered my horse, and rode to the

£ve-mi)e stone on the Newmarket road. Appetite

gets better. A pack of hounds, in full cry, crossed

the road, and startled my hor.*;.

' DitiOf Jkelve. Dressed. Found a letter on my
table to be. in London the 19th inst. Bespoke a new
w*g.

' Ditto, One. At dinner in the hall. Too much
water in th^ soup. Dr. Dry always orders the beef

to be salted too much for me.
* Ditto, Two. In the cotnmoh-room. Dr. Dry

gave us an instance of a gentleman who kept the

gout out of his stomach by drinking old Madeira.

Conversation chiefly on the expeditions. Company
brQkeup at four. Dr. Dry and myself played at

back-gammon for a brace of snipes. Won. , ,
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' Dittot Five, At the coflee-house. Met Mr. H.
ther^. Could not get & sight of the Monitor.

* Ditto, Seven. Returned home, and stirred nfiy.

fire. Went to the common-room, and supped on the

snipes with Dr. Dry.
' Ditto, Eight. Began the evening in the com-

mon-room. Dr. Dry told several stories. Were very,

merry. Our new fellor, that studies physic, very

talkative toward twelve. Pretends he will bring the

youngest Miss " to drink tea with me soon. Im-
pertinent blockhead I

* Wednetday, Nine. Alarmed with 'a pam In my
ancle. Q, The gout ? Fear I can't dine at Peter-

house ; but I hope a ride will set all to rights. Wea-
ther-glans below Fair.

' Ditto, Ten. Mounted my horse, though the wea-,

ther suspicious. Pain in my ancle entirely gone,

Catched in a shower Ing back. Convinced that

my weather-glass is the best in Cambridge.
' Ditto, Twelve, Dressed. Sauntered up to the

FishmongciVhill. Met Mr. li. rnd went with him
to Pelerhouse. Cook made us wsit thirty-six minutes

beyond the time. The company, some of my Ema-
nuel friends. For dinner, a pair of soals, a leg of
pork and pease, among other things. Mem, Peases

pudding not boiled enough. Cook reprimanded and
sconced in my presence.

' Ditto, after dinner. Pain in my ancle returns.

Dull all Ihe afternoon. Kallied for being no com-
pany. Mr. H.'s account of the accommodations on
the road in his Bath journey.

' Ditto, Six, Got into spirits. Never was more
chatty. We sat late at whist. Mr. H. and self

agreed at parting to take a gentle ride, and dine a|

the old house on the London road, to-morrow.
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* Tkaniay^ Hitie, My MmpitMis. She has lost

the measure of my wriit. Forced to be measureii

again. The baggage has got a trick of smiling.

' Mtto, Ten to Eleven* Made some rappee-snufF.

Read the magazines. Kccelved a present of pickles

ftom Miss Pileocks. Mem, To send m return some
eolktred eel, which I know both the old lady and

Miss are had of.

* Ditto, Eleven* Glass very high. Mounted at the

gate with Mr. H. Horse skittish, and wants exer«

cise. Arrive at the old house. All the provisions

bespoke by some rakish fellow-commoner in the next

room> who had been on a scheme to Newmarket.
Could get nothing but mutton*ohops off thQ\ worsi*

end. Port very new. Agree to try some* ov' • *

house to-morrow.^

Heue the Journal breaks olf : for the next mom*
ing, as my friend informs me, our genial Academic
was waked with a severe lit of the gout ; and, at

present, enjoys all the dignity of that disease. But

I believe we have lost nothing by this interruption :

since a continuation of the remainder of the Journal,

through the remainder of the week, would most pro*

bably br.ve exhibited nothing more than a repeated

velatiou of the same cii^^umstances of idling and
luxury.

I hope it will not be concluded, A'oni this speci*

men of academic life, that I have attempted to de«

cry our universities. If literature is imH the essential

requisite of the modern academic I am yet persuaded,

that Cambridge and Oxford, however degenerated,

surpass the fa6hionai>le academ'iet of our metropolis,

jand the gymnasia of foreign countries. The number
oi learned persons in these celebrated seats is still

ti'S'-.i
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coniiderabIe» and more conveniences and opportuni-

ties for study stili subsist in them, than in any other

place. Thort it at least one very powerful incentive

to learning ; I mean the Genius (f the place. It is a
sort of inspiring deity^ which every youth of quick

sensibility and ingenuous disposition creates to him-

selfi by reflecting, that he ii placed under those ve-

nerable waits, where a Hook&e and a Hammond, a

Bacon and a Nbwton, once pursued the same course

of science, and from whence they soared to tlie most
elevated heights of literftry fame. This is that in^

citement which TuUy, according to his own testi*

mony, experienced at Athens, when he contem-

plated the porticos where Socrsltes sat, and the laurel*

groves where Plato disputed. But there are other

gj'cumstances, and of the highest importance, which
render our colleges superior to all other places of edu-

cation. Their institutions, although somewhat fallen

fh>m their primsval simplicity, are such as influence

in a particular manner the moral conduct of their

youth ; and in this general depravity of manners and
laxity Of principles, pure religion Is no where more
«trongly inculcated. The academia, as they arc pre-

sumptuously styled, are too low to be mentioned

}

m^. foreign seminaries are likely to prejudice the un-

« .i y mind with Calvinism. But English universitiea

as>,'<jr their students virtuous, at least, by excluding

t:-\ ^|}^)ortunities of vice ; and, by teaching them the

principles of the Church of England, confirm them
in those of true Christianity.
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N« 34. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1 758.

To illustrate one thing by its resemblance to antffier,

has been always the most popular and efficacious art

of instruction. There is indeed no other method of

teaching that of which any one is ignorant, but by
means of something already known ; and a mind so

enlar ^ by contemplation and inquiry, that it has al-

ways L , ^ bjccts within its view, will seldom be long

without 6^ e near and familiar image through which
an easy transition may be made to truths ni6rc dis-

tant and obscure.

Of the parallels which have been drawn by wit and
curiosity, some are literal and real, as between poetry

and painting, two arts which pursue the same end,

by the operation of the same mental faculties, and
vhich differ only as the one represents things by
marks permanent and natural, the other by signs ac-

cidental and arbitrary. The one therefore is more
easily and generally understood, since similitude of

form is immediately perceived ; the other is capable

of conveying more ideas, for men have thought and
spoken of m^ny thit.gs which they do not see.

Other parallels are fortuitous and fanciful, yet

these have sometimes been extended to many parti-

culars of resemblance by a lucky concurrence of dili-

gence and chunce. The animal bodj^ is composed of

many members, united under the direction of one

mind; any number of individuals, connected for

some comniou purpose, is therefore called a body.

From this participation of the same appellation arose
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the compariton of the bodj^ natural and bo^ politic,

of which, how far soever it has been deduced, no
end has hitherto been found.

'

. In these imaginary similitudes, the same word Is

used at once in Its primitive and metapliorioal sense.

Thus health, ascribed to the body natural, is opposed

to sickness ; but attributed to the body politic, stands

as contrary to adversity. These parallels therefore

have more of genius, but less of truth ; they often

please, but they never convince.

Of this kind is a curious speculation frequently in«

oulged by a phriosopher of my acquaintance, who
had discovered, that the qualities requisite to con-

versation are very exactly represented by a bowl of

punch.

Punch, says this profound investigator, is a liquor

compounded of spirit and acid juices, sugar and wa*

ter. The spirit, volatile and fiery, is the proper em*
blem of vivacity and wit ; the acidity of the lemon
will very aptly figure pungency of raillery, and
acrimony of censure ; sugar is the natural representa-

tive of luscious adulation and gentle complaisance

;

and water is the proper hieroglyphic of easy prattle,

innocent and tasteless.

Spirit alone is too powerfi|l for use. It will pro-

duce madneSs rather than merriment ; and instead of

quenching thirst will inflame the blood. Thus wit,

too copiously poured out, agitates the hearer with

emotions rather violent th^n pleasing; every one
shrinks from the force of its oppression ; the company
sits intranced and overpowere^ ; all are astonished,

but nobody is pleased.

The acid juices give this genial liquOr all its power
of stimulating the palate. Conversation would be-

come dull and vapid, if negUgeuce were not some-
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times roused, aiid sluggishness quickened, by due
Bcverity of reprehension. But acids unmixed will

distort the face and torkire the palate; and he that

has no other qualities than penetration imd asperity,

he whose cointant empioynient is detection and cen-

sure, who looks only to 4nd faults, and speaks only

to punish them, will soon be dreaded, hated, and
avoided.

The taste of sugar is^gpnerally pleasing, but it can-

not long be eaten by itself. Thus meekness and
courtesy will always recommend the ^rst address, but

soon pall and nauseate, unless they ere associated

with more sprightly qualities. The chief use of su-

gar is to temper the taste of other substance ; and
softness of behaviour in the same manner mitigates

the.roughness of contradiction, and allays the bitter-

ness of unwelcome truth.;

Water is the universal vehicle by whieh are con-

veyed the particles necessary to sustenance and
growth, by which thirst is quenched, and all the

wants of life and nature are supplied. Thus all the

business of the world is transacted by artless and
eas}' talk, n^^ither sublimed by fancy, nor discoloured

by affectation, without either the harshness of satire,

or the lusciousncss of flattery. By this limpid vein

«of language, curiosity is gratified, and all the know-
ledge is conveyed which one man is required to im-

part for the sa*v:^Y or convenience of another. Water
is the only ingredient in punch which can be used

alpne, and with which man is content till fancy has

framed an artificial want. Thus while We only desire

to have our ignorance informed, we are most de-

lighted with the plainest diction ; and it is only in the

moments of idleness or pr:de, that we call ^r tjios

gratifications of wit or flattery.
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He only will |>lease long» vrho, by ieippering the

acidity of satire vith the sugar of ciTiIity, and allay-

ing the heat of wit with the frigidity of hunsble chat,

can make the true j>unch of conversation ; and as

that punch can be drunk in the greatest quantity

which has the largest proportion of water, so that

companion will be oflcncst welcome, whose talk

flows out with inoffensive copiousness, and unenvied

insipidity.

No 35. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1758.

« TO THE IDLBR.

'» Mft. IDLEB,

* If it be difficult to persuade the idle to be busy, i(

is likewise, as experience has taught me, not easy to

convince the busy that it is better to beidle. When*
you shall despair of stimulating sluggishness to mo-
tion, I hope you will turn your thoughts towards the

means of stilling the bustle of pernicious activity.

' I am the unfortunate husband of a buyer of bar-

gains. My wife lias somewhere heard, that a good

housewife never has any thing to purchase when it is

wanted. This maxim is often iii her mouthy and al-

ways in her head. She is not one of those phik)So-

phical talkers that speculate without
,
practice ; and

learn sentences of wisdom only to repeat them ; she

is always making additions to her stores; she never

looks into a broker*s shop, but she spiei SQmetbin|:
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that may be wanted some time ; and it is impossible

to make htt pass the door of a house where she faeara

^oods selling by auction,

'Whatever she thinks cheap, she holds it the duty

of an economist to buy ; in consequence of this

maxim, we are incumbered on every side with use-

less lumber. The servants can scarcely creep to their

beds through the chests and boxes that surround

them. The carpenter is employed once a week in

building closets, fixing cupboards, and iastening

shelves ; and my house has the appearance of a ship

stored for a voyage to th& colonies.

* I had often observed that advertisements set her

on fire; and therefore, pretending to emu^te her

laudable frugality, I forbade the newspaper \ to be
taken any longer ; but my precaution is vain ; I know
not by what fatality, or by what confederacy, every

catalogue of genuine furniture comes to her hand,

every advertisement of a newspaper newly opened is

in her pocket-book, and she knows before any of her

neighbours when the stock of any man leaving off"

trade is to be sold cheapfir ready money,

' Such intelligence is to my dear-one the Syren's

song. No engagement, no duty, no interest, can

withhold her from a sale, from which she always re-

turns congratulating herself upon her dexterity at a

bargain; the porter lays down his burden in the

hall; she displays her new acquisitions, and spends

the rest of the day in contriving where they shaU be

put.

' As she cannot bear to have any thing uncomplete,

one purchase necessitates another ; she has twenty

feather-beds more than she can use, and a late sale

has supplied her with a proportionable number, of

Witney blankets, a large roll o^ linen for sheets,

\
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and five quilts for every bed, which she bought be-

cause the seller told her^ that if she would clear his

hands he would let her have a bargain.

' Thus by hourly encroachments my habitation is

made narrower and narrower ; the dining-room is so

crowded with tables, that dinner scarcely can be
served ; the parlour is decorated with so many piles

of china, that I dare not step within the door; at

every turn of the stairs I have a clock, and half the

windows of the upper floors are darkened, that shelves

may be set before them.
* This, however, might be borne, if she would

gratify her own inclinations without opposing mine.

But I who am idle am luxurious, and she condemns
me to live upon salt provision. She knows the loss of

buying in small quantities, we have therefore whole

hogs and quarters of oxen. Part of our meat Is

tainted before it is eaten, and part is thrown away
because it is spoiled ; but she persists in her system,

and will never buy any thing by single penny-

worths.

' The common vice of those who are still grasping

at more. Is to neglect that which they already pos-

sess ; but from this failing my charmer is free. It is

the great care of her life that the pieces of beef

should be boiled in the order in which they are

bought ; that the second bag of pease should not be
opened till the dvst are eaten ; that every feather-bed

shall be lain on in its turn ; that the carpets should be

iali^>n out of the chests once a month and brushed,

and the rolls of lineir opened now and then before

the fire. She is daily inquiring after the best traps

for mice, and keeps the rooms always scented by
fumigations to destroy the moths. She employs

workmen, from time to time, tp adjust six clocks

VOL. I. K
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that nc%'«r go, u^nd cleah five jacks that rust in the

garret; ahd a woifian in the next alley lives by scout-

ing the brass and pewter, which arc only laid up to

tarnish again.

' She is always imagining some distant time in

which she shall use whatever she accumulates ; she

has ibur looking-glasses which she cannot hang up in

her house, but which vriW be handsome iji more lofty

rooms ; and pays rent ibr the place of a vast copper

m isome warehouse, because when we live in the

country we shall brew our own beer.

* Of this life I have long been weary, but know
not how to change it ; all the married men whom I

consult advise me to have patience ; but some old

bachdors are of opinion, that since she loves sales so

weU,' she should liave a sale of her own ; and I have^

I thinky resolved to open her hoards, and advertise

«Q auction.

'I am, sw,
* Your very humble servant,

* PETER plenty/

, •'
-.f
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N° 36. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 23, 1758*

The great differences that disturb the peace of man*
kind, arc not about ends, but means. We have all

the same general desires^ but how those desires shall

be accomplished will for ever be disputed. The
ultimate purpose of government is temporal, and
that of religion its eternal happiness. Hitherto we
agree ; but here we must part, to try, according to

the endless varieties of passion and understanding

combined with one another^ every possible form of

government, and every imaginable tenet of religion.

We are told by Cumberland, that rectitude, applied

to action or contemplation, is merely metaphorical

;

^nd that as a right line describes the shortest passage

from point to pointy so a right action effects a good
design by the fewest means ; and so likewise a righf

opinion is (hat which connects distant truths by the

shortest train of intermediate propositions*

To find the nearest way from truth to truth, of

from purpose to effect, not to use more instrument^

where fewer will be suificieat, not to move by wheels

and levers what will gi\le way to the naked hand, is

the great proof of a healthful and vigorous mind«

neither feeble with helpless igncrauce, nor overbur-

dened with unwielcjy knowledge.

But there are men who seem to think nothing so

nuich the characteristic of a genius, as to do com-
mon things in an uacoujimQ)) ^.^t^ier; jijke Hudil^ras^ ^
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lo tell the clock by algebra; or like the lady in Dr.

Young's satires, to drink tea by stratagem; to quit the

beaten track only because it is known, and take a

new path, however crooked or rough, because the

straight was found out before.

Every man speaks and writes vrith intent to be

understood ; and it can seldom happen but he that

understands himself might convey his notions to an-

other, if, content to be understood, he did not seek

to be admired"; but when once he begins to contrive

how his sentiments may be received, not with most

ease to his reader, but with most advantage to him-

self, he then transfers his consideration from words to

sounds, fKom sentences to periods, and as he grows

more elegant becomes less intelligible. i\

It is difficult to enumerate every species of authors

whose labours counteract themselves ; the man of ex-

uberance and copiousness, who diffuses every though^

through so many diversities of expression, that it

lost like water in a mist ; the ponderous dictator oi

sentences, whose notions are deltvered in the lump,

and are, like uncoined bullion, of more weight than

use ; the liberal illustrator, who shows by examples

and comparisons what was clearly seen when it was

first proposed ; and the stately son of demonstration,

who proves with mathematical formality what no

man has yet pretended to dotbt.

There is a mode of style for which I know not

that the masters of oratory have yet found a name

;

a style by which the most evident truths are so ob-

scured, that they can no longer be perceived, and

the most familiar propositions so disguised that they

cannot be known. Every other kind of eloquence is

the dress of sense*, but this is the mask by which a
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true master of bis art will so effectually conceal it,

that a man will as easily mistake his own |K>sitiont,

if he meets them thus transformed, as he may pass

in a masquerade his nearest acquaintance.

This style may be called the terrificf for its chief

Intention is to terrify and amaze ; it may be termed
the repulsive, for its natural effect is to drive away the

reader; or it may be distinguished, in plain English,

by the denomination of the bugbear style, for it has

more terror than danger, and will appear less formi-

dable as it is more nearly approached.

A mother tells her infant, that two and two make
four; the child remembers the proposition, and is

able to count four to all the purposes of life, till the

course of his education brings him among philoso-

phers, w)io fright him from his former knowledge,

by telling him, that four is a certain ggregate of

units ; that all numbers being only the repetition of

an unit, which, though not a number itself, is the

parent, root, or original of all number,
,
/bur is the

denomination assigned to a certain number of such

repetitions. The only danger is, lest, when he first

hears these dreadful sounds, the pupil should run

away : if he has but the courage to stay till the con-

clusion, he will find that, when speculation has done
its worst, two and two still make four.

An illustrious example of this species of eloquence

may be found in ** Letters concerning Mind." The
author begins by declaring, that the sorts ofthings are

things thmt now are, have been, and shall be, and the

things that strictly are. In this position, except the

last clause, in which he uses something of the scho-

lastic language, there is nothing but what every man
has heard and imagines himself to know. But who
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would not believe that some wonderful novelty is pre-

sented to his intellect,when he is afterwards told, in the

true bug-bear style, that the ares, in theformer sense,

(tre things that lie between the have-beens and shall-bes.

The liave-beens are things that are past ; the shall-bes

are things that are to come ; and the things that aue,

in the latter sense, are things thift have not been, nor

shell be, nor stand in the nidst of such as are before

them, or shall be after tha.'. The things that have

been, and shall be, have respect to present, past, and

future. Those likewise that 'fUxv abb ha:ve moreover

place; that, for instance, which is here, that which is

to the east, that which is co tko west.

All this, my dear reader, is very strange; but

though it be strange, it is not new ; survey these

wonderful sentences again, and they will be found to

contain nothing more than very plain truths, which
till tuis author arose had always been delivered in

plain language.
!^*i -f'-i.
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N<» S7. SATURDAY, DECEMBER 30, 1758.

Those who are skilled in the extraction or prepara^

tion of nit^tals, declare, that iron is every where to

be found ; and that not only its proper ore is copi^

pusly treasured in the caverns of the earth, but thj^t

its particles are dispersed throughout all other bo^
dies.

If the extent of the human view could comprehend
the whole frame of the universe, 1 believe it would
be found invariably true, that Providence has given

that in greatest plenty, which the condition of liff^

makes of greatest use ; and that nothing is penuri^

ously imparted, or placed far from the reach of n^an^

of which a more liberal distribution, or more eaiy
acquisition, would increase real and rational felicity.

« Iron is common, and,gold is rare. Iron contributqt

so much to supply the wants of nature, that its us«

constitutes much of the difference between savage and
polished life, between the state of him that slumbers

in European palaces, and him that shelters himself in

the cavities of a rock from the chillness pf the nighty

or the violence of the storm. Gold can nevei* bf
hardened into saws or axes; it can neither furnish

instruments of manufacture, utensils rf agriculture,

nor weapons of defence ; Its only quaUty is to shine,

and the value of its lustre arises from its scarcity.

Throughout the whole circle, both of natural an4
moral life, necessaries are as iron, and superfluities

^
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as gold. What we really need we may readily ob-

tain ; so readily, that far the greater part of mankind

has, in the wantonness of abundance, confounded

natural with artificial desires, and invented necessities

for the sake of employment, because the mind is im-

patient of inaction, and life is sustained witl).so little

labour, that the tediousness of idle time cannot other-

wise be supported.

Thus plenty is the original cause of many of our

needs ; and even the poverty, A^hich is so frequent

and distressful in civilized nations, proceeds often

from that change of manners which opulence has

produced. Nature makes us poor only when we want

necessaries ; but custom gives the name of poverty

to the want of superfluities. • V\

*; When Socrates passed through shops of toys and
ornaments, he cried out. How many things are here

which I do not need! And the same exclamation may
every man make who surveys the common accommo-
dations of life.

Superfluity and difficulty begin together. To dress

food for the stomach is easy ; the art is. to irritate the

palate when the stomach is sufficed. A rude hand
may build walls, form roofs, and lay floors, and pro-

vide all that warmth and security require ; we only

call the nicer artificers to carve the cornice, or to

paint the ceilings. Such dress as may enable the

body to endure the different seasons, the most unen-

lightened nations have been able to procure ; but the

work of science begins in the ambition of distinction,

in variations of fashion, and emulation of elegance.

Corn grows with easy cultt^re ; the gardener's expe-

riments are only employed to exalt the flavours of

fruits, and brighten the colours of flowers, . ,• :.,

\

t
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'^^ Even of knowledge, those parts sre most easy which
afe generally necessary. The intercourse of society

is maintained without the elegancies of language:

Figures, criticisms, and refinements, are the work of
^

those wiiom idleness makes weary of themselves.

The commerce of the world is carried on by easy

methods of computation. Subtilty and study are

required only when questions are invented merely to

puzzle, and calculations are extended to show the

skill of the calculator. The light of the sun is equally

beneficial to him whose eyes tell him that it moves,

and to him whose reason persuades him that it stands

^till ; aind pkmts grow with the same luxuriance,

whether we suppose earth or water the parent of"

vegetation.

If we raise our thoughts to nobler inquiries, we
shall still find facility concurring with usefulness.

No man needs stay to be virtuous till the moralists

have determined the essence of virtue; our duty is

made apparent by its proximate consequences, though
the general and ultimate reason should never be dis-

covered. Keligion may regulate the life of him to

whom the Scotists and Thomists ar like unknown;
and the assertors of fate and free-will, However diffe-

rent in their talk, agree to act in the same mai aer.

\t is not my intention to depreciate the politer arts

or abstruser studies. That curiosity which always

succeeds ease and plenty, was undoubtedly given us

as a proof of capacity which our present state is not

'*ble to fill, as a preparative for some better mode of

existence, which shall furnish employment for the

whole soul, and where pleasure shall be adequate to

our powers of fruition. In the mean time, let us
' gratefully acknowledge that Goodness which grants

us ease at a cheap rate, which changes the seasons
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Yrhere the nht'are of heat and cold ' hUs not been yet

examined, a'ad gives the vicissitudes of day and night

to those who never marked the tropics, or numbered
ihe constellations.

-i'*-*

N** S^. SATURDAY, JANUARY 6, IT5».

Since the publication of the letter concerning the

condition of those who are confined in gaols by their

creditors, an inquiry is said to have been made, by
which it appears that more than twenty thousand ^

are at this time prisoners for debt. ,

We often look with indifference on the suseessive

parts of that, which, if the whole were seen together,

would shake us with emotion. A debtor is dragged

to prison, pitied for a moment, and then forgotten

;

another follows him, and is lost alike in the caverns

of oblivion ; but when the whole mass of calamity

rises up at once, when twenty thousand reasonable

beings are heard all groaning in unnecessary misery,

«ot by the infirmity of nature, but the mistake or

negligence of policy, who can forbear to pity and

lament, to wonder and al hor

!

There is here no need of declamatory vehemence

;

we live in an age of commerce and computation;

let us therefore coolly inquire what is the sum of
-^#'.

* Tim namber was at,that time confidently published;

but the author has since found reason to question the cal-

culation. -

'
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evil which Che imprisonment of debtors brings upon
our country.

It seems to be the opinion of the later computists,

that the inhabitants of England do not exceed si?;

millions, of which twenty thousand is the three-

hundredth part. What shall we say of the humanity

or the wisdom of a nation that voluntarily sacri*

iices one in every three hundred to lingering de-

struction !

The misfortunes of an individual do not extend

their influence to many ; yet if we consider th6

effects of consanguinity and friendship, and the

general reciprocation of wants and benefits, which
make one man dear or necessary to another, it may
reasonably be supposed, that every man languishing

in prison gives trouble of some kind to two others

who love or need him. By this multiplication of

misery we see distress extended to the hundredth

part of the whole society.

If we estimate at a shilling a day what is lost by
the inaction and consumed in the support of each

man thus chained down to involuntary idleness, the

public loss will rise in one year to three hundred
thousand pounds; in ten years to more than a sixth

part of our circulating coin. * '
' '* *

I am afraid that those who are best acquainted

with the state of our prisons will confess that my
conjecture is too near the truth, when I suppose that

the corrosion of resentment, the heaviness of sorrow,

Ihe corruption of confined air, the want of exercise,

and sometimes of food, the contagion of diseases,

from \\'hich there is no retreat, and the severity of

tyrants, against whom there can be no resistance,

and all the complicated horrors of a prison,, put an

I
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end every year to the life of one in four of those

that are shut up from the common comforts of hu-

man life.

Thus perish yearly five thousand men, overborne

with sorrow, consumed by famine, or putrified'by

iilth ; many of them in the most vigorous and useful

part of life ; for the thoughtless a!?d imprudent are

commonly young, and ihe active and busy are sel-

dom old.

According to the rule generally received, which

supposes that one in thirty dies yearly, the race of

man may be said to be renewed at the end of thirty

years. Who would have believed till now, that of

every English generation, an hundred and fifty thou-

sand perish in our gaols ! that in every century, a

nation eminent for science, studious of commerce,

-ambitious of empire, should willingly lose, in noisome
< dungeons, five hundred thousand of its inhabitants ;

a number greater than has ever been destroyed in the

same time by the pestilence and sword

!

A very late occurrence may show us the value of

the number which we thus condemn to be useless

;

in the re-establishment of the trained bands, thirty

thousand are considered as a force sufficient against

all exigencies. While, therefore, we detain twenty

thousand in prison, we shut up in darkness and use-

lessness two^thirds of an army which ourselves judge

equal to the defence of our country.

The monastic institutions have been often blamed,

ias tending to retard the increase of mankind. And
perhaps retirement ought rarely to be permitted, ex-

cept to those whose employment is consistent with

abstraction, and who, though solitary, will not be

idle; to those whom infirmity makes useless to the
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commonwealth; or to those who have paid their due
proportion to society, and who, having lived for

others, may be honourably dismissed to live for them-

selves. But whatever be the evil or the folly of these

retreats, those have no right to censure them whose

prisons contain greater numbers than the monasteries

of other countries. It is, surely, less foolish and less

criminal to permit inaction than compel it ; to com-
ply with doubtful opinions of happiness, than con-

demn to certain and apparent misery ; to indulge the

extravagancies of erroneous piety, than to multiply

and enforce temptations to wickedness.

The misery of gaols is not half their evil : they

are filled with every corruption which poverty and
wickedness can generate bet%teen them ; with all the

shameless and profligate enormities that can be pro-

duced by the impudence of ignominy, the rage of

want, and the malignity of despair. In a prison the

awe of the public eye is lost, and the power of the law

is spent ; there are few fears, there are no blushes.

The lewd inflame the lewd, the audacious liarden

the audacious. Every one fortifies himself as lie can

against his own sensibility, endeavours to practise

on others the arts which are practised on himself:

and gains the kindness of his associates by similitude

of manners.

Thus some sink amidst their misery, and others

survive only to propagate villany. It may be hoped,

tiiat our law-givers will at length take away from us

this power of starving and depraving one another;

but, if there be any reason why this inveterate evil

should not be removed in our age, which true policy

has enlightened beyond any former tine, let those,

whose writings form the opinions and the practices

of their contemporaries, endeavour to transfer the
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reproach of sucb imprisonment from the debtor to

the creditor, till universal infamy shall pursue the

vrretch whose wantonness of power, or revenge of

disappointment, condemns another to torture and to

luin ; till he shall be hunted through the world as an

enemy to man, and find in riches no shelter from

Contempt.

Surely, he whose debtor has perished in prison,

although he may acquit himself of deliberate murder,

must at least have his mind clouded with discontent,

when he considers how much another has sulferedi

from him ; when he thinks on the wife bewailing her

husband, or the children begging the bread which

their father would have earned. If there are any

made so obdurate by avarice or cruelty, as to revolve

these consequences without dread or pity, I must

leave them to be awakened by some other power, for

I write only to human beings.
^
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N'* 39. SATURDAY, JANUARY IS, 1759.

* TO THE IDLER.

SIR,

' As none look more diligently about jthem thao

those who have nothing to do, or who do notliiog, I

suppose it has not escaped your observation, that the

bracelet, or ornament of great antiquity, has been for

some years revived among the English ladies.

' The genius of our nation is said, I know not for

what reason, to appear rather in improvement ihaa

invention. The bracelet was known in the earliesH

ages ; but it was formerly only a hoop of, gold, or a

cluster of jewels, and showed nothing but the wealth

or vanity of the wearer, till our ladies, by carrying

pictures on their wrists, made their ornaments works

of fancy and exercises of judgment.
* This addition of art to luxury is one of the innu-

merable proofs that might be given of the late in-

crease of female erudition ; and I have often congra-

tulated myself that my life has happened at a time

when those, on whom so much of human felicity de-

pends, have learned to think as well as speak, and
when respect takes possession of the ear, while love

is enterii?g at the eye.
' I have observed, that, even b^^the suffrages of

their own sex, those ladies are accounted wisest, who
do not yet disdain to be taught ; and therefore I shall

offer a few hints for the completion of the bracelet,

without any dread of the fate of Orpheus.

I

ii^rf
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* To the ladies who wear the pictures of their

husbands or children, or any other relations, I can

offer nothing more decent or more proper. It is

reasonable to believe that she intends at least to per-

form her duty, who carries a peri>etual excitement to

recollection and caution, whose own ornaments must
upbraid her with every. failure, and who, by an open
violation of her engagements, must for ever forfeit

her bracelet.

* Yet I know not whether it is the interest of the

husband to solicit very earnestly a place on the brace-

let. If his image be not in the heart, it is of small

avail to hang it on the hand. A husband encircled

with diamonds and rubies may gain some esteem,

but will never excite love. He that thinks himself

most secure of his wife, should be fearful of perse-

cuting her continually with his presence. The joy

of life is variety ; the tenderest love requires to be re-

kindled by intervals of absence : and Fidelity herself

will be wearied with transferring her eye only from

the same man to the same picture.

* In many countries the condition of every woman
is known by her dress. Marriage is rewarded \vith

some honourable distinction, which celibacy is for-

bidden to usurp. Some such information a bracelet

might afford. The ladies might enrol themselves in

distinct classes, and carry in open view the emblems
of their order. The bracelet of the authoress may
exhibit the Muses in a grove of laurel ; tJie house-

wife may show Penelope with her web ; the votress

of a single life may carry Ursula with her troop of

virgins ; the gamester may have Fortune with her

wheel ; and those women that have no character at all

may display a field of while enamel, as imploring

help to fill up the vacuity. .
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' There is a set of ladies who have outlived most
animal pleasures, and, having nothing rational to put

in their place, solace with cards the loss of what
time has taken away, and the want of what wisdom,
liaving never been courted, has never given. For
these i know not how to provide a proper decoration.

Tiiey cannu be numbered among the gamesters; for

though they are always at play, they play for no*

thing, and never rise to the dignity of hazard or the

reputation of skill. They neither love nor are loved,

and cannot be supposed to contemplate any human
image willi delight. Yet, though they despair to

please, they always wish to be fine, and therefore

cannot be without a bracelet. To this sisterhood I

can recommend nothing more likely to please them
than the king of clubs, a personage very comely and
majestic, who will never meet their eyes without re-

viving the thought of some past or future party, and
who may be displayed in the act of dealing with

grace and propriety. ;vf

' But the bracelet which might be most easily in*

troduced into general use is a small convex mirror, in

which the lady may see herself whenever she shall

lift her hand. This will be a perpetual source of de-

light. Other ornaments are of use only in public,

but this will furnish gratifications to solitude. This
will show a face that must always please ; she who is

followed by admirers will carry about her a perpetual

justification of the public voice ; and she who passes

without notice may appeal from prejudice to her

own eyes. >':.*y:'<^.^ '>• rv..*- .-!^'' ,'•
•

* But I know not why the privilege of the bracelet

should be confined to women ; it was in former ages

worn by heroes in battle ; and as modern soldiers are

VOL. I. Ii
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always distinguished by splendour of dfess, I should

rejoice to see the bracel**: added to the cockade. ' *

* In hope of this ornamental innovation, I hsive

spent some thoughts upon military bracelets. There

is no passion more herc»k than love ; and therefore I

should be glad to see the sons of England marching

in the field, every man with the picture of a woman
of honour bound upon his hand. But since in the

army, as every where else, there will always be men
who love nobody but themselves, or whom no woman
of honour will permit, to loveher, there is a necessity

ofsome other distinctions and devices.

'*T' I have read of a prince who, having lost a town,

ordered the name of it to be every morning shouted

in his ear till it should be recovered. For the satne

purpose I think the prospect of Minorca might be

properly worn 6n the hands of some of our generals

:

others might delight their countrymen, and dignify

themselves, with a view of Rochfort as it appeared to

them at sea: and those that shall return from the

conquest of America, may exhibit the warehouse of
~ Frontenac, with an inscription denoting, that it was

taken in less than three years by less than twenty

thousand men.
* 1 am, sir*, &c.

1^-
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m

1 HE practice of appending to the narratives of

public transactions more minute and domestic in-

telligence, and filling the newspapers with adver*

tisements, ha^ grown up by slow degrees to its pre*

sent state.

Genius is shown only by invention. The man who
first took advantage of the general curiosity that was
excited by a siege or battle, to betray the readers of

news into the knowledge of the shop where the best

puffs and powder were to be sold, was undoubtedly

a man of great sagacity, and profound skill in the

nature of man. But when he had once shown the

way, it was easy to follow him ; and every man now
knows a ready method of informing the public of all

that he desires to buy or sell, whether his wares be
material or intellectual ; whether he makes clothes,

or teaches the mathematics ; whether he be a tutor

that wants a pupil, or a pupil that wants a tutor.

Whatever is common is despised. Advertisements

are now so numerous that they are very negligently

perused, and it is therefore become necessary to gain

attention by magnificence of promises, and by elo-

quence sometimes sublime and sometimes pathetic.

Promise, large promise, is the soul of an advertise-

ment. I remember a mash-ball that had a quality

truly wonderful— it gave an exquisite edge to the razor.

And there are now to be sold, for ready money only.

.r'Ufc---\__'.-.T(* T^,~-'- f
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tome dwoeitfor bed-coverings, of doton, bei/ond compa

rison superior to what is called otter-down, and indeed

such that its many excellencies cannot he here netforth.

M'^ith one excellence we are made acquainted

—

it is

wurmer than four or fite blankets, and lighter than

one, ''Asr^'. .-a-,-, \

There are some, however, that know the prejudice

of mankind in favour of modest sincerity. The
vender of the heautift/ingfluid sells a lotion that re*

pels pimples, washes away freckles, smooths the skin,

and plumps the flesh ; and yet, with a generous ab-

horrence of ostentation, confesses, that it will not

restore the bloom offifteen to a lady offifty. :^ "

The true pathos of adverHsements must have sunk

deep into the heart of every man that remembers the

zeal shown by the seller of the anodyne necklace, for

the ease and safety of poor toothing infants, and the

aflection with which he warned every mother, that

she would never forgive herself if her irjfant should

perish without a necklace.

I cannot but remark to the celebrated author who
gave, in his notifications of the camel and drome-

dary, so many specimens of the genuine sublime, that

there is now arrived another subject yet more worthy

of his pen. A famous Mohawk Indian warrior, who

took Dieskaw, the. French general, prisoner, dressed in

the same manner with the native Indians when they go

to war, with hipface and body painted, with his scalping-

knife, tom-ax, and all other implements ofwar ! a sight

worthy the curiosity of every true Briton / This is a

very powerful description ; but a critic of great re-

finement would say, that it conveys rather Aorror ani
terror. An Indian, dressed as he goes to war, may
bring company together ; hut if he carries the scalp-
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rngknife and tom-ax, there are many true Britons

that will never be persuaded to see him but through

a grate.

It has been remarked by the severer judges, that

the salutary sorrow of tragic scenes is too soon effaced

by the merriment of the epilogue ; the same incon-

venience arises from the improper disposition of ad-

vertisements. The noblest objects may be so asso-

ciated as to be made ridiculous. TJie camel and
dromedary themselves might have lost much of their

dignity between the true fimr of mustard and the

•original Daffys elixir; and I could not but feel some
indignation when I found this illustrious Indian war-

rior immediately succeeded by afresh parcel of Dulh
tin butter.

The trade of advertising is now so near to perfec»

tion, that it is not easy to propose any improvement.

But as every art ought to be exercised in due subor-

dination to the public good, I cannot but propose it

as a moral question to these ma«>ters of the public

ear. Whether they do not sometimes play too wan-

tonly with our passions ; as when the registrar of lot-

tery tickets invites us io his shop by an account of

the prize which he sold last year : and whether the

advert! >ing controvertists do not indulge asperity of

language without any adequate provocation ; as in the

dispute about strapsfor razors, now happily subsided,

and in the altercation which at present subsists con-

cerning eau de luce ?

In an advertisement it is allowed to every man to

speak well of himself, but I know not why he should

assume the privilege of censuring his neighbour. He
may proclaim his own virtue or skill, but ought not

to exclude others from the same pretensions.

Every man that advertises his own excellence should
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\frite with some consciousness of a character which

dan?s to call the attention of the public. He should

remember that his name is to stand in the same paper

with those of the King of Prussia and the Emperor of

Germany, and endeavour to make himself worthy of

such association. M^f%i
• Some regard is likewise to be paid to posterity.

There are men of diligence and curiosity who trea-

sure up the papers Of the day merely because others

neglect them, and in time they will be scarce. When
these collections shall be read in another century, how
will numberless contradictions be reconciled ; and
how shall fame be possibly distributed among the

taylors and boddicexinakers of the present age?

Surely these things deserve consideration. It is

enough for me to have hinted my desire that these

abuses may be rectified ; but such is the state of na-

ture, that what all have the right of doing, many
will attempt without sufficient ca-*? or due qualifi-

cations* -i'«<».^^>7SSe»^''J':!'»' S^"^*'*.-"'*-" r.,)».'> 4,;t ^'« «'• *.*!•
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i'jSs- ,if'

The following letter relates to an affliction perhaps
not necessary to be imparted to the public ; but I

could not persuade myself to suppress it, because I

think I know the sentiments to be sincere, and I feel

no disposition to provide for this day any other en-

tertainment. .<u.

At tu quisquis eris, miseri qui cruda poette

Crediderisfletu funera digna tuo,

HtBc postrema tibi sitflendi catisa^ fluatque

^

;- Lenis inoffenso vitaque morsque gradu.

i^'«i

" ' MR. IDLER,
. s;>.,,^,i,::;J ;*,

* Notwithstanding the warnings of philosophers,

and the daily examples of losses and misfortunes

which life forces upon our observation, such is the

absorption of our thoughts in the business of the pre-

sent day, such the resignation of our reason to empty
hopes of future felicity, or such our unwillingness to

foresee what we dread, that every calamity comes
suddenly upon us, and not only presses us as a bur-

den, but crushes as a blow. I»

fH * There are e , ils which happen out of the common
couitie of nature, against which it is no reproach not

to be provided. A flash of lightning intercepts the

traveller in his way. The concussion of an earth-

quake heaps the ruins of cities upon their inhabitants.

But other miseries time brings, thougii silently yet

visibly, forward by its even lapse, which yet approach
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us unseen because we turn our eyes away, and seize

us unresisted because we could not arm ourselves

against them but by setting them before us. ^,^,.

' That it is vain to shrink from what cannot be
avoided, and to hide that from ourselves which must
some time be found, is a truth which we all know,
but which all neglect, and perhaps none more than

the speculative reasoner, whose thoughts are always

from home, whose eye wanders over life, whose
fancy dances after meteors of happiness kindled by
itself, and who examines every thing rather than his

own state.-
"

' -*'.-'":' r'-'^i^y > - .

* Nothing is more evident than that the decays of

age must terminate in death; yet there is no man,
saysTuliy, who doe: not believe that he may yet

live another year ; and there is none who does not,

upon the same principle, hope another year for h^s

parent or his friend : but the fallacy will be in time

detected ; the 'ast year, the last day, must come. It

has come, and is past. The life which made my
own life pleasant is at an end, and the gates of death

are shut upon my prospects.

• * The loss of a friend upon whom the heart was
fixed, to whom every wish and endeavour tended, is

a state of dreary desolation, in which the mind looks

abroad impatient of itself, and finds nothing but

emptiness and horror. The blameless life, the artless

tenderness, the pious simplicity, the modest resigna-

tion, the patient sickness, and the quiet death, are

remembered only to add value to the loss, to aggra-

vate regret for what cannot be amended, to deepen
sorrow for what cannot be recalled.

' These are the calamities by which Providence

gradually disengages us from the love of life. Other

evils fortitude may repel, or hope may mitigate ; biit
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irreparable privation leaves nothing (o exercise reso*

iution or flatter expectation. The dead cannot re-

turn, and nothing is left us here but languishment and
grief. J-

r. * Yet such is the course of nature, that whoever

lives long must outlive those whom he loves and ho-

nours. Such is the condition of our present existence,

that life must one time lose its associations, and every

inhabitant of the earth must walk downward tb the

grave alone ?»nd unregarded, without any partner of

his joy or gi ief, without any interested witness of his

misfortunes or success.

' Misfortune, indeed, he may yet feel ; for where
is the bottom of the misery of man r But what is

success to him that has none to enjoy it ? Happiness

is not found in self-contemplation ; it is perceived only

when it is reflected from another, j'^

* We know little of the state of departed souls, be-

cause such knowledge is not necessary to a good life.

Eeason deserts us at the brink of the grave, and can
give no further intelligence. Revelation is not wholly

silent. There is joy in the angels of Heaven over one

sinner that repenteth; and surely this joy is not in-

communicable to souls disentangled from the body,

and made like angels.

' Let hope therefore dictate, what revelation does

not confute, that the union of souls may still remain

;

and that we who are struggling with sin, sorrow, and
infirmities, may have our part in the attention and
kindness of those who have finished their course, and
are now receiving their reward.

' These are the great occasions which force the

mind to take refuge in religion : when we have no
help in ourselves, what can remain but that we look

up to a higher and a greater Power ? and to what-
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hope may we not raise our eyes and hearts, when we
consider that the greatest Power is the best?

• Surely there is no man who, thus afflicted, does

not seek succour in the gospel^ which has brought life

and immortality to light. The precepts of Epicurus,

who teaches us to endure what the laws of the uni-

verse make necessary, may silence, but not content

us. The dictates of Zeno, who commands us to

look with indifference on external things, may dispose

US to conceal our sorrow, but cannot assuage it. Real
alleviation of the loss of friends, and rational tran-

quillity in the prospect of our own dissolution, can
be received only from the promises of Him in whose
hands are life and death, and from the assurance of

another and better state, in which all tears will be
wiped from the eyes, and the whole soul shall be
filled with joy. Philosophy may infuse stubbornness,

but Religion only can give patience.

' I am, &c.*

n^'
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V:'
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The subject of the following letter is not wholly un-

mentioned by the Rambler The Spectator has

also a letter containing a case not much different. I

hope my correspondent's performance is more an ef-

fort of genius, than effusion of the passions ; and that

she hath rather attempted to paint some possible dis-

tress, than really feels the evils which she has de-

scribed.

'<3-,» ;•;

SIR,

' TO THE IDLER.

' There is a cause cf misery, which, though certainly

known both to you and your predecessors, has been

little taken notice of in your papers ; I mean the

snares that the bad behaviour of parents extends over

the paths of life which their children are to tread

after them ; and as I make no doubt but the Idler

holds the shield for virtue as well as the glass for folly,

that he will employ his leisure hours as much to his

own satisfaction in warning his readers against a dan-

ger, as in laughing them out of a fashion : for this

reason I am tempted to ask admittance for my story

in your paper, though it has nothing to recommend
it but truth, and the honest wish of warning others to

shun the track which I am afraid may lead me at last

to ruin. ^ » vir. !';r«E'/>'-V'< J'^-S-*' ^Ti^'f^tm-
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' I am the child of a father, who, having always

lived in one spot in the country where he was bom,
and having had no genteel education himself, thought

no qualifications in the world desirable but as they

led up to fortune, and no learning necessary to hap-

piness but such as might most effectually teach me to

make the best market of myself: I was unfortunately

born a beauty, to a full sense of which my father

took care to flatter me; and having, when very

young, put me to a school in the country, afterwards

transplanted me to another in town, at the instigation

of his friends, where his ill-judged fondness let me
,
remain no longer than to learn just enough experience

.to convince me of the sordidness of his views, to

, give me an idea of perfections which my present situ-

ation will never svift'cr me to reach, and to teach me
sufficient morals to dare to despise what is bad, though

it be in a father.

* Thus equipped (a<4 he thought completely) for

life, I was carried back into the country, and lived

with him and my mother in a small village, within a

few miles of the count v town ; where I mixed, at first

with reluctance, among company which, though I

never despised, I could not approve, as they were

brought up with other inclinations, and narrower

views than my own. My father took great pains to

show me every where, both at his own house, and at

.such public diversions as the country afforded : he

frequently told the people all he had was for his

; daughter; took care to repeat the civilities I had re-

ceived from all his friends in London ; told how much
;I was admired, and all his little ambition could

, suggest to set me in a stronger light.

* Ihus have 1 continued tricked out for sale, as I

inay call il, and doomed> by parental authority, to
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a state little better than that of prostitution. I look

on myself as growing cheaper every hour, and am
losing all that honest pride, that modest confidence,

in which the virgin dignity consists. Nor does my
misfortune stop here: though many would be too

generous to impute the follies of a father to a child

whose heart has set her above them ; yet I am afraid

the most charitable of them will hardly think it

possible for me to be a daily spectatress of his vices

without tacitly allowing them, and at last consent-

ing to them ; as the eye of the frighted infant is, by
degrees, reconciled to the darkness of which at first

it was afraid. It is a common opinion, he himself

must very well know, that vices, like diseases, are

often hereditary ; and that the property of the one is

to infect the manners, as the other poisons the springs

of life. -i..-^^ ^.^.:U.^ >li.; ........ : .

* Yet this, though bad, is not the worst; my fa-

ther deceives himself the hopes of the very child he

has brought into the world ; he suffers his house to

be the seat of drunkenness, riot, and irreligion ; who
seduces, almost in my sight, the menial servant, con-

verses with the prostitute, and corrupts the wife!

Thus I, who from my earliest dawn of reason was

taught to think that at my approach every eye

sparkled with pleasure, or w.as dejected as conscious

of superior charms, am excluded from society^

through fear lest I should partake, if not of my
father's crimes, at least of his reproach. Is a parent,

who is so little solicitous for the welfare of a child,

better than a pirate who turns a wretch adrift in a
boat at sea, without a star to steer by, or an anchor

to hold it fast ? Am I not to lay all my miseries at

those doors which ought to have opened only for my
protection ? And if doomed to add at last one mpre
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to the number of those wrctchc<? whom neither the

world nor its law befriends, may 1 not justly say that

1 have been awed by a parent into ruin ? But though

a parent*s power is screened from insult and violation

by the very words of Heaven, yet surely nO laws, di-

vine Or human, forbid me to remove myself from the

malignant shade of a plant that poisons all around it,

blasts the bloom of youth, checks its improvements,

and makes all its flowrets fade ; but to whom can the

wretched, can the dependant fly ? For me to fly a fa-

ther's house, is to be a beggar : I have only one comfort

amidst my anxieties, a pious relation, who bids Mie

appeal to Heaven for a witness to my just intentions

;

fly as a deserted wretch to its protection ; and, being

asked who my father is, point, like the ancient phi-

losopher, with my finger to the heavens.

' The hope in which I writi his is, that you will

give it a place in your paper ; and, as your essays

sometimes find their way into the country, that my
father may read my story there ; and, if not for his

own sake yet for mine, spare to perpetuate that worst

of calamities to me, the loss of character, from which
all his dissimulation has not been able to rescue him-

self. Tell the world, sir, that it is possible for virtue

to keep its throne unshaken without any other guard

than itself; that it is possible to maintain that purity

of thought so necessary to the completion of human
excellence even in the midst of temptations ; when
they have no friend within, nor are assisted by the

voluntary indulgence of vicious thoughts. ' <^ ^
*

* Tf the insertion of a story like this does not break

in on the plan of your paper, you have it in your

power to be a better friend than her fatiier to

~
,

* PERDITA.*

V • \ >t)/'.
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The natural advantages >vhich arise from the position

of the earth which we inliabit with respect to the

other planets, afforcl much employment to mathe-

matical speculation, by which it has been discovered,

that no other conformation of the system could have

given such commodious distributions of light and
heat, or imparted fertility and pleasure to so great a

part of a revolving sphere.

It may be perhaps observed by the moralist, with

equal reason, that our globe seems particulariy fitted

for the residence of a being, placed here only for a

short time, whose task is to advance himself to a

higher and happier state of existence, by unremitted

vigilance of caution, and activity of virtue.

The duties required of man are such as human na-

ture does not willingly perform, and such as those are

inclined to delay who yet intend some time to fulfil

them. It was therefore necessary that this universal

leluctance should be counteracted, and the drowsi-

ness of hesitation wakened into resolve ; that the dan-

ger of procrastination should be always in view, and
the fallacies of security be hourly detected.

»' To this end all the appearances of nature uniformly

conspire. Whatever we see on every side reminds

us of the lapse of time and the flux of life. The day
and night succeed each other, the rotation of seasons

diversifies the year, the sun fises, attains the meri-
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dian, declines, and sets ; and the mpon every night

changes its form.

The day has been considered as an image of the

year, and the year as the representation of life. The
morning answers to the spring, and the spring to

childhood and youth ; the noon corresponds to the

summer, and the summer to the strength of manhood.
The evening is an emblem of autumn, and autumn
of declining life. The night with its silence and
darkness shows the winter, in which all the powers of

vegetation are benumbed ; and the winter points out

the time when life shall cease, with its hopes and
pleasures.

He that is carried forward, however swiftly, by a

motion equable and easy, perceives not the change
of place but by the variation of objects. If the

wheel of life, which rolls thus silently along, passed

on through undistinguishable uniformity, we should

never mark its approaches to the end of the course.

If one hour were like another ; if the passage of the

sun did not show that the day is wasting; if the

change of seasons did not impress upon us the flight

of the year ; quantities of duration equal to days and
years would glide unobserved. If the parts of time

were not variously coloured, we should never discern

their departure or succession, but should live thought-

less of the past, and careless of the future, without

will, and perhaps without power, to compute the pe-

riods of life, or to compare the time which is already

lost with that which may probably remain.

But the course of time is so visibly marked, that it

Is observed even by the birds of passage, and by na-

tions who have raised their minds very little above

animal instinct : there are human beings whose lan-

guage does not supply them with words by which they

;'^-^.
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can number Ave, but I have read of none that have

not names for day and night, for summer and winter.

Yet it is certain, that these admonitions of nature,

however forcible, however importunate, are too often

vain ; and that many who mark with such accuracy

the course of time, appear to have litlle sensibility of

the decline of life. £very man has somethinu; to do
which he neglects ; every man has faults to conquer,

which he delays to combat.

So little do we accustom ourselves to consider the'

effects of time, that things necessary and certain often

surprise us like unexpected contingencies. We leave

the beauty in her bloom, and, after an absence of

twenty years, wonder, at our return, to find her

faded. We meet those whom we left children, and
can scarcely persuade ourselves to treat them as men.
The traveller visits in age those countries through

which he rambled in his youth, and hopes for mer-

riment at the old place. The man of business,

wearied with unsatisfactory prosperity, retires to the

town of his nativity, and expects to play away the

last years with the companions of his childhood, and
recover youth in the fields where he once was young.

From this inattention, so general and so mischiev-

ous, let it be every man's study to exempt himself.

Let him who desires to see others happy make haste

to give while his gift can be enjoyed, and remember
that every moment of delay takes away something

from the value of his benefaction. And let him,

who purposes his own happiness, reflect, thut while

he forms his purpose the day rolls on, and the ni^ht

Cometh when no man can work.
;*»..-• 'i't

.:! ','.",':;
,.;^.-i. i -f'r-'

VOt. I. M
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Memory is, among the faculties of the human
mind, that of which we make the most frequent use,

or rather that of which the agency is incessant or

perpetual. Memory is the primary and fundamental

power, without which there could be no other intel-

lectual operation. Judgment and ratiocination sup-

pose something already known, and draw their de-

cisions only from experience. Imagination selects

ideas from the treasures of remembrance, and pro-

duces novelty oily by varied combinations. We do
not even form conjectures of distant, or anticipations

of future events, but by concluding what is possible,

from what is past.

The tvi^ offices of memory are collection and dis-

tribution; by one images are accumulated, and l)y

the other produced for use. Collection is always the

employment of our first years ; and distribution com-
monly that of our advanced age.

To collect and reposit the various forms of things,

. is far the nost pleasing part of mental occupation.
^ We arc x«rturally delighted with novelty, and there

is a time when all that we see is new. When first

we enter into the world, whithersoever we turn our

eyes, they niee* knowledge with pleasure at lier side

;

every diversity of nature pours ideas in upon the

soul ; neither search nor labour are necessary ; we
have nothing more to do than to open our eyes, and

curiosity is graUied.
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Much of the pleasure which the first survey of the>

world affords, is exhausted before we are conscious i

of our own felicity, or able to compare our coudition^

with some other possible state. We have therefore'

few traces of the joy of our earliest discoveries ; yet;

we all remember a time when nature had so many i

untasted gratifications, that every excursion gave de-
light which can now be found no longer ; when the

noise of a torrent, the rustle of a wood, the song of-

birds, or the play of iambs, had power to fill the at-

tention, and suspend all percej; m'CMi of Uie course of

time.vi ;r'% ^.r; ?:>.;,>• ,k.;.--. '.^m > :.!

But these easy pleasures are soon at an end ; we •

have seen in a very little time so mucii, that we call,

out for new objects of o!)servation, and endeavour

to find variety in books and life. But study is labo-

rious, and not always satisfactory ; and conversation

has its pains as wdi as pleasures ; we are willing to

learn, but not willing to be taught ; we are pained by
ignorance, but pained yet more by another's know-
ledger

From the vexation of pupilage men commonly set

themselves free aI)out the middle of life, by shutting

up the avenues of intelligence, and resolving to rest

in their present state ; and they, whose ardour of in-

quiry continues longer, find themselves insensibly

forsaken by their instructors. As ^very man advances

in life, the proportion between those that are younger;

and that are older than uimself is continually chang-

ing; and ht^ that ban lived halt a century finds tew

that do not require from him that information which
he once expected from those that went before him.

Then it is that xite magaziri*»s of memory are

opeoed, and th^ §tore* 4>f aQc#mul»t454.kiK)wkdge>tre.
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displayed by vanity or benevolence, or in honest

commerce of mntual interest. Every man wants

others, and is therefore i;)ad when he is wanted by
them. And as few men will endure the labour of in«>^

tense meditation without necessity, he that is learned

enough for his profit or his honour, seldom endea-

vours after further acquisitions. •*?

The pleasure of recollecting speculative notions

would not be much less than that of gaining them,

if they could be kept pure and unmiogleci with the

passages of life ; but such is the necessary concatena-

tion of our thoughts, that good ^nd evil are linked

together, and no pleasure recurs but associated with

pain. Every revived idea reminds us of a tin^p

mrhen something was enjoyed that is now lost, whcfn

some hope was not yet blasted, when some purpose

htd yiet tiot languished into sluggishness or indiffti^

Fence.' ' w'j^^*i

^ M^hether it be that life has more vexations than

comforts, or, what is in the event just the same, that

evil makes deeper impression than good, it is certain

th«t fe^ can review the time past without heaviness

of he&rt: He remembers many calamities incurred

by folly, mafty opportunities lost by negligence. The
shades of the dead rise up before him; and hela-

)nents the compaiilons of his youth, the partners of

his amusements, the assistants of his labours, whom
4h6 handof death has snatched away.

When an offer was made to Themistocles of t^ach-

i% him the art of itiemory, he answered, that hfc

would rather wish for the art of forgetfulness. Hft

ifelt his Imagination hduntcd by phantoms of misery

which he #as unable tO suppress, and would gladly

hiive c&lmed his ^oughts with some oblmmit aiifi*^

ii

Kr^:
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^te. In this we all resemble one another ; the hero

and the sage are, like vulgar mortals^ overburdened

by the weight of life ; all shrink from recollection,

and ail wish for an irt' of forgetfulness.

•.{•>**!•'

i|.;'
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h

Theue is in many minds a kind of vanity exerted to

the disadvantage of themselves; a desire to be praised

for superior acuteness discovered only in the degrada-

tion of their species, or censure of their country.

Defamation is sufficiently copious. The general

lampooner of mankind may find long exercise for

his zeal or wit, in the defects of nature, the vexations

.of life, the follies of opinion, and the corruptions of

practice. But fiction is easier than discernment ; and
most of these writers spare themselves the labour of

inquiry, and exhaust their virulence upon imaginary

crimes, which, as they never existed, can never be
amended.
That the painters find no encouragement among

the English for many other works than portraits, has

been imputed to national selfishnesc is vain, says

the satirist, to set before any Englishman the scenes

of landscape, or the heroes of history ; nature and
antiquity are nothing in his eye ; he has no value but

for himself, nor desirei any copy but of his own
':>V !t;'^;f
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Whoever is delighted with his own picture must

derive his pleasure from the pleasure of another.

Every man is always present to himselfi and has,

therefore, little need of his own resemblance, nor can

desire it, but for the sake of those whom he loves,

and by whom he hopes to be remembered. This use

of the art is a natural and reasonable consequence of

affection ; and though, like other human actions, it

is often complicated with pride, yet even such pride

is more laudable than that by which palaces are

covered with pictures, that, however excellent, nei-

ther imply the owner's virtue, nor excite it.

Genius is chiefly exerted in historical picturies

;

and the art of the painter of portraits is often los^ jn

the obscurity of his subject. But it is in painting^ as

^in life; what is greatest is not always best, I should

..grieve to see Reynolds transfer to heroes and to god-

desses, to empty splendour and to airy fiction, that art

liWhich is how employed in diffusing friendship, in re-

V viving tenderne.is, in quickening the affections of the

absent, and continuing the presence of the dead.

Yet in a nation great and opulent there is room,

I
and ought to be patronage, for an art like that of

.painting through all its diversities; and it is to be
wished, that the reward now offered for an historical

picture may excite an honest emulation^ and give be-

ginning to an English school.

It is not very easy to find an action or event that

can be efficaciously represented by a painter.

He must hiave an action not successive but instan-

taneous ; for the time of a picture is a single moment.
For this reason, the death of Hercules cannot well be

painted, though at the first view it flatters the imagi-

nation with very glittering ideas: the gloomy moun-
tain, overhanging the sea, and covered with trees>
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some bending to the wind, and some torn from their

.roots by the raging hero; the violence with Mrhich he
rends from his shoulders the invenomed garment ; the

propriety with which his muscular nakedness may be
d^^played ; the death of Lycas whirled from the pro-

montory ; the gigantic presence of Philoctetes ; the

blaze of the fatal pile, which the deities behold with

grief and terror from the sky.

All these images fill the mind, but will not com-
pose a picture, because they cannot be united in a

single moment. Hercules must have rent his flesh at

.
one time, and tossed Lycas hito the air at another ;

he must first tear up the trees, and then lie down
upon the pile.

The action must be circumstantial and distinct.

There is a passage in the Iliad which cannot be read

without strong emotions. A Trojan prince, seized

by Achilles in the battle, falls at his feet, and in

moving terms supplicates for life. How can a wretch

like thee, says the haughty Greek, entreat to live,

wh^n thou knotcest that the time must come when

Ackilles is to die i This cannot be paintec, because

no peculiarity of attitude or disposition can so supply

the place of language as to impress the sentiment.

The event painted must be such as excites passion,

and diiTerent passions in the several actors, or a tu-

mult of contending passions in the chief.

Perhaps the discovery of Ulysses by his nurse is of

this kind. The surprise of the nurse mingled with

joy ; that of Ulysses checked by prudence, and
clouded by solicitude ; and the distinction of the ac-

tion by which the scar is found ; all concur to com-
plete the subject. But the picture, having only two
figures, will want variety.

A much nobler assemblage may be furnish«d by
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the death of Epaminondas. The mixture of gladness

and grief in the face of the messenger vho brings his

dying general an account of the victory; the various

passions' of the attendants; the sublimity of compo-
sure in the hero, while the dart is by his own com-
mand drawn from his side* and the faint gleam of

satisfaction that diffuses itself over the languor of

death ; are worthy of that pencil which yet 1 do not

wish to see employed upon them. . , -, ;;

U the design were not too multifarious and exten-li

sive, I should wish that our painters would attempt

the dissplution of the parliament by Cromwelh The
point of time may be chosen when Cromwell^, looking

round the Pandxmoniuni with contempt^ ordered Hhn

bauble to be taken away ; and Harrison laid hands on
the Speaker to drag him from the chair. ^^^

The various appearances, which rage, and terror, t

and astonishment, and guilt, might exhibit, in the

faj^es of that hateful assembly, of whpm the princi-

pal persons may be faithfully drawn from portraits or

prints^ the irresolute repugnance of some, the hypo-
critical submissions of others, the ferocious in^lencc

of Cromwell, the rugged brutality of Harrison, and
the general trepidation of fear and wickedness,

would, if some proper disposition could be contrived,

make a picture of unexampled variety, and irresistible

instruction.

^i

i?"it»- ^rTT—'^

^*?^ :.--'

/ •
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N"46. SATURDAY, MARCH 3, 1759.

* MR. IDLER,

^^ I AM encouraged, by the notice you have taken of

Betty Broom, to represent the miseries which 1 suffer

from a species of tyranny which, I believe, is not
"

very uncommon, though perhaps it may have escaped

the observation of those who converse little with fine

ladies, or see them only in their public characters.

' To this method of venting my vexation I am the

more inclined, because if 1 do not complain to you,

I must burst in silence ; for my mistress has teazed

me and teazed me till I can hold no longer, and yet
^

I must not tell her of her tricks. The girls that live

in common services can quarrel, and give warning, •

and find other places ; but we that live with great"?

ladies, if we once offend them, have nothing left but

to return into the country.

* I am waiting-maid to a lady who keeps the best

company, and is seen at every place of fashionable

re!*o^. I am envied by all the maids in the square,
'*

for few countesses leave off so many clothes as my
mistress, and nobody shares with me : so that I sup-

ply two families in the country with finery for the

assizes and horse-races, besides what I wear myself.

The steward and housekeeper have joined against me
to procure my removal, that they may advance a re-

lation of their own ; but their designs are found out

by my lady, who says I need not fear them, for she

will never have dowdies about her.

s.
%^
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' You would think, Mr. Idler, Uke others, that I

am very happy, and may well be contented with my
lot. Rut I will tell you. My lady has an odd hu-

mour. She never orders anything In direct Words,

for she lOves a sharp girl that can take a hint.

' I would not have you suspect that she has any
thing to hint which she is ashamed to speak at

length ; for none can have greater purity of senti-

' mept, or rectitude of intention. She has nothing to

. hide, yet nothing will she tell. She always gives her

directions obliquely and allusively, by the mention

of something relative or consequential, without any
other purpose than to exercise my acuteness and her

own.
^^

' It is impossible to give a notion of this style

otherwise than by examples. One night, when she

had sat writing letters till it was time to be dressed,

Mollyf said she, the ladies are all to be at court to-

night in white aprons. When she means that I should

send to order the chair, she says, I think the streets

ere clean, I may venture to walk. When she would

have something put into its place, she bids me lai/ it

on the floor. If she would have me snuff the can-

dles, she asks whether I think her eyes are like a cafs?

If she thinks her chocolate delayed, she talks oi the

benefit of abstinence. If any needle-work is forgotten,

she supposes that I have heard of the lady who died by

pricking her finger.
* She always imagines that I can recal every thing

past from a single word. If she wants her head from

. the milliner, she only says, Molly, you know Mrs,

Tape. If she would have the mantua-maker sent for,

she remarks that Mr, Taffaty, the mercer, was here

last week. She ordered, a fortnight ago, that the

^rst time she was abroad all day I should choose
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her a new «et of coffee-cups at the china-shop :• of

this she reminded me yesterday, as she was going

downstairs, by saying, You can*t find your tcay now
to Pall'tnaU.

* All this would never vex me, if, by increasing

my trouble, she spared her own ; but, dear Mr. Idler,

is it not as easy to say coffee-cups, as Fall-mall^ and
to tell me in plain words what 1 am to do, and when
it is to be done, as to torment her own head with the

labour of finding hints, and mihe with that of under-

standing them ?

'When first I came to this lady, I had nothing

like the learning that 1 have now ; for she has many
books, and I have much time to read; so that of

late I seldom have missed her meaning : but when
she first took me I was an ignorant girl ; and she,

who, as is very common, confounded want of know-
ledge with want of understanding, began once to

despair of bringing me to any thing, because, when
I came into her chamber at the call of her bell, she

asked me. Whether we lived in Zemhla ; and I did not

guess the meaning of her inquiry, but modestly an-

swered, that I could not tell. She had happened to

ring once when I did not hear her, and meant to put

me in mind of that country where sounds are said ta

be congealed by the frost.

' Another time, as 1 was dressing her head, she

began to talk on a sudden of Medusa, and makes, and
men turned into stone, and maids that, if' they were not

watched, would let their mistresses be Gorgons. I looked

round me half frightened, and quite bewildered ; till

at last, finding that her literature was thrown away
upon me, she bid me, with great vehemence, reach

the curling-irons.

' It is not without some indignation, Mr. Idler, tha|
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1 discover, in these artifices of vexation, something

worse than foppery or caprice; a mean delight in

superiority, which knows itself in no danger of re-

proof or opposition ; a cruel pleasure in seeing the

)>erplexity of a mind obliged to find what is studi-

otisly concealed, and a meaii indulgence of petty

malevolence, in the sharp censure of involuntary,

and very often of inevitable, failings. When, beyond
her expectation, I hit upon her meaning, I can per-

ceive a sudden cloud of disappointment spread over

her face; and have sometimes been afraid, lest I

thoukl lose her favour by understanding her when
she means to puzzle me.

' This day, however, she has conquered n^y saga-

.tity. When she went out of her dressing-room, she

sa^d nothing, but, Molly^ you Inom, and hastened to

• her chariot. What I am to know is yet a secret

;

ibut if I do not know, before she comes back, what
1 yet have no means of discovering, she will make
n>y dullness a pretence for a fortnight's ill humour,

:^4reat me as a creature devoid of the faculties neces-

sary to the common duties of life, and perhaps give

'the next gown to the housekeeper.

' I am, SIR,

' Your humble servant,

* MOLLY QUICK.*
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N* 47. SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 1759.

* TO THE IDLER.

* MR. IDLEB^

' I AM the unfortunate wife of a city wit, and cannot

but think that my case may deserve equal compassion

with any of those which have been represented in

your paper.

'. I married my husband within three months after

the expiration of his apprenticeship; we put our

money together, and furnished a large and splendid

shop, in which he was for five years and a half dili-

gent and civil. The notice which curiosity or kind-

ness commonly bestows on beginners, was continued

by confidence and esteem ; one customer^ pleased

with his treatment and his bargain, recommended
another ; and we were busy behind the counter from
morning to night.

* Thus every day increased our wealth and our re-

putation. My husband was often invited to dinner

openly on the Exchange by hundred thousand poundt

men; and whenever I went to any of the halls, the

wives of the aldermen made me low courtesies, ^e
always took up our notes before the day, and made
all considerable payments by draughts upon our

banker.
' You will easily believe that I was well enough

pleased with my condition ; for what happiness can
be greater than that of growing every day richer

and richer ? I will not deny, tbat,^ imagining myself
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likely to be m a short time tlie sherifTs lady, I

broke off my acquaintance with some of my neigh-

bours ; and advised my husband to keep good com-
pany/ and not to be seen with men that were worth
nothing.

< In time he found that ale disagreed with his con-

stitution, and went every night to drink his pint at a

tavern, where he met with a set of critics, who dis-

puted upon the merit of the different theatrical per-

ibrmers. By these idle fellows he was taken to. the

play, vhich at first he did not seem much to heed

;

for he owned} that he very seldom^ knew what thej?

were doing, and that, while his companions would
let him alone, he was commonly thinking on his last

bargain. i \-

* Having Once gotie, however, he went again and
again, though I often told him that three shillings

were thrown away; iit'last he grew uneasy if he
missed a flight, and importuned me to go with him.

I "^ent to a tragedy which they called Macbeth;
and, when I tame home, told him, that T could not

bear to see- men and women make themselves such

fools, by pretending to be witches and ghosts, gene«

rals and kings, and to walk in their sleep when they,

were as much awake as those that looked at them,

iie told me, that I must get higher notions, and that

a play was the most rational of all entertainmejits>

and most proper to relax the mind after the business

of the day.

* By degrees he gained knowledge of some of the

players; and when the play was over, very frequently

treated them with suppers; for which he was ad-

mitted to stand behind the scenes.

* He soon began to lose some of his morning hours

i<k tht fame folly, and was for one winter very dili«>
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g6ht in his attemSance on the rehearsals ; but of this

spiles of idleness he grew weary, and said, that the

pfay was riuihing without the company.

.

* His ardour for the diversion of the evening inr

creased: he bought a sword, and paid five shillings a'

night to sit in the boxes ; he went sometimes into a

place which he calls tlie green-room, where all th^.

wits of the age assemble; and, when he had beth

there, could do nothing for two or three days, but

repeat their jests, or tell their disputes.

' He has now lost his regard for every thing but

the play-house: he invites, three times a week, one

or other to drink claret, and talk of the drama. His^

first care in the momiirg is to read the play-bills;

andji if he remembers ^ny lines of the tragedy which*

is to be represented, walks about the ^hop, repeating

them so loud, and with- such strange gestuiej, thgt

the passengers gather roun(^t}le door.
• '* His greatest pleasure when I married him was to

hear the situation of his shop commended, and to be
told how many estates have been got in it by the

same trade; but of late he grows peevish at any men-
tion of business, and delights in nothing so much a9

to be told that he speak$ like Mo^sop.
' Among his nevtr associates he has learned another

language; and speaks in such a strain that his neigh-

bours cannot understand him. If a customer talks

longer than he is willing to hear,^ he wilt complaiii

that he has been excruciated with unmeaning verbo-

sity ; he laughs at the letters of his. friends for thei^

taineness of expression, and often declares himself

weary of attending to the minuiia of a shop.

' It is well for me that 1 know how to keep a book,

jfor of late he is scarcely ever in the way. Since onfe

of luB friends told him that he had a genius for tragio
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poetry, he has locked himself in an upper room six or

seven hours a day ; and» when I carry him any paper

to be read or signed, I hear him talking vehemently

to himself, sometimes of love and beauty, sometimes

of friendship and virtue, but more frequently of

liberty and bis country.
* I would gladly^ Mr. Idler, be informed what to

thliik of a shopkeeper, who is incessantly talking

about liberty ; a word, which, since his acquaintance

with polite life, my husband has always in his mouth

;

he is, on all occasions, afraid of our liberty, and de-

clares his resolution to hazard all for liberty. What

.

can the man mean ? I am sure he has liberty enough

;

it were better for him and me if his liberty was les-

sened.
* He has a friend, whom he calls a critic, that

comes twice a week to read what he is writing.

This critic tells him that his piece is a little Irregular,

but that some detached scenes will shine prodigiously,

and that in the character of Bombulus be Is wonder-

fully great. My scribbler then squeezes his hand,

calls him the best of friends, thanks him for his sin-

cerity, and tells him that he hates to be flattered. I

have reason to believe that he seldom parts with bis

dear friend without lending him two guineas, and am
afraid that he gave bail for him three days ago.

' By this course of life our credit as traders is les-

sened ; and I cannot forbear to suspect, thai my hus-

band's honour as a wit, is not much advanced, for he

seems to be alw/ays the lowest of the company, and
is afraid to tell his opinion till the rest have spoken.

When he was behind his counter, he used to be
brisk, active, and jocular, like a man that knew what
he was doing, and did not fear to look another in the

face ; but among wits and critics he is timorous and
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aukwArd, 8 d'haogs dowtihis head at hisown table.

Dear Mr^ldler, penuade him, if you can, to return

once more t(» his native element. /Tell him, that his

wit will never make him rich, but that there are

places wheit riches will a(ways make a wit.

' I am, sia, &c.
' <OBBORAHOINGtR.'

N* 43. SATURPAY,,MARCH 17, 17^9.

TflEnE is no kind of idleness, by which We ate so

easily seduced, as that which dignifies itself by the

appearance of business, and by making the loiterer

imagine that he has something to do which must ndt

be negleeted, keeps hiiti in perpetual agilation, sind

hurries him rapidly from place to place.

' He that sits still, or reposes himself upon a coUeh,

tib more deceives himself than he deceives others ; he
knows that he is doing nothing, and has no other so-

lace of his insignificance than the resolution whicli the

lazy hourly make, of changing his mode of life.

To do nothing, every man is ashamed ; and to do
much, almost every man is unwilling or afraid. In-

numerable expedients have therefore been invented

to produce motion without labour, and employment
without solicitude^ The greater part of those whom
the kindness of fortune has left to their own direction,

^nd whom want does not keep chained to the counter

or the plough, play throughout life with the shadows

VOL.1. N
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of busiiwsif and know not at last what they (laTe. h^en
doing.

These imitators of action are of all denominations.

Some are seen at every auction, without intention to

purchase ; others appear punctually at the Exchange,
though they are known there only by thi^ir faces.

Some are always making parties to visit collections for

which they have no taste ; and some neglect every

pleasure and every duty to hear questions, in which
they have no interest, debated in parliament.

These men never appear more ridiculous than in

the distress which they imagine themselves to feel,

from some accidental interruption of those empty pur-

suits. A tiger newly imprisoned is indeed more for-

midable, but not more angry, than Jack Tulip ^^th-

heldfrom a florist's feast, or Tom Distich hindered

from seeing the first representation of a play.

As political affairs are the highest and most ex-

tensive of temporal concerns, the mimic of a poli-

tician is more busy and important than any other

trifler. Monsieur le Noir, a man who, without pro*

perty or importance in any corner of the earth, has,

in the present confusion of the world, declared him-,

self a steady adherent to the French, is made mi-

serable \}y a wind th^t keeps back the packet-boat,

and still more miserable by every account of a Ma-
iouin privateer caught in his cruize; he knows well

that nothing can be done or said by him which can

produce any efSsct but that of laughter, that he can
neither hasten nor retard good or evil, that his joys

and sorrows have scarcely any partakers ; yet such is

his zeal, and such his curiosity, that he would run

barefooted to Gravesend, for the sake of knowing
first that the English had lost a tender; and would
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ride out to meet every mail fram the continent if he
might be permitted to open it

Learning is generally confessed to be desirable^ and
there are some who fancy themselves always busy in

acquiring it. Of these ambulatory students, one of

the most busy is my friend Tom Restless.

Tom has long had a mind to be a man of know-
ledge, but he does not care to spend much time

among authors ; for he is of opinion, that few books

deserve the labour of perusal, that they give the mind
an unfashionable cast, and destroy that freedom of

thought and easiness of manners indispensably requi*

site to acceptance in the world. Tom has therefore

found another w^y to wisdom. When he rises, he
goes into a coffee-house, where he creeps so near to

men whom he takes to be reasoners as to hear their

discourse, and endeavours to remember something

which, when it has been strained through Tom's
head, is so near to nothing, that what it once was
cannot be discovered. This he c^rnes round from
friend to friend through a circle of visits, till, hear^

ing what each says upon the question, he becomes
able at dinner to say a little himself ; and, as every

great genius relaxes himself among his inferiors,

meets with some who wonder how so young a man
can talk so wisely.

At night he has a new feast prepared, for his in-

tellects ; he always runs to a disputing society, or a

speaking club, where he half hears what, if he had
heard the whole, he would but half understand ; goes

home pleased with the consciousness of a day welV

spent, lies down full of ideas, and rises in the mom-^
ing empty as before.
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NM9. SATURDAY, MARCH 24, 1750.

it

I SUPPED three nights ago v^ith my friend, WiU
Marvel. His affairs obliged him lately to take a
journey into Devonshire, . from which he has just re-

turned. He knows me to be a very patient hearer,

and was glad of my company, as it gave him an

opportunity of disburdening himself by a minute re-

lation of the casualties, of his expedition.

Will, is not one of those who go out and retiiFR

with nothing to tell. He has a story of his trav^s,

which will strike a home-bred citizen wjth horror,

and has, in ten days suffered so often the extremes of

terror and joy, that he is in doubt whether he,shall

tver again expose either his body or mind to such

danger and fatigue. r

When he left London the morning was bright,^aiid

a fair day was promised. But Will is born to struggle

with difficulties. That happened to him, which has

sometimes, perhaps, happened to others. Before he

had gone more than ten miles, it began to rain.

What course was to be taken? His soul disdained

to turn back. He did what the Kinp of Prussia

might have done ; be flapped his hat, buttoned up
his cape, and went forwards, fortifying his mind by
the stoical consolation, that whatever is violent will

be short. '

,

His constancy was not long tried ; at the distance

of about half a mife he saw an inn, which he entered

wet and weary, and found civil treatment and proper
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refreshment. After a respite of about two hours, he

looked abroad, and seeing the sky clear, called for

hit horse, and passed the first stage without any other

memorable accident.

Will considered, that labo'ir must be relieved by
pleasure, and that the strength which great under-

takings require must be maintained by copious nutri-

ment ; he therefore orden d himself an elegant sup-

per, drank two bottles rf claret, and passed the be-

ginning of the night in sound sleep ; but waking be-

fore light, was forewai ned of the troubles of the next

<]ay, by a shower brating against his windows with

such violence as to threaten the dissolution of nature.

When he arose, he found what he expected, that tlie

country was under water. He joined himself, how-
ever, to a company that was travellihg the same way,
and cdme safely to the place of dinner, though every

step of his hor^e dashed the mud into the air.

In the afternoon, having parted from his company,
he set forwnrd alone, and passed many collections of

water, of which it was impossible to guess the depth,

and which he now cannot review without some cen-
' sure of his own rashness ; but what a man undertakes

he muit perform, and Marvel hates a coward at his

heart.

Vew that lie warm in their beds think what others

I'ndergo, who have perhaps been as tenderly edu-

cated, and have as acute sensations as themselves.

My friend was now to lodge the second night almost

fifty miles from home, in a house which he never had
seen before, among pimple to whom he was totally a

stranger, not knowing whether the next man he
should meet woQld prove good or bad ; but seeing an

inn of a g^ood appearance, he rode resolutely in(o the
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yard ; and knowing that respect is often paid in pro*

portion as it is claimed, delivered his injunctions to

the hostler with spirit, &.id| entering the house, called

vigorously about hiin.

On the third day up rose the sun and Mr. Marvel.

His trouUes and his dangers were now such as he
wishes no other man ever to encounter. The ways
were less frequented, and the country more thinly in-

habited. He rode many a lonely hour through mire

and water, and met not a single soul for two miles

together with whom he could exchange a word. He
cannot deny that, looking round upon the dreary re-

gion, and seeing nothing but bleak fields and naked
trees, hills obscured by fogs, and flats covered ^th
inundations, h<; did for some time suffer melanchiily

to prevail upon bim, and wished himself again safe

at home. One c^i. brt he had, which was, to con-

sider that none of his friends were in the same dis-

tress, for whom, if they had been with him, he should

have suffered more than for himself; he could not

forbear sometimes to consider how happily the Idler

is settleci in an easier condition, who, surrounded like

him with terrors, could have done nothing but lie

down and die.

Amidst these reflections he came to a town, and
found a dinner which disposed him to more cheerful

sentiments : but the joys of life are short, and its mi-

series are long; he mounted and travelled fifteen

miles more through dirt and desolation.

At last the sun set, and all the horrors of darkness

came upon him. He then repented the weak indul-

gence in which he had gratified himself at noon with

too long an interval of rest: yet he went forward
' ^long a path which he could no longer see, some-

mt
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times rushing suddenly into water, and sometimes

incumbered 5vith stiff clay, ignorant whitlier he was
going, and uncertain whether his next step might not

be the last.

In this dismal gloom of nocturnal peregrination his

horse unexpectedly stood still. Marvel had heard

many relations of the instinct of horses, and was in

doubt what danger might be at hand. Sometimes he
fancied that he was on the bank of a river still and
deep, and sometimes that a dead body lay ^ross the

track. He sat still awhile to recollect his thoughts

;

and as he was about to alight and explore the dark-

ness, out stepped a man with a lantern, and opeij^d

the turnpike. He hired a guide to tlic town, arrived

in safety, and slept in quiet.

The rest of his journey was nothing but danger.

He climbed and descended precipices on which vul-

gar mortals tremble to look ; he passed marshes like

the Serbonian bog, where armies whole have sunk ; he
forded rivers where the current roared like the Egre
of the Severn ; or ventured himself on bridges that

trembled under him, from which he looked down on
foaming whirlpools, or dreadful abysses; he wandered
over houseless heaths, amidst all the rage of the ele-

ments, with the snow driving in his face, and the

tempest howling in his ears.

- Such are the colours in which Marvel paints his

adventures. He has accustomed himielf to sounding

words and hyperbolical images, till he has lost the

power of true description. In a road through which
the heaviest carriages pass without difficulty, and the

postboy every day and night goes and returns, he
meets with hardships like those which are endured in

Siberian deserts, and misses nothing of romantic
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dat^r but a giant and a dragon. * When his dread-

ful story is told in proper terms, it is only that the

way vas dirty in winter, and that he experienced the

common vicissitudes of rain and sunshine.

N'50. SATURDAY, MARCH 51, 1759.

^i
//

The character of Mr. Marvel has raised the merri-

ment of some and the contempt of others, who do
not sufficiently consider how often they hear and
practise the same arts of exaggerated narration.

There is not, perhaps, among the multitudes of all

conditions that swarm upon the earth, a single man
who does not believe that he has something extraor-

dinary to relate of himself; and who does not, at one

time or other, summon the attention of his friends to

the casualties of his adventures, and the vicissitudes

of his fortune ; casualties and vicissitudes that hap-

pen alike in lives uniform and diversified ; to the

commander of armies, and the writer at a desk ; to

the sailor wl^o resigns himself to the wind and water,

and the farmer whose longest journey is to the mar-
ket.

In the present state of the world man may pass

through Shakspeare's seven stages of life, and meet
nothing singular or wonderful. But such is every

man's attention to himself, that what is common and

\
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unheeded when it is only seen, becomes remarkable

and peculiar when we happen to feel it.

It is well enough known to be according to the

usaal process of nature, that men should sicken and
recover ; thit some designs should succeed and others

miscarry ; that friends should be separated and meet
again ; that some should be made angry by endea*

votirs to please them, and some be pleased when no
care has been used to gain their approbation ; that

men and women should at first come together by
chance, like each other so well as to commence ac-

quaintance, improve acquaintance into fondness, in^

crease or extinguish fondness by marriage, and have

children of different degrees of intellects and virtue,

some of whom die before their parents., and others

survive them.

Yet let any man tell his own story, and nothing of

all this has ever befallen him according to the com-
mon order of things ; something has always discrimi-

nated his case ; some unusual concurrence of events

has appeared which made him more happy or more
miserable than other mortals ; for in pleasures or cala-

mities, however common, every one has comforts and

affiictions of his own.

It is certain, that without some artificial augmenta-

tions, many of the pleasures of life, and almost all

its embellishments, would fall to the ground. If no
man was to express more delight than he felt, those

who felt most would raise little envy. If travellers

were to describe the most laboured performances of

art with the same coldness as they survey them, all

expectations of happiness from change of place would

cease- The pictures of Raphael would hang without

spectators, and the gardens of Versailles might be in-

habited by hermits. All the pleasure that is received
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ends in an opportunity of splendid falsehood, in the

power of gaining notice by the display of beauties

which the eye was weary of beholding, and a history

^f happy moments, of which, in reality, the most
happy was the last.

The ambition of superior sensibility and superior

eloquence disposes the lovers of arts to receive rapture

at one time, and communicate it at another; and

each labours first to impose upon himself, and then

to propagate the imposture.

Pain is less subject than pleasure to caprices of ex-

pression. The torments of disease, and the grief for

irremediable misfortunes, sometimes are such as no
words can declare, and can only be signified by
groans, or sobs, or inarticulate ejaculations. Man
has from nature a mode of utterance peculiar to pain,

but he has none peculiar to pleasure, because he never

has pleasure but in such degrees as the ordinary use

of language may equal or surpass.

It is nevertheless certain, that many pains as well

as pleasures are heightened by rhetorical affectation,

and that the picture is, for the most part, bigger than

the life.

When we describe our sensations of another's sor-

rows, either in friendly or ceremonious condolence,

the customs of the world scarcely admit of rigid ve-

racity. Perhaps the fondest friendship would enrage

oftener than comfort, were the tongue on such occa-

sions faithfully to represent the sentiments of the

heart ; and I think the strictest moralists allow forms

of address to be used without much regard to their

literal acceptation, when either respect or tenderness

requires them, because they are universally known to

denote not the degree but the species of our senti-

ments^
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But the same indulgence camiot be allowed to him
who aggravates dangers incurred or sorrow endured

by himself, because he darkens the prospect of futu-

rity» and multiplies the pains of our condition by
useless terror. Those who magnify their delights are

less criminal deceivers, yet they raise hopes which
are sure to be disappointed. It would be undoubt-

edly best, if we could see and hear every thing as it

is, that nothing might be too anxiously dreaded, or

too ardently pursued.

N*»51. SATURDAY, APRIL?, 1759.

It has been commonly remarked, that eminent men
are least eminent at home ; that bright characters lose

much of their splendour at a nearer view ; and many
who fill the world with their fame, excite very little

reverence among those that surround them in their

domestic privacies.

To blame or to suspect is easy and natural. When
the fact is evident, and the cause doubtful, some ac-

cusation is always engendered between idleness and
malignity. This disparity of general and familiar

esteem is therefore imputed to hidden vices, and to

practices indulged in secret, but carefully covered

from the public eye.

Vice will indeed always produce contempt. The
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iltgnity of Alexander, though nations fell prostrate

before him, was certainly held in little veneration by
the partakers of his midnight revels, who had seen

him,, in the madness of wine, murder his friend, or

set fire to the Persian palace at the instigation of a

harlot ; and it is well remembered among us, that

the avariceof Marlborough kept him in subjection to

his wi£e, while he was dreaded by France as her

conqueror, and honoured by the emperor as his de-

liverer.

But though, where there is vice, there must be want
x)f reverence, it is not reciprocally true, that when
there is want of reverence there is always vice.

That awe which great actions or abilities implies will

be inevitably diminished by acquaintance, though

nothing either mean or criminal should be found.

Of mpn, as of every tiling else, we must judge
according to our knowledge. When we see of a

hero only his battles, or of a writer only his books,

we have nothing to allay our ideas of their greatness.

We consider the one only as the guardian of his coun-

try, and the other only as the instructor of mankfrd.

We have neither opportunity nor motive to examine
the minuter parts of their lives, or the less apparent

peGuliarities of their characters ; we name them with

habitual respect, and forget, what we still continue to

know, that they are men like other mortals.

But such is the constitution of the world, that

much of life must be spent in the same manner by
the wise and the ignorant, the exalted and the low.

Men, however distinguished by external accidents or

Intrinsic qualities, have all the same wants, the same
pains, and, as far as the senses are consulted^ the

same leasures. The petty cares and petty duties

are the same in every station to every understanding.
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and every hour brings some occasion on which we
all sink to the common level. We are all nake<1 till

we are dressed, and hungry tiH we are fed ; and tlie

general's triumph, and sage's disputation, end, like

the humble labours of the smith or ploughman, in a
dinnei: or in sleep.

Those notions which are to be collected by reason^

in opposition to the senses, will seldom stand forward

in the mind, but lie treasured in the remoter reposi*

tories of memory, to be found only when they are

sought. Whatever any man may have written or

done, his precepts or his valour will scarcely ovef
balance the unimportant uniformity which runt

through his time.^ We do not easily consider him sisf

great, whom our own eyes show us to be little ; nor

labour to keep present to our thoughts the latent ex-

cellencies of him who shares with us all our weak-

nesses andmany of our follies; who, like us,i9delighted

with slight amusements, busied with trifHng employ
ments, and disturbed by little vexations.

Great powers cannot be exerted, but when great

exigences make them necessary. Great exigences

can happen but seldom, and therefore those qualities

which have a claim to the veneration of mankind, lie

hid, for the most part, like subterranean treasures^,

over which the foot passes as on common ground, till

necessity breaks open the golden cavern.

In the ancient celebration of victory, a slave was

placed on the triumphal car, by the side of the gene-

ral, who reminded him by a short sentence, that be
was a man. Whatever danger there might be lest a

•leader, in his passage to the capitol, should forget the

frailties of his nature, there was surely no need of

such an admonition ; the intoxication could not hsLVo

continued long ; he would have been at home but a

I i
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few hours before flome of bis dependanlB would hstve

forgot his greatness, and shown bim^ that notwith-

standing his laurels be was yet a n»n.

There are somewho try to escape this domestic de*

gradation, by labouring to appear always wise or

always great ; but he thai strives against nature, will

for ever strive in vain. To he grave of mien and

slow of utterance ; to look with so^citode and speak

with hesitation, is attainable at will ; but the show of

wisdom is ridiculous when there is nothing to cause

doubt, as that of valour where there is nothing to be

feared.

A man who has duly considered the condition of

his being, will contentedly yield to the course of

things : he, will not pant for distinction wherei\dis-

tinction would imply no merit ; but though on great

occasions he may wish to be greater than others, he

will be satisfied in common occurrences not to be,

less.
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Tbb practice of selfdenial, or the forbearance of,

lawful pleasure, has been considered by almost every

nation, from the remotest ages, as the highest exalta-

tion of human virtue ; and all have agreed to pay
respect and veneration to those vho abstained from
the delights of Fife, even when they did not censure

tho^e who enjoy them.

Tlie genei^ voice of mankind, civil and barbarous,

confesses that the mind and body are at variance, and

that neither can be made happy by its proper gratifi-

cations but at the expense of the other ; that a pam-
pered body will, darken the mind, and an enlightened

mind will macerate the body. And none have failed

to confer their esteem on those who prefer intellect

to sense, who control their lower by their higher fa-

culties, and forget the wants and desires of animal

life for rational disquisitions or pious contemplations.

Thp-earth has scarcely a country so far advanced
towards political regularity as to divide the inhabi-

tants into classes, where some orders of men or wo-
men are not distinguished by voluntary severities, and
where the reputation pf their sanctity is not increased

in proportion to the rigour of their rules, and the

exactness of their performance.

•
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When an opinion to which there is no temptation

of interest spreads wide and continues long, it may
be reasonably presumed to have been infused by na-

ture, or dictated by reason. It has been .often ob-

served^ that the fictions of imposture^ and illusions of

fancy, soon give way to time and experience ; and
that nothing keeps its ground but truth, which gains

every day new in6uence by new confirmation.

But truth, when it is reduced to practice, easily

becomes subject to caprice and imagination ; and
many particular acts will be wrong, though their ge-

neral principle be right. It cannot be denied, that a

just conviction of the restraint necessary to be laid

upon the appetites has produced extravagant and un-

natural modes of mortification, and institutions, v^^ipii)

however favourably considered, will be found to vio-

late nature without promoting piety.

fiut the doctrine of self-denial is not weakened in

itself by the errors of those who misinterpret or mis-

apply it ; the encroachment of the appetites upon the

understanding is hourly perceived ; and the state of

those, whom sensuality has enslaved, is known to be
In the highest degree despicable and wretched.

The dread of such shameful captivity may justly

raise alarms, and wisdom will endeavour to keep dan-

ger at a distance. By timely caution and suspicious

vigilance those desires may be repressed, to which
Indulgence would soon give absolute dominion ; those

enemies may be overcome, which, when they have
been a while accustomed to victory, can no longer hd
resisted.

^

*•
<

Nothing is more fatal to happiness or virtue, than

that confidence wliich flatters us with an opinion of

our own strength, and by assuring us of the power of

retreat precipitates us into hazard. Some may safefly
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venture farther than othen intothe regions of delight.

lay themselves more open to the golden shafts of

pleasure, and adirance nearer to the residence of the

Sjrens ; but he that is best armed with constancy and

reason is yet vulnerable in one part or other, and to

every man there is a point fhred, beyond which if

he passes, he will not easily return. It is certainly

most wise, as it is most safe, to stdp before he touches

the utmost limit, since every step of advance will

more and more entice him to go forward, till he shall

at last enter into the recesses of vofuptuousness, and
sloth and despondency close the passage behind him*

To deny early and inflexibly, is the only art of

checking the importunity of desire, and of preserving

quiet and innocence. Innocent gratifications must he
sometimes withheld ; he that complies with all lawful

desires will certainly lose his empire over himself,

and in time either submit his reason to his wishes, and
think all his desires lawful, or dismiss his reason as

troublesome and intrusive, and resolve to snatch what
he may happen to wish, without inquiring about
right and wrong.

No man, whose appetites are his masters, can pei^

form the duties of his nature with strictness and regu*

larity ; he that would be superior to external influ*

ences must %rst become superior to his own passions.

When the Roman general, sitting at supper with sL

plate of turnips before him, was solicited by large

presents to betray his trust, he asked the messengers

whether he that could sup on turnips was a man likely

to sell his own country. Upon him who has reduced
his senses to obedience, temptation has lost its power

;

he is able to attend impartially to virtue^ and execute
her commands without hesitation.

VOL.1. O
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To set the mind above the appetites is the end of

abstinence, ^bich one of the Fathers observes to be
not a virtue, but the groundwork of virtue. Bj
forbearing to dd what may innocently be done, we
may add hourly new vigour or resolujtion, and secure

^e power of resistance when pleasure or interest shali

lend their charms to guilt.

w
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